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Abstract
We present an ab initio theory to describe magnetic ordering and magnetic
phase transitions at finite temperatures from pairwise and multi-spin interactions.
Our formalism is designed to model thermal fluctuations of disordered local mo-
ments associated with atomic sites and adequately describes how these emerge from
the glue of many interacting electrons. The key ingredient is to assume a time-scale
separation between the evolution of the local moment orientations and a rapidly
responsive electronic background setting them. This is the Disordered Local Mo-
ment picture grounding the framework of our theory. The method uses Density
Functional Theory calculations constrained to specific local moment configurations
to model the electronic structure and exploits Green’s functions within a Multiple
Scattering Theory to solve the Kohn-Sham equations. Two central objects are calcu-
lated as functions of magnetic ordering: internal magnetic fields sustaining the local
moments and the lattice Fourier transform of the interactions in the paramagnetic
state. We develop a methodology to extract the pairwise and multi-spin constants
from the first and use the second to study the magnetic interactions in the reciprocal
space and gain information of the type and extent of most stable magnetic order.
These quantities are directly related to the first and second derivatives of the free
energy of a magnetic material, respectively. Hence, our approach is able to provide
thermodynamic quantities of interest, such as temperature and entropy changes for
the evaluation of caloric effects, and magnetic phase diagrams for temperature, mag-
netic field, and lattice spacing studies can be constructed. Transition temperatures
and their order, as well as tricritical points, are obtainable.
We apply the theory to carry out major investigations on long-period mag-
netic phases in the heavy rare earth elements (HREs) and magnetic frustration in the
Mn-based antiperovskite nitride Mn3GaN. The mixing of both pairwise and four-site
magnetic interactions have been found to have profound consequences on the mag-
netism of both systems. We have obtained a generic HRE magnetic phase diagram
which is consequent on the response of the common valence electronic structure to
the f -electron magnetic moment ordering. We also present a modelling based on
the lanthanide contraction to describe ferromagnetic, helical antiferromagnetic, and
fan phases in Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho, in excellent agreement with experiment. Our
study of Mn3GaN shows that its first-order paramagnetic-antiferromagnetic trian-
gular transition originates from the fourth order terms and that the effect of biaxial
strain to distort the compensated antiferromagnetic interactions has a large impact
on the frustrated magnetism. As a consequence, new collinear magnetic phases sta-
ble at high temperatures are predicted and a very rich temperature-strain phase
diagram is obtained. We also show how to get the best refrigerating performance
and design a novel elastocaloric cooling cycle from the features of the diagram.
xi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Magnetism is a collective phenomenon arising from the interactions among an im-
mense number of particles. The mechanism of electrons travelling and mutually
interacting with themselves and fixed nuclei in a magnetic material can result in
the formation of ordered magnetic patterns, known as magnetic phases. The range
of magnetic orderings observed in nature is enormous and rich. For example, the
simplest situation corresponds to ferromagnetism in which magnetic moments, de-
scribed by spin polarisation orientation of local electronic densities, are parallel
aligned and a total non-zero magnetisation is produced. This order is in sharp con-
trast with the magnetism originated in antiferromagnets, where the net magnetic
moment vanishes due to the compensation of the local moment directions and sizes.
As such condensed matter phases, the macroscopic behaviour of these magnetic
structures is entirely distinct of their constituents and the whole is not described
by the mere superposition of its parts. Understanding magnetism from an atomic
point of view is a fundamental and exciting problem that due to its very compli-
cated nature still today puzzles physicists even from what can be considered the
most essential aspect: the description of the formation of the basic constituents,
the magnetic moments, and in essence their nature. It should not be regarded
as surprising that this basic task, in the sense of its elementary character, is yet
not fully understood. Firstly, magnetic moments, whose collective behaviour de-
termine macroscopic ordering, in turn emerge from the spins of many interacting
electrons. This raises questions regarding the mutual influence between both co-
operative mechanisms. Time and energy scale differences clearly play important
roles in this mixing. Secondly, the spin of the electrons is a direct consequence of
relativity, hence fundamentally including the complexity of relativistic effects into
the intrinsic many-body quantum mechanical character. Finally, but not less im-
1
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portant, empirical experience shows that relatively small temperature changes can
have a profound impact on the properties of a magnetic material. For example,
transitions between different kind of magnetic phases can be thermally triggered
and warming up to high enough temperatures eventually destroys the magnetic or-
dering without suppressing the magnetic moments themselves. Taking into account
thermal fluctuations of local moments and their effect on the electronic glue, de-
scribed by the sea of electrons binding together the nuclei, is a very complicated but
essential task.
We present a theory to study the temperature-dependent magnetic proper-
ties of materials from first principles, i.e. from a parameter-free formulation and
relying on well established laws of nature only. Evidently, such a theory must be
grounded in a sound quantum mechanical basis and ideally be fully extended to
naturally include relativistic effects. Hence, we employ Density Functional Theory
(DFT) [4, 5], a broadly used technique developed to solve the quantum mechani-
cal equations of electrons in a solid within an effective single particle picture, thus
designed to describe the electronic structure of a material. The choice of this mod-
elling method is not made for its efficiency and versatility only, but also because
it can be suitably implemented together with appropriate methods able to render
magnetic disorder computationally tractable. The route to achieve this goes through
the usage of Green’s functions and Multiple Scattering Theory (MST), known as the
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR)-MST method [6, 7], in honour to its early develop-
ers. Such an approach distinguishes itself to other electronic structure techniques in
that it uses the less intuitive Green’s functions as main mathematical tools, instead
of the more familiar wave functions often employed in other DFT-based calculations.
However, from this approach a rigorous formalism to describe thermally fluctuat-
ing local magnetic moments affecting and being set by the underlying electronic
structure can be established. The central tenet is to assume that the local moment
orientations vary very slowly on the time-scale of the other electronic motions. This
is the approach baptised as Disordered Local Moment (DLM) theory [8] and we
entirely centre our treatment of magnetism at finite temperatures on such a pic-
ture. DFT-DLM theory has been successfully implemented in the past and recent
years to study, for example, the onset of magnetic order in strongly-correlated sys-
tems [9] and the heavy rare earth elements [10], metamagnetic phase transitions in
metal alloys [11, 12], the magnetic interactions between rare-earth and transition-
metals [13, 14], and temperature-dependent magnetic anisotropy [15, 16, 17, 18].
In this thesis we use and extend DFT-DLM theory to investigate the fun-
damental physics of pairwise and multi-spin interactions, which are naturally em-
3braced by the DLM approach, and study their effect on magnetic phase transitions.
Our theory is designed to model thermally induced excitations of the magnetic mo-
ment orientations. It naturally describes how the spin-polarised electronic structure
adapts to the extent and kind of magnetic order. As will be shown in chapter 3,
a mean-field treatment is used to solve the statistical mechanics of the fluctuating
disordered local moments, from which we develop a method to calculate pairwise
and multi-spin interactions among them. We show how as the magnetic ordering
develops at each atomic site the effect of multi-spin interactions might become im-
portant in systems with a complicated coupling between the electronic glue and
the local moments, which can be expected to occur in metallic magnets, for in-
stance. The presence of these higher order terms, in principle, can have fundamental
consequences on the magnetic behaviour when the amount and type of long-range
magnetic order changes. Our method produces the free energy of the system as
well as extent of magnetic orderings as functions of temperature, magnetic field
and interatomic distances. It also describes temperature and entropy changes be-
tween different magnetic states, hence being a natural tool for the calculation of
caloric effects, which can be used to model magnetic materials for magnetic refriger-
ation [19, 20]. We also develop a methodology to construct magnetic phase diagrams
containing second- and first-order magnetic phase transitions and, therefore, locat-
ing consequent tricritical points. Being that the theory is able to track the order of
the transitions, the examination of these diagrams can be used to predict previously
unexplored phase-space regions with the most optimal conditions maximising ther-
modynamical quantities of interest. As it will be shown, both pair- and multi-spin
interactions, which in turn depend on the electronic structure behaviour, determine
the phase diagram’s features.
The thesis is organised as follows. In chapter 2 we give an overview of DFT
and KKR-MST as well as of an effective medium theory of disorder naturally im-
plementable within our techniques. The DLM approach and how it can be used
together with DFT is presented in chapter 3. A linear response theory for the fully
disordered local moment regime, formally describing the paramagnetic state in a
rigorous way, is also provided in this chapter. This part of the work is of particular
importance because it provides a scheme to identify the most stable magnetic or-
derings in a magnetic material. Chapter 4, which mainly contains the most original
contribution in terms of theoretical developments, is devoted to show our method-
ology to obtain pairwise and multi-site interactions and how these can be used to
describe the stabilisation of magnetic phases against temperature, magnetic field
and lattice positions. We also explain in this chapter how to construct magnetic
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phase diagrams. To demonstrate some of the particularities of the theory we apply
it to bcc iron and present some simple case studies for illustrative purposes. Chap-
ters 5 and 6 are dedicated to show new results. Respectively, we study in depth
the incommensurate magnetism and temperature and magnetic field dependence of
long-period magnetic phases, as well as ferromagnetism, in the heavy rare earth ele-
ments, and the effect of biaxial strain on the frustrated magnetism in the Mn-based
antiperovskite system Mn3GaN. These two chapters contain the original work pub-
lished in references [21] and [22]. Finally, in chapter 7 we give a summary together
with an overview and discussion of future work.
Chapter 2
Ab-initio theory of electronic
structure
Describing the very complicated process of solid formation initially demands to fully
solve the quantum many-body problem of coupled electrons and nuclei. This is a
formidable task that must be simplified in order to be tractable. One can adopt
the approach of designing a simpler Hamiltonian aimed to model a small number of
degrees of freedom of interest, and let the rest to be captured by empirical parame-
ters. This path fundamentally relies on experimental experience and adjusting the
Hamiltonian to the specifications of each system is usually necessary. Alternatively,
one refers to ab initio modelling, or equivalently a model from ’first principles’, when
the theory used does not rely on empirical parameters and only free-parameter ap-
proximations are incorporated. Such a theory is evidently very desirable and has
been pursued in the last decades. Along these lines, the development of the well es-
tablished Density Functional Theory (DFT) technique, which led to the Nobel prize
in chemistry in 1998, represented a breakthrough since it provided the basis to study
solids from purely theoretical inputs. DFT has been exploited to study very diverse
phenomena and has substantially advanced the understanding in many fields, such
as physics, chemistry, and engineering. Due to its reliability and relative simplicity
it has become one of the most employed ab initio approaches and its study is an
established field which is still continuously evolving yet today.
This chapter is devoted to introduce DFT, which will be used as the ab initio
technique supporting our calculations describing the electronic structure. Firstly, in
section 2.1 we derive the Kohn-Sham equations, present the approximation made for
the calculation of the exchange and correlation functional, and show the formalism
of DFT at non-zero temperatures. The formal solution of the Kohn-Sham equations,
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based on the multiple scattering approach, is then presented and developed in section
2.2. Finally, in section 2.3 we introduce a theory to describe disorder by constructing
an effective medium.
2.1 Density Functional Theory
DFT is aimed to make the very complicated problem of many interacting electrons
surrounded by many nuclei tractable. The problem can be initially simplified by
considering that in the solid state the nuclei typically remain at fixed positions, or
barely move from them, compared with the fast travelling electrons. This is due to
the fact that their mass is about three orders of magnitude larger than the mass
of the electrons and, consequently, their electronic velocities must be much smaller.
From this, one can neglect the kinetic energy of the nuclei and consider the effect
of their presence as an external potential acting on the electrons. This is the so-
called Born-Oppenheimer approximation [23]. In this situation the electrons feel
the effect of a stationary effective field created by the slowly moving underlying
nuclei arrangement and instantaneously adjust their motions to its evolution. The
non-relativistic Hamiltonian operator describing this picture can be written as [24]
Hˆ = Kˆ + Wˆ +
∑
n
Vext(rn),
Kˆ = − ~
2
2me
∑
n
∇2rn Wˆ =
1
2
∑
n
∑
m6=n
e2
4piε0|rn − rm| ,
(2.1)
where ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum and e, me, and rn are the charge, mass and
position of the n-th electron, respectively. The term labelled as Kˆ is the kinetic
energy, and the external potential Vext comprises the effect of the fixed nuclei on the
electrons. The second term Wˆ describes the Coulomb repulsion between electron
pairs and, in practice, its presence makes the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.1) too compli-
cated to be solved as it stands, since it represents the source of the many-electron
interaction. The strategy behind DFT to overcome this problem consists in convert-
ing Eq. (2.1) into an independent electron Hamiltonian. This idea is implemented
by firstly introducing the central concept of DFT established by Hohenberg and
Kohn: the total energy of the system is a functional of the electron density n(r)
only,
E = E[n(r)]. (2.2)
This is the most important statement of the Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorem and
ensures that the total energy is minimised by the ground state electron density
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n0(r) [4]. This observation simplifies the problem remarkably since it shows that
there is only need to find n(r), instead of the immense many-body wave function
Ψ(r1, r2, . . . ), in order to calculate the total energy at the ground state. Returning
now to Eq. (2.1), the total energy functional is expressed as
E[n] = 〈Ψ[n]|Kˆ + Wˆ |Ψ[n]〉+
∫
drn(r)Vext(r) = F [n] +
∫
drn(r)Vext(r), (2.3)
where |Ψ〉 is the many-body ground state wave function and F [n] = K[n] + W [n]
is a universal functional which does not depend on the particularities of the crystal
structure. The Kohn-Sham approach now follows by splitting F [n] into kinetic K0,
and Hartree EH, energy terms of an effective independent electron system reproduc-
ing exactly the density of the original one,
F [n] = K0[n] + EH[n] + Exc[n]. (2.4)
Here
K0[n] = − ~
2
2m
∑
i
∫
drψ∗i (r)∇2ψi(r)
EH[n] =
1
2
∫ ∫
drdr′n(r)
e2
4piε0|r− r′|n(r
′) =
1
2
∫
drn(r)VH(r)
(2.5)
defines the Hartree potential VH(r) and introduces the Kohn-Sham single-particle
wave functions {ψi(r)}, yet unknown, of the independent electron Hamiltonian. The
extra energy term Exc[n] in Eq. (2.4), named exchange and correlation energy, is
also unknown and accounts for the difference between the non-interacting effective
medium and the many-body real system,
Exc[n] = K[n] +W [n]−K0[n]− EH[n]. (2.6)
In practice, this term has to be approximated and ideally it is expected to be rela-
tively small. Evidently, the accuracy of DFT calculations largely rely on how this
term is treated.
The electron density is computed from the single electron wave functions as
n(r) =
∑
i
|ψi(r)|2, (2.7)
where the summation is over occupied states, and spin degrees of freedom if relevant
to the problem. An important premise of the HK theorem is that n0(r) determines
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uniquely the external potential of the nuclei Vext(r) [4, 5]. In fact this one-to-one
mapping does not depend on the explicit form of the electron-electron interaction
and, in consequence, it guarantees the existence of a non-interacting system which
has the same ground state electron density as the real system. In order to obtain
the wave functions {ψn(r)} it is convenient to introduce the Lagrange functional
L[n] = E[n]−
∑
ij
λij [〈ψi(r)|ψj(r)〉 − δij ] , (2.8)
where λij are the corresponding Lagrange multipliers ensuring the orthogonality of
the wave functions. The variational principle is then used to minimise the total en-
ergy and simultaneously constrain the calculation to the correct number of electrons
in the system, N . From Eq. (2.8) one then obtains
δL[n]
δn
= 0⇒ δE[n]
δψ∗i (r)
−
∑
j
λijψj(r) = 0. (2.9)
After some simple algebra and using Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) one can write[
−~
2∇2
2me
+ Vext(r) + VH(r) +
δExc[n]
δn
]
ψi(r) =
∑
j
λijψj(r), (2.10)
which can be rewritten in terms of rotated single-particle wave functions {φi(r)},
from diagonalizing λij , and the exchange and correlation potential is defined as
Vxc(r) =
δExc[n]
δn
∣∣∣∣
n(r)
, (2.11)
that is, [
−~
2∇2
2me
+ Vext(r) + VH(r) + Vxc(r)
]
φi(r) = εiφi(r), (2.12)
where {εi} are the single-particle energies. This set of equations are known as
the Kohn-Sham equations [5] and are the basis of DFT and the cornerstone of the
most important modern computational electronic structure theories for modelling
materials ab initio. Note that the effective potential finally derived in Eq. (2.12)
Veff(r) = Vext(r) + VH(r) + Vxc(r) (2.13)
depends on n(r) so that the Kohn-Sham equations can be solved self-consistently
together with Eq. (2.7). An initial guess of the electron density is taken to calculate
Veff(r) and the single-particle wave functions are obtained by solving the Kohn-Sham
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equations. At this point these solutions are used to recalculate the electron density.
If one obtains a different value then a new guess is constructed and the cycle is
repeated until self-consistency is reached. The total energy can be calculated too
using the single-particle energies {εn} as
E[n] =
∑
i
fiεi − EH[n] + Exc[n]−
∫
drn(r)Vxc(r), (2.14)
where fi = 1 (fi = 0) applies if the state is occupied (non-occupied) and the extra
terms are added to subtract double-counting terms in the Hartree and the exchange-
correlation contributions.
2.1.1 The Local Density Approximation
As explained in the previous section, the exchange-correlation potential is designed
to capture all the complicated many-body effects ignored within the independent
electron approximation. Until today the corresponding electron density functional
Exc[n] is still unknown and continuous effort to construct accurate exchange and
correlation potentials constitutes an active research field itself. Here we employ
the most common numerical scheme to approximate Exc[n], the Local Density Ap-
proximation (LDA) [25, 26]. The idea is to calculate the exchange and correlation
energies of a simpler system, the interacting homogeneous electron gas, and map
them locally to the real medium. If the electron density is slowly varying, one can
assume that Exc[n] in each infinitesimal volume element at a given position is the
same as the one calculated for the homogeneous electron gas with the same value of
the charge density [24],
dExc =
Ehomxc [n(r)]
V
dr⇒ Exc[n] = 1
V
∫
drEhomxc [n(r)], (2.15)
where V is the volume and Exc[n] is then obtained by adding up all the individual
contributions from each volume element. For the homogeneous electron gas the
exchange functional can be derived exactly [27], while the correlation functional is
extracted by solving numerically the many-particle Hamiltonian and parametrising
the resulting data [25]. The total exchange-correlation functional is then obtained
by summing up both contributions. In this thesis we implement the LDA and use
the parametrisation proposed by Perdew and Wang [28].
The success of LDA is usually attributed to the fact that it satisfies some
sum rules derived from the pair density and connected to the exchange-correlation
hole [29]. The LDA is also partly motivated by the fact that Exc[n] should be a
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universal functional. It is expected, therefore, that both the exchange and correla-
tion effects are well described by the Coulomb repulsion and the quantum statistical
nature included in the homogeneous electron gas.
2.1.2 Density Functional Theory extended to finite temperatures
Hohenberg and Kohn laid the basis of ab initio ground state calculations of elec-
tronic structure. To accomplish this they demonstrated the existence of the universal
functional F [n], independent of the external potential Vext(r), such that E[n] in Eq.
(2.3) is minimised for the ground state density n0(r) associated to Vext(r) [4]. How-
ever, the temperature effect on the population of excited electronic states was not
considered. The extension of DFT to finite temperatures was realised by Mermin,
soon after the publication of Hohenberg and Kohn, by following an analogous rea-
soning in the context of the grand canonical ensemble [30]. The starting point is to
construct the grand potential functional
Ω[ρˆ] = Trρˆ
(
Hˆ − νNˆ + 1
β
log ρˆ
)
, (2.16)
where ν is the chemical potential, Nˆ is the particle number operator, and Hˆ is the
many-body Hamiltonian as expressed in Eq. (2.1). Eq. (2.16) naturally introduces
the probability density operator ρˆ such that Tr [. . . ] performs the trace operation
and the expected value of an operator Aˆ is calculated as 〈Aˆ〉 = Tr ρˆAˆ. The grand
potential
Ω = − 1
β
log
(
Tr exp
[
−β(Hˆ − νNˆ)
])
(2.17)
is given by Eq. (2.16) when ρ = ρ0 is the appropriate equilibrium density matrix
ρ0 =
exp
[
−β(Hˆ − νNˆ)
]
Tr exp
[
−β(Hˆ − νNˆ)
] . (2.18)
The key point is that it is possible to show that in fact the minimum of Ω[ρ] is
attained by ρ0 and, therefore, Vext(r) determines ρ0 [30]. Underlying the work of
Mermin is to show that the functional variable can be transferred from ρ to n(r)
such that a universal functional FT [n] independent of Vext(r) exists and that
Ω =
∫
drn0(r)Vext(r) + FT [n0] (2.19)
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is the grand potential too, i.e., it is minimised by the equilibrium density n0(r) in
the presence of Vext(r). Similarly to zero temperature DFT, it is straightforward
to show that Vext(r) is unequivocally determined by n0(r) by reductio ad absurdum
demonstration [30]. Since Vext(r) in turn determines ρ0, it can be deduced that ρ0
is a functional of n0(r). From Eqs. (2.16) and (2.19), and recalling the Hamiltonian
in Eq. (2.1), it follows that
FT [n0] = Tr
[
ρ0[n0]
(
Kˆ + Wˆ +
1
β
log ρ0[n0]
)]
. (2.20)
Eq. (2.19) is, therefore, the grand potential, showing that the approach presented
by Hohenberg and Kohn can be implemented at non-zero temperatures.
In practice, the total energy expression given in Eq. (2.14) can be extended to
non-zero temperatures by using the equilibrium electron density and the appropriate
Fermi-Dirac occupation function fn =
(
1 + eβ(εn−ν)
)−1
to calculate
Ω[n] = Ω0[n]− EH[n] + Ωxc[n]−
∫
drn(r)Vxc(r), (2.21)
where now the Hohenberg-Kohn energy functional becomes a Helmholtz free energy
such that Ω0[n] →
∑
n fnεn − TS0 − νN , which can be described by the non-
interacting fermions entropy
S0 = −kB
∑
n
[
fn log fn + (1− fn) log(1− fn)
]
. (2.22)
2.1.3 Magnetism and relativistic effects in Density Functional The-
ory
The DFT approach presented in the previous sections does not depend on the spin
since its presence has been ignored so far for simplicity. The concept of spin is
a direct consequence of the extension of the Schro¨dinger equation to be invariant
with respect to Lorentz transformations. In other words, it arises naturally in the
framework of the Dirac equation. Similarly, the generalisation of DFT to take in
magnetism goes through the consideration of special relativity effects. Pertinent
to the spin inclusion, therefore, is to examine the Dirac equation for an electron
moving under the effect of an external magnetic field specified by a vector potential,
i.e. B = ∇×A(r),
HˆDΨi(r) =
[
cα · (−i~∇+ eA(r)) + βImec2
]
Ψi(r) = εiΨi(r). (2.23)
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Here c is the velocity of light and εi is the energy solution. βI is a four by four
matrix defined as
βI =
(
I2 (0)
(0) −I2
)
, where I2 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, (2.24)
(0) being a matrix of zeros, and α is a vector whose components are defined as
α = (αx, αy, αz) with αi =
(
(0) σi
σi (0)
)
, (2.25)
where {σi} are the well known Pauli matrices
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (2.26)
The solution of Eq. (2.23), Ψi(r), is the famous Dirac spinor, which is structured
by four different components. Hence, it is natural to expect that in relativistic
DFT the central role played by the electron density is replaced by a four-component
function. Indeed, it has been shown that the total energy of the Dirac equation at
the ground state is a unique functional of the relativistic four-component current
Jµ(r) [31]. This is not surprising as Jµ(r) conceals the electron density n(r) itself
as well as the spin density. It includes the electron current density too, although
it is usually ignored if diamagnetism and electric polarisation effects are not the
object of interest. If the starting point of the calculation is the Dirac equation and
spin-polarisation effects are included we refer to Spin- Density Functional Theory
(SDFT). Importantly, the extension to finite temperatures of SDFT can be carried
out too by the same argument presented by Mermin [30] since the mapping of the
probability density to Jµ(r) can be equivalently argued. As it is common practice,
in this thesis we focus our attention to the electron and spin densities only.
From energy comparison arguments and neglecting diamagnetism and or-
bital paramagnetism, Eq. (2.23) can be safely approximated to the following two-
component equation [24][
−~
2∇2
2me
+
2µB
~
S ·B
]
Φi(r) = εiΦi(r). (2.27)
This equation is referred to as the Pauli equation and shows how the spin, described
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by the spin operator
S =
~
2
σ, where σ = (σx, σy, σz), (2.28)
appears in the Dirac equation naturally. The Dirac spinor is now formed by inde-
pendent two-spinor functions
{
Φi(r) = φi(r; 1) |↑〉+ φi(r; 2) |↓〉
}
, with |↑〉 =
(
1
0
)
and |↓〉 =
(
0
1
)
. (2.29)
As usual, the electron density is constructed as the sum of the independent densities
over occupied states
n(r) =
∑
i
ni(r) =
∑
i
Φ†i (r)Φi(r) =
∑
i
(|φi(r; 1)|2 + |φi(r; 2)|2) , (2.30)
such as the total number of electrons satisfies Ne =
∫
drn(r). The total spin density
is computed from the application of the spin operator,
s(r) =
∑
i
si(r) =
∑
i
Φ†i (r)SΦi(r), (2.31)
which suggests the following definition of the associated total magnetic moment
density
µ(r) = −2µB
~
∑
i
si(r) = −2µB~ s(r). (2.32)
From the definition given in Eq. (2.28), together with Eq. (2.29), we can write after
some simple algebra the dependence of the spin density on the Dirac solution,
sx(r) = ~Re
∑
i
[
φ∗i (r; 1)φi(r; 2)
]
, (2.33)
sy(r) = ~ Im
∑
i
[
φ∗i (r; 1)φi(r; 2)
]
, (2.34)
sz(r) =
~
2
∑
i
[|φi(r; 1)|2 − |φi(r; 2)|2], (2.35)
which satisfies |s(r)| = ~2n(r). An important observation regarding SDFT follows
from this; we associate a three-dimensional spin polarisation at every point in space
where the electron density is non-zero, which can be computed directly from the wave
function components. Note that the magnetisation orientation is not necessarily
collinear with respect to other spatial positions and can vary spatially in a non-
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trivial manner. Within this framework the total local magnetic moment per unit
cell of volume Vu is obtained by performing the integral
µVu =
∫
Vu
drµ(r). (2.36)
We return now to the density functional strategy of DFT and proceed to
apply it to the Dirac equation. Clearly, once relativistic effects are included the first
step is to consider the total energy as a functional of both the electron density and
the magnetic moment density, i.e. E[n(r)] → E[n(r),µ(r)]. Adapting the Dirac
equation to the approximations cementing DFT, namely the Born-Oppenheimer,
mean-field (in the Hartree potential), and single-particle approximations, the total
energy can be expressed in terms of the kinetic, exchange-correlation, and Hartree
energies already introduced for non-relativistic DFT, as well as an extra contribution
accounting for the external magnetic field
E[n,µ] = K0[n,µ] + EH[n,µ] + Exc[n,µ] +
∫
dr
(
n(r)Vext(r)−B · µ(r)
)
. (2.37)
The SDFT Kohn-Sham equations are then derived by following an analogous min-
imisation procedure with respect to n(r) and µ(r), as described in section 2.1. For
this purpose we define the density matrix
nαβ(r) =
∑
i
φ∗i (r;α)φi(r;β), (2.38)
which compactly contains both densities,
n(r) =
∑
α
nαα(r) and µ(r) = −µB
∑
αβ
nαβ(r)σαβ. (2.39)
The minimum principle follows, therefore, as
δE[nαβ]
δnαβ
= 0, (2.40)
which, together with the use of the Lagrange parameter associated with the particle
number conservation, leads to the SDFT version of the Kohn-Sham equations[
− ~
2
2me
∇2 + Vext(r) + VH(r) + Vxc(r)− µBσ · (B(r) + Bxc(r))
]
Φi(r) = εiΦi(r),
(2.41)
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where
δExc[nαβ]
δnαβ
∣∣∣∣∣
n(r),µ(r)
= Vxc(r)I2 + µBσ ·Bxc(r). (2.42)
This equation shows that the very complicated many-electron physics, captured by
the exchange-correlation energy, might generate an effective magnetic field Bxc(r)
at every point in space. Evidently, this term comprises the effect of Pauli exclu-
sion principle and the Coulomb interaction fundamentally behind magnetism and in
principle captured by the LDA. It is this term, therefore, the one that is responsible
of magnetic ordering if the appropriate conditions favouring the generation of spin
polarisation are present.
The total energy can be calculated from Eq. (2.41) in analogy to the non-
relativistic computation shown in Eq. (2.14),
E[n,µ] =
∑
i
fiεi−EH[n]+Exc[n,µ]−
∫
drn(r)Vxc(r)−
∫
drµ(r) · (B(r)+Bxc(r))
(2.43)
Note that the main difference is that a term accounting for the contribution of the
total magnetic field is added.
2.2 Multiple Scattering Theory
The Kohn-Sham equations lay the basis for the solution of the electronic structure
of periodic solids, as presented in the previous section. Due to the functional char-
acter of the theory, self-consistent calculations can be used to solve these equations
and the electron and magnetic moment densities, together with the potentials, can
be obtained in an iterative cycle procedure. Numerous methods can be employed to
find the solution of Eq. (2.12), or of its relativistic version in Eq. (2.41), although
their form naturally suggests to opt for the eigenvalue strategy plus some advanta-
geous description of the wave function. In this thesis we follow an alternative route
that might be conceptually more difficult but which offers some benefits in compen-
sation, the so-called Multiple Scattering Theory (MST). The complication is due to
the fact that this theory is formulated in terms of Green’s functions instead of the
more familiar wave solutions. Green’s function based technology applied to periodic
solids was suggested firstly by Korringa [6] and later by Kohn and Rostoker [7],
baptising the multiple scattering approach as KKR method. However, KKR-MST
methodology did not become popular until a couple of years later when its formu-
lation in multiple scattering terms was made [32] and the scattering path operator
was introduced [33]. As it will be apparent later in this section, the advantage is
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that single-site scattering events can be solved independently of the geometry of the
system so that the problem can be conveniently separated into two parts.
In practice, The KKR-MST formalism and mechanism is exactly the same
for both relativistic and non-relativistic approaches. The main difference lies in that
the size of the central quantities, such as the Green’s functions and scattering ma-
trices, which become higher within the relativistic formulation due to the additional
spin-dimensionality. The shapes of the spherical expansions, solving the scattering
problems, are consequently different too, but the central equations and relations
defining the theory remain the same. For this reason, we present in the following
pages the non-relativistic derivation for illustrative purposes and to avoid the math-
ematical complication added in the relativistic picture. This is appropriate since
the relevant non-relativistic results can then be healed to incorporate relativistic
effects by suitably tracing with respect to the spin degrees. The interested reader
can find detailed derivations of the relativistic formulation in many references, such
as [34, 35, 36, 37].
2.2.1 Green’s functions and the single-center scattering problem
In this section the Green’s function formulation is presented and used to solve the
problem of one particle being scattered by a single localised potential. The results
obtained will become the basis to expand the theory to deal with a collection of
scattering potentials in section 2.2.2.
We proceed by recalling the effective potential derived in Eq. (2.13). Our
starting point is to approximate it as a sum of non-overlapping spherical potentials
centred at fixed positions {Rn},
Veff(r) ≈
∑
n
Vn(rn), with rn = r−Rn, (2.44)
where rn = |rn|, and Vn(rn) = 0 for rn > rMT,n, rMT,n being named the muffin-
tin radius of the spherical region n. Note that rMT,n can be different at each site.
This form to split Veff(r) is known as the muffin-tin approximation (MTA) and the
region of zero potential outside the spheres is referred to as the interstitial region.
Many authors use, additionally, other manners to approximate Veff(r). For example,
in the Atomic Sphere Approximation (ASA) the interstitial region is removed by
increasing the volume of the spheres and allowing the consequent superposition of the
potentials. However, the MST presented here strictly demands that the potentials
at each site do not overlap. Although one might desire to remove the interstitial
region as much as possible in order to minimise the effect of the approximation, in
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principle the ASA should be treated carefully if applied.
In this picture the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian HˆKS = −~2∇2/2me + Veff(r)
is meant to describe a particle travelling across an ensemble of scattering centres
that are associated to the potentials created at each site of the lattice system. The
solution of the single-centre scattering event at site n, which we denote with ϕn(r),
is described by the single-site Hamiltonian equation
Hˆn(r)ϕn(r) =
(
−~
2∇2
2me
+ Vn(rn)
)
ϕn(r) = Eϕn(r). (2.45)
From this equation the Green’s function associated to Hˆn(r) is formally defined as
Gn(E) = lim
→±0
(
E − Hˆn + i
)−1
, (2.46)
whose real space representation version satisfies
(E − Hˆn(r))Gn(r, r′, E) = δ(r− r′). (2.47)
Similarly, the free-particle Green’s function G0(r, r
′, E) is defined by replacing Hˆn
by the free-particle Hamiltonian Hˆ0(r) = −~2∇2/2me in Eq. (2.45). The advan-
tage of using Green’s functions is that the free-particle trajectory can be connected
to the scattered solution. For example, the well known Dyson equation expresses
Gn(r, r
′, E) in terms of G0(r, r′, E) as [34],
Gn(r, r
′, E) = G0(r, r′, E) +
∫
dr′′G0(r, r′′, E)Vn(r′′ −Rn)Gn(r′′, r, E)
= G0(r, r
′, E) +
∫ ∫
dr′′dr2G0(r, r′′, E)tn(r′′, r′2, E)G0(r2, r
′, E).
(2.48)
The previous expression defines the real space representation of the very useful
t-matrix function, tn(r, r
′, E). It is this quantity the one that we are interested
to calculate since it fully describes the scattering effect from a single potential.
Importantly, it satisfies a similar version of the Dyson equation itself 1
tn(r, r
′, E) = Vn(rn)δ(r− r′) +
∫
dr1Vn(rn)G0(r, r1, E)tn(r1, r
′, E). (2.49)
In addition, the scattered wave function is connected to the free electron solution
1This can be easily shown from Eq. (2.48).
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φn(r) by
ϕn(r) = φn(r) +
∫
dr′G0(r, r′, E)Vn(r′ −Rn)ϕ(r′)
= φn(r) +
∫ ∫
dr′dr′′G0(r, r′, E)tn(r′, r′′, E)φn(r′′),
(2.50)
which is the so-called Lippmann-Schwinger equation. We point out that both this
relation and the Dyson equation for the t-matrix can be shown by applying the
operator (E−Hˆ0(r)) in both sides of the equations themselves. The way to proceed
now is to note that in the interstitial region of constant potential the wave function
can be expressed in terms of plane waves. This allows to exploit the spherical
symmetry of the problem by writing φn(r) as the following expansion
φn(r)→ exp (ik · r) = 4pi
∑
L
iljl(kr)Y
∗
L (rˆ)YL(kˆ), (2.51)
where the sum is over the pair of quantum numbers L = (l,m), YL(rˆ) are the
corresponding spherical harmonics 2, and jl(kr) is the spherical Bessel function [36].
The single-particle Green’s function can be expanded as a linear combination of
spherical harmonics and Bessel functions too [36],
G0(r, r
′, E) = −exp (ik|r− r
′|)
4pi|r− r′| = −ik
∑
L
jl(kr<)h
+
l (kr>)YL(rˆ)Y
∗
L (rˆ
′). (2.52)
Here r> = max{r, r′}, r< = min{r, r′}, and h+l (kr>) are the spherical Hankel func-
tions. Introducing Eqs. (2.51) and (2.52) into Eq. (2.50) and setting rn > rMT,n
gives
ϕn(r) = 4pi
∑
L
ilY ∗L (kˆ)
[
jl(kr)YL(rˆ)− ik
∑
L′
h+l′ (kr)YL′(rˆ)tn,L′L(E)
]
, (2.53)
which defines the t-matrix in the angular momentum representation
tn,L′L(E) =
∫ ∫
drdr′jl′(kr′)Y ∗L′(rˆ
′)tn(r′, r, E)jl(kr)YL(rˆ). (2.54)
The solution presented in Eq. (2.53) is regular at the origin (|rn| → 0) due to the
good behaviour of the spherical Bessel functions employed. A different definition of
regular solutions is commonly used too, which are in general known as the scattering
2They satisfy Lˆ2YL(rˆ) = l(l+1)YL(rˆ) and LˆzYL(rˆ) = mYL(rˆ), where Lˆ is the angular momentum
operator.
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solutions,
Zn,L(r, E) =
∑
L′
jl′(kr)YL′(rˆ)t
−1
n,L′L(E)−ikh+l (kr)YL(rˆ), with rn > rMT,n. (2.55)
In principle, irregular solutions should be included to fully describe the wave function
too [36]. They are typically chosen as [36]
Hn,L(r, E) = −ikh+l (kr)YL(rˆ). (2.56)
These solutions must be matched to the form inside the bounding sphere, which
can be obtained from Eq. (2.50) at rn < rMT,n. Alternatively the differential form
expressed in Eq. (2.45) can be used too, leading to the usual radial equation reflecting
the spherical symmetry of the system. This operation determines the t-matrix and,
therefore, yields the single-site problem solved. For computational purposes the
angular momentum sums must be truncated at some maximum value. For most of
the typical calculations with lmax = 3 give satisfactory results in terms of accuracy
and at the same time yield computational affordable costs.
Finally, the single-site Green’s function can be also obtained from the scat-
tering solutions as [34, 36]
Gn(r, r
′, E) =
∑
LL′
Zn,L(r, E)tn,LL′(E)Z
×
n,L′(r, E)−
∑
L
Zn,L(r<, E)J
×
n,L(r>, E),
(2.57)
where the superscript × applies the conjugate operation on the spherical harmonics
and Jn,L(r, E) = Rn,L(r, E) − ikh+l (kr)YL(rˆ), Rn,L(r, E) being the radial part of
the wave solution.
2.2.2 Scattering paths and the multi-site solution
The central idea of the MTA is to approximate the effective potential as a collec-
tion of non-overlapping single-centre scatterers. This construction has a remarkable
consequence in the context of MST: the solution of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian,
composed by the single-site potentials
HˆKS(r) = Hˆ0(r) +
∑
n
Vn(rn), (2.58)
is completely determined by the scattering t-matrices associated with each scattering
centre in their angular momentum representation, and the geometry of the problem.
The starting point to show this is to construct the full T -matrix of the entire solid
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potential. Keeping Hˆ0 as the non-perturbed reference system, the corresponding
Dyson equation is structured from every single-centre potential as well as the free-
particle Green’s function. This leads to the generalisation of Eq. (2.49) as
T =
∑
n
V n +
∑
n
V nG0T . (2.59)
We have switched to the angular momentum representation, which naturally yields
matrix equations with angular momentum labels. Henceforth underlined quantities
are used to represent their angular momentum matrix form, following the definition
given in Eq. (2.53). For example, the components of V n are
Vn,LL′(E) =
∫ ∫
drdr′jl′(kr′)Y ∗L′(rˆ
′)Vn(r−Rn)δ(r− r′)jl(kr)YL(rˆ). (2.60)
Eq. (2.59) defines the T -matrix in terms of itself. We can now expand the right
hand side of this equation and express T as a sum involving the single-site potentials
and G0. Note that now G0 connects potentials that are centred at different fixed
positions. To continue exploiting the spherical symmetry of each scattering event,
we expand G0 around two different centre positions. After carrying out the algebra
one obtains [36]
G0,nm,LL′(E) = −4piik
∑
L1
il−l
′−l1CL1LL′YL1(Rˆnm)h
+
l1
(Rnm, E), (2.61)
where Rnm = Rm −Rn, Rnm = |Rnm|, and the constants
CL1LL′ =
∫
drˆYL(rˆ)Y
∗
L′(rˆ)YL1(rˆ) (2.62)
are known as the Gaunt numbers. By repeating substitution of T into Eq. (2.59), and
using the Dyson equation of the t-matrix in the angular momentum representation
(tn = V n + V nG0tn), one can finally write the central multiple scattering equation
T =
∑
n
V n +
∑
nm
V nG0,nmV m +
∑
nmk
V nG0,nmV mG0,mkV k + . . .
=
∑
nm
[
tnδnm + tnG0,nm(1− δnm)tm + . . .
]
.
(2.63)
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Hence, T depends on the matrices {tn} and G0,mn, as we were seeking to show.
From this result we can introduce the scattering path operator (SPO), τmn,
T =
∑
mn
τmn ⇒ τmn = tnδnm + tn
∑
k
G0,nk(1− δnk)τkm. (2.64)
The SPO gives a useful physical interpretation of the multiple scattering theory
presented here. By inspecting the effect of applying the operator G0τmn on the
incoming free-electron plane wave, and recalling the Lippman-Schwinger equation,
it is clear that the SPO sums the effect of all scattering paths beginning at site
n and finishing at site m. The T -matrix then comprises every possible scattering
event in the entire solid. The limitation of Eq. (2.63), as stated at the beginning of
the section, is that the potentials must not overlap. This is manifest by recalling
that the t-matrices are obtained by matching the spherical solutions to the free-
particle plane wave at the muffin-tin radii. Overlapping potentials break down this
spatial pattern so that the calculation would be inconsistent. In addition to this, as
pointed out in Refs. [33, 35], the form given in Eq. (2.61) should not be used at the
superposed regions, which yields the real space version of Eq. (2.63) intractable for
overlapping potentials.
A more convenient expression for the SPO can be directly obtained by ma-
nipulating Eq. (2.64). The following objects whose components are matrices in the
angular momentum representation must be defined first,
τ (E) = {τnm}, t(E) = {tnδnm}, G0(E) = {(1− δnm)G0,nm}. (2.65)
Introducing this into Eq. (2.64) gives
τ (E) =
(
t−1(E)−G0(E)
)−1
. (2.66)
This is another central equation that will show itself as very useful in future deriva-
tions and manipulations.
To conclude this section, we finally show an expression for the full Green’s
function associated with the multiple scattering problem. By using the scattering
solutions and the corresponding Dyson equation one can finally write [36]
G(r, r′, E) = Zn(r−Rn, E)τnm(E)Z×m(r′ −Rm, E)
−δnmZn(r< −Rn, E)J×n (r> −Rn, E),
(2.67)
where Zn(r, E) and Jn(r, E) are vectors with components labelled by angular mo-
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mentum indices. The index n (m) in the right hand side is chosen such that the
vector r (r′) is inside the respective spherical potential. The KKR-MST strategy
is clear now. The SPO is constructed via application of Eq. (2.66). It is composed
by the t-matrices containing all atomic-like information and the scatterer connector
G0,nm, which is determined separately by the geometry of the system. Once this
result is obtained the T -matrix and the Green’s function can be directly calculated
from Eqs. (2.64) and (2.67), respectively.
2.2.3 Density calculation and the Lloyd formula
This section is devoted to show how to use G(r, r′, E) to obtain the electron and
magnetic moment densities. We start by expressing the formal definition of the
Green’s function given in Eq. (2.47) in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
of the Hamiltonian of interest. Naming these quantities {Ei} and {ψi(r)} for HˆKS(r),
respectively, one can write
G±(r, r′, E) = lim
→±0
∑
i
ψi(r)ψ
∗
i (r
′)
E − Ei + i =
∑
i
ψi(r)ψ
∗
i (r
′)
(
P 1
E − Ei ∓ ipiδ(E − Ei)
)
,
(2.68)
where P stands for the Cauchy principal value. By recalling Eq. (2.39), it directly
follows that
n(r) = ∓ 1
pi
ImTr
∫
dEf(E)G±(r, r, E), (2.69)
where f(E) is the appropriate occupation function and Tr[. . . ] traces over spin
coordinates for the two-spinor Dirac solution in SDFT if necessary. Similarly, the
magnetic moment density is
µ(r) = ±µB 1
pi
ImTr
∫
dEf(E)βIΣG
±(r, r, E), (2.70)
where
βIΣ = βI
(
σ (0)
(0) σ
)
=
(
σ (0)
(0) −σ
)
. (2.71)
The density of states at energy E can be provided by the Green’s function
too after performing similar manipulations
n(E) ≡
∑
i
δ(E − Ei) = ∓ 1
pi
ImTr
∫
drG±(r, r, E) = ∓ 1
pi
ImTrG±(E). (2.72)
Note that the definition given in Eq. (2.46) has been employed to derive the last
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equality. The total number of electrons is then
N =
∫ ∞
−∞
dEf(E)n(E) = ∓ 1
pi
ImTr
∫ ∞
−∞
dEf(E)
∫
drG±(r, r, E), (2.73)
which becomes
N(EF) = N0(EF) + δN(EF), (2.74)
with
N0(EF) = ± 1
pi
ImTr logG±0 (EF), (2.75)
δN(EF) = ± 1
pi
ImTr log T±(EF), (2.76)
when f(E) adopts the shape of the Fermi-Dirac function in the limit of approaching
zero temperature, i.e. f(E < EF) = 1 and f(E > EF) = 0, for EF being the Fermi
energy. The serviceable Dyson equation as well as some identities of the Green’s
function and the T -matrix have been used to arrive to Eqs. (2.75) and (2.76) [36],
which are known as the famous Lloyd formula.
2.3 The effective medium theory of disorder: the Co-
herent Potential Approximation
This thesis focuses on the study of magnetism at finite temperatures. Particularly,
our theory aims to tackle the problem of thermally fluctuating disordered local mo-
ments at every magnetic site and its effect on the electronic structure. A scheme to
perform the appropriate ensemble averages over the corresponding magnetic degrees
of freedom is, therefore, required to find the equilibrium properties of the system.
Fortunately, a method to approximate a potential containing site-dependent disor-
der, and suitable for the particularities of our theory (see section 3.3), was developed
a few decades ago within the context of MST, the coherent potential approximation
(CPA) [33, 38]. In spite of the fact that the CPA was initially motivated to describe
substitutional disordered alloys, it can be used for other types of disorder, such as
magnetic disorder as pertinent to our work [8]. It was recognised early that the
adequate object of study is the averaged Green’s function. Following the work of
many other authors, P. Soven finally presented the central idea of the approximation
in the paper which is nowadays considered as the basic reference of CPA [38]. Al-
though this early formulation was already based on the most basic objects of MST,
namely the Green’s function and the t-matrix, it was not until the work of Gyo˝rffy
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and co-authors that the CPA was expressed in terms of the SPO in the angular
momentum representation for a muffin-tin approximated potential, hence yielding
a numerically tractable scheme [33, 39].
The CPA consists in replacing the disordered crystal potential by an effective
ordered medium that forces the electrons to adopt the average behaviour as closely
as possible [33, 38, 39, 40, 41]. The key idea that made the CPA successful com-
pared with its rival alternative, the averaged t-matrix approximation (ATA) [42],
was that the CPA is shaped as a self-consistent approach. While in the ATA the
effective potential is chosen beforehand, usually following the virtual crystal model,
in the CPA it plays the role of a parameter that is found by satisfying some more
sophisticated criterion. By testing the predictions of both approximations the CPA
has been shown to give more accurate results compared with the ATA. In fact, the
CPA is usually referred to as the best possible single-site approximation [40].
The CPA condition is that the scattering occurring if the disordered site is
embedded by the effective medium is exactly the same as the generated if the site
is filled by the effective medium itself. Returning to scattering theory language, the
effective medium is mapped to the so-called coherent potential, Vc(r) =
∑
n Vn(|r−
Rn|), constructed with a muffin-tin shape, as defined in Eq. (2.44). As usual, the
Dyson equation can be invoked to write the central scattering quantities at each site
of the coherent lattice in the angular momentum representation,
Gc,n = G0 +G0tc,nG0, (2.77)
⇒ tc,n = V c,n + V c,nG0tc,n. (2.78)
Here G0 is the Green’s function of the free-particle, and Gc,n and tc,n are the Green’s
function and t-matrix associated with the coherent potential at site n, respectively.
Let’s assume now that the disorder at a chosen site n0 is determined by a combi-
nation of different single-site potentials {Vα,n0(|r − Rn0 |)}, enumerated by α and
with probability Pα,n0 to randomly exist at the site
3. The effect of replacing the
muffin-tin sphere of the coherent potential by Vα,n0(|r − Rn0 |) at site n0 can be
described by
Gα,n0 = Gc,n0 +Gc,n0t
diff
α,n0Gc,n0 , (2.79)
where tdiffα,n0 is not the appropriate t-matrix of Vα,n0(|r−Rn0 |), but one that accounts
for the difference between this and the coherent potential, that is
tdiffα,n0 =
(
V α,n0 − V c,n0
)
+
(
V α,n0 − V c,n0
)
Gc,n0t
diff
α,n0 . (2.80)
3Evidently, the probabilities are restricted to satisfy
∑
α Pα,n0 = 1.
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Clearly, from these relations the CPA condition can be translated to the scattering
terminology as ∑
α
Pα,n0t
diff
α,n0 = 0, (2.81)
which evidences the single-site nature of the approximation. Note that this equation
can be expressed in terms of Green’s functions from Eq. (2.79) as
Gc,n0 =
∑
α
Pα,n0Gα,n0 . (2.82)
In order to make the CPA implementable, it is desirable to write Eq. (2.81) in
terms of the SPO. To this end, we consider separately each impurity problem with
probability Pα,n0 , i.e. a lattice where the coherent potential is present at every site
apart from n0, which is filled by Vα,n0(rn0). If we write Tα(n0) as the appropriate
multiple scattering T -matrix in this situation, the Dyson equation for the total
Green’s function is
Gα(n0) = G0 +G0Tα(n0)G0, (2.83)
where the subscript (n0) is added to indicate the site of the impurity. This expression
together with Eqs. (2.81) and (2.82) allows to connect {Tα(n0)} to the total scattering
T -matrix of the coherent potential lattice T c as
T c =
∑
α
Pα,n0Tα(n0), (2.84)
which in turn may be written in terms of the SPO by making use of Eq. (2.64) [33],
τ c,n0n0 =
∑
α
Pα,n0τα(n0),n0n0 . (2.85)
The last two expressions show that the effective medium can be also understood
as a fictitious system that produces a multiple scattering effect that is equal to the
corresponding average at the site, when it is indeed surrounded by the coherent
medium itself. The CPA is, therefore, referred to as the mean-field approximation
in scattering theory. We point out that Eq. (2.85) has been able to be spatially
resolved thanks to the fact that the switch to the angular momentum representation
can be conveniently realised for non-overlapping muffin-tin spheres [33]. Moreover, a
solution for the impurity SPO can be obtained by recalling Eq. (2.66). Considering
the (n0, n0)-component of this equation only gives
τ−1c,n0n0 = τ
−1
α(n0),n0n0
− t−1α(n0),n0 + t
−1
c,n0 , (2.86)
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where now t−1α(n0),n0 is the appropriate t-matrix at the disordered site of the impurity
problem. After some trivial manipulation of Eq. (2.86) one can write [39]
τα(n0),n0n0 = Dα,n0τ c,n0n0 , (2.87)
where
Dα,n0 =
[
1 +
(
t−1α(n0),n0 − t
−1
c,n0
)
τ c,n0n0
]−1
(2.88)
is the so-called impurity matrix. Similarly, one can define the following object,
known as the excess scattering matrix,
Xα,n0 =
[(
t−1α(n0),n0 − t
−1
c,n0
)−1
+ τ c,n0n0
]−1
, (2.89)
which satisfies
τα(n0),n0n0 = τ c,n0n0 + τ c,n0n0Xα,n0τ c,n0n0 , (2.90)
since Dα,n0 = 1 + τ c,n0n0Xα,n0 . From Eq. (2.87) the CPA prescription given in Eq.
(2.85) can be conveniently expressed as∑
α
Pα,n0Dα,n0 = 1, (2.91)
or alternatively as ∑
α
Pα,n0Xα,n0 = 0, (2.92)
and the CPA can be finally numerically implemented by solving these equations
self-consistently. The approach presented here allows to obtain {t−1c,n0} and τ c,n0n0
from {t−1α(n0),n0}, which are the quantities naturally calculated from the scattering
theory introduced earlier, and the structural information to construct the two-site
expanded Green’s functions. We would like to point out that although the solution
of both Eqs. (2.91) and (2.92) corresponds to the same effective medium, the CPA
implementation using the excess scattering matrix is preferable. As it was shown by
R. Mills, an iterative scheme ensuring stable convergence to a unique self-consistent
solution exists for Eq. (2.92) [43].
Chapter 3
Disordered Local Moment
Theory and fast electronic
responses
Solid systems present fascinating and intriguing phenomena whose physical origin
is underlined by the complicated motions and interactions among the collections of
electrons and nuclei. Chapter 2 has been devoted to introduce DFT as a powerful
technique to tackle this many-body problem and describe the electronic structure.
However, further complexity is gained if finite temperature effects are taken into
account, leading to additional obstacles that can be even more difficult to over-
come. The effect of temperature is to produce random deviations from the averaged
state of relevant physical quantities, which become larger and more frequent as
the temperature is increased. For example, fluctuations of the atomic positions
and velocities originate collective vibrational modes, or phonons, while electronic
excitations within the electronic band structure can be thermally activated too.
Moreover, when magnetic moments exist they can act cooperatively to form diverse
magnetically-ordered structures. Fluctuations of the magnetic moment orientations
and sizes are thermally induced such that phase transitions between very different
magnetic phases can be triggered by temperature changes and the magnetic order-
ing is eventually vanished at high enough temperatures. An outstanding challenge
in its own right is to explain the temperature-dependent properties of large variety
of magnetic phases and magnetic transitions from an ab initio perspective.
In this chapter we develop the part of the theory designed to describe thermal
fluctuations of magnetic degrees of freedom. Firstly, in section 3.1 we introduce the
basic concepts and framework of magnetism at finite temperatures from which we
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base our theory. The following sections are devoted to show how SDFT, together
with KKR-MST formalism, can be used as a natural technique to describe efficiently
transverse excitations of fluctuating local magnetic moments within the disordered
local moment picture. The theory can be divided into two central parts. One
refers to the construction of a Hamiltonian for the evolution of the local moment
orientations, given in section 3.2. As will be shown, such part of the approach
can then be incorporated adequately within KKR-MST in terms of the serviceable
Green’s functions. This is the second part of the problem and it is treated in section
3.3.1. Finally, section 3.4 is meant to show the limit of the completely disordered
local moment state at high temperatures and how the lattice Fourier transform of
some key quantities in this regime can provide insightful information of the type of
magnetic ordering that can be stabilised.
3.1 Magnetism at finite temperatures and conceptual
framework
As discussed a few decades ago in various seminal works [8, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48], SDFT
descriptions inevitably lead to the calculation of unrealistically high critical temper-
atures of ferromagnetic phase transitions. Although Mermin generalized DFT to
finite temperatures [30], its computational implementation in the context of mag-
netic fluctuations has clear complications. Consider a magnetic system with mag-
netic moments whose orientations thermally fluctuate. The equilibrium properties
at a given temperature are formally calculated by finding the charge and magnetic
moment densities that suitably minimise the associated grand potential functional.
Evidently, finding this object is a challenge in its own right and describing approx-
imately magnetic moment densities describing the disordered local moment state
within the LDA in principle would demand the construction of prohibitively large
magnetic unit cells. Clearly, the problem presented here is an overwhelming task
in both conceptual and computational aspects which cannot be overcome by brute
force calculations. In practice, traditional SDFT is designed to calculate magnetic
states that posses the periodicity of the magnetic unit cell and, therefore, transverse
spin fluctuations are naturally ignored. Hence, the state with zero magnetisation
is reached only when the size of the magnetic moment collapses due to Stoner
excitations between up and down spin bands. This process requires the applica-
tion of very high temperatures because of the magnitude of the exchange splitting
size [46, 49], leading to the overestimation of the Curie temperature of a ferromag-
netic phase transition, for example. Moreover, reasonable transition temperatures
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should be expected to be obtained when the orientations of the magnetic moments
are allowed to thermally fluctuate, and hence describing rigorously the paramagnetic
limit. In this situation the total magnetisation vanishes as a result of the formation
of fully disordered local moments, instead of the reduction of the magnetic moment
length [8, 48], which requires much lower energy excitations.
Pertinent to this observation is the early view of itinerant magnetism and in-
direct exchange interaction adopted by many authors in the past [45, 46, 48]. They
considered the existence of magnetic moments to be owed to sufficiently localised ex-
change interactions mediated by itinerant electrons hopping among magnetic sites,
and related it to the notion of local magnetic fields (or exchange fields). These fields,
sustaining the magnetic moments, emerge from the motions and interactions among
the electrons and nuclei and are localised at each magnetic atom. The process is
self-consistent in nature: the exchange fields directly affect the spin of the travelling
electrons whose interactions, in turn, give rise to the local fields themselves. This
picture is often interpreted as some fictitious magnetic glue that arises from the
spin-polarised electronic structure. Evidently, the Coulomb pair repulsion and the
Pauli exclusion principle are fundamentally behind the origin of this effect. In prin-
ciple, SDFT can be used to evaluate the strength of the local magnetic fields [50].
However, in the disordered local moment state they change their direction from
atom to atom accordingly to the local moment directions. Clearly, their calculation
for systems with magnetic disorder is complicated and the treatment of magnetic
fluctuations still faces the problem of finding the appropriate grand potential func-
tional. Nonetheless, by incorporating further elaborations along this route in the
context of KKR-MST, in 1985 Gyo˝rffy et al. [8] presented an ab initio theory ap-
propriate for local magnetic moments that are randomly disordered, referred to as
Disordered Local Moment (DLM) theory. In this thesis we use this approach and
extend it.
DLM theory is designed to calculate the local magnetic fields, emerging from
the electronic structure underlying the corresponding magnetic state, by exploit-
ing SDFT machinery. The crucial point is that the mathematical features of the
theory naturally allow to construct an effective medium to describe disordered mag-
netic configurations and, hence, realistic temperature-dependent properties can be
accomplished by affordable calculations. The essential idea behind this is based on
the comparison of time scales between different electronic degrees of freedom [8, 48].
Consider again the process of magnetic moment formation to be described by spin-
correlated electronic interactions within the fast time scale of electron hopping, τelec.
The orientations of these moments, emerging from the rapidly evolving electronic
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surroundings, are then assumed to be slowly varying degrees of freedom that remain
unchanging in a time scale of τform > τelec. Time averages over τform, therefore,
render the system confined to a phase space prescribed by a collection of unitary
vectors, {eˆn}, that specify the orientations of the local moments at each magnetic
site n. The ergodicity is, in consequence, temporarily broken. The key assumption
is that τform is short compared with the time τwave necessary for the local moments
to change their orientations, which is in principle attributed to the time scale of
the occurrence of spin wave excitations. Note that this approach is essentially the
adiabatic approximation of slowly varying local moments. The fast electronic mo-
tions evolve with a background of frozen local moments whose gradual change is
governed by the energy of each magnetic configuration. The directions {eˆn}, which
play somewhat an analogous role compared with the fixed nuclei positions in the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, can be treated as independent parameters at
short time scales and the theory, consequently, is aimed to adequately evaluate the
response of the electronic structure to magnetic configurations described by {eˆn}.
We should argue now that systems whose magnetism is described well by
the picture proposed above allow to approximate the trace operation in Eqs. (2.16),
(2.17), and (2.18) as
Tr→ Tr{eˆn}Trrest, (3.1)
where the trace over the orientations {eˆn} is explicitly separated from the trace
over the rest of the electronic degrees of freedom. If we proceed by minimising the
grand potential functional introduced in Eq. (2.16) by the appropriate probability
density 1,
ρ0 =
exp
[
−β(Hˆ − νNˆ)
]
Tr{eˆn}Trrest exp
[
−β(Hˆ − νNˆ)
] , (3.2)
the grand potential can be written as
Ω = − 1
β
log
(
Tr{eˆn}Trrest exp
[
−β(Hˆ − νNˆ)
])
, (3.3)
= − 1
β
log
(
Tr{eˆn} exp
[
−βΩ˜({eˆn})
])
, (3.4)
which formally defines a grand potential constrained to the magnetic configuration
{eˆn},
Ω˜({eˆn}) = − 1
β
log
(
Trrest exp
[
−β(Hˆ − νNˆ)
])
. (3.5)
1We remind the reader that Hˆ, ν, and Nˆ are the many-body Hamiltonian, the chemical potential,
and the particle number operator of the entire solid problem, respectively.
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We should emphasise that the directions {eˆn} are classical quantities emerging from
the many electron interacting system and restricting the orientations of the local
moments resulting from the problem set by Eq. (3.5). In the context of SDFT, this
means that at short time scales τform the appropriate electron and magnetic moment
densities, n(r) and µ(r), are forced to satisfy
µneˆn =
∫
Vn
drµ(r). (3.6)
Eq. (3.6) states that µ(r) is such that inside every region of volume Vn centred at
atomic site n there is a total spin polarisation with an orientation constrained to be
along eˆn. Both densities n(r) and µ(r) minimise, therefore, the constrained grand
potential functional
Ω˜[ρˆrest] = Trrestρˆrest
(
Hˆ − νNˆ + 1
β
log ρˆrest
)
, (3.7)
for the probability density
ρˆrest,0 =
exp
[
−β
(
Hˆ − νNˆ
)]
Trrest exp
[
−β
(
Hˆ − νNˆ
)] . (3.8)
Evidently, the equilibrium magnetic properties of the system are calculated
by carrying out the ensemble averages over all local moment orientational configu-
rations {eˆn}. Note that due to the continuous nature of {eˆn}, the trace Tr{eˆn} is
applied by performing the integrals
Tr{eˆn} →
∏
n
∫
deˆn. (3.9)
Thus, in the equilibrium every magnetic configuration is appropriately weighted by
the probability
P ({eˆn}) =
exp
[
−βΩ˜({eˆn})
]
∏
n′
∫
deˆn′ exp
[
−βΩ˜({eˆn})
] . (3.10)
The grand potential, in consequence, is obtained by performing the following average
Ω =
∏
n′
∫
deˆn′P ({eˆn})
(
Ω˜({eˆn}) + 1
β
logP ({eˆn})
)
. (3.11)
From the view of Eqs. (3.5) and (3.11), Ω˜({eˆn}) can be interpreted as a
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Hamiltonian governing the orientations of the local moments, which is characterised
by the behaviour of the rapidly responsive electronic structure and can be specified
for every orientational configuration {eˆn}. We remark that the electronic origin of
this object makes its dependence on {eˆn} expectedly very complicated in metals,
where the magnetic interactions are strongly mediated by itinerant electrons. In-
stead of working with it, the strategy is to construct a simpler trial Hamiltonian
H0({eˆn}) and invoke the Peierls-Feynman inequality to find an upper bound of
Ω [51, 52]. We structure the DLM scheme as follows
1. Evolution of the local moment orientations: The first part consists in con-
structing H0({eˆn}) and perform the corresponding statistical mechanics to
describe the behaviour of the local moments at long time scales.
2. Electronic structure part: The second part refers to the description at short
time scales τform. The aim is to extract as best as possible the dependence
of Ω˜({eˆn}) on the local moment directions by performing appropriate SDFT
calculations constrained to magnetic moment densities described by {eˆn}. It
is the KKR-MST formalism presented in section 2.2 the pertinent technology
for this task.
We firstly proceed by constructing H0({eˆn}) and present a mean-field theory
for the description of the local moment orientations in section 3.2, which will be
followed by section 3.3, devoted to the electronic structure part of the problem.
We advance that KKR-MST formalism allows to naturally perform the statistical
averages over the orientations {eˆn} thanks to the adequate implementation of the
CPA within the mean-field approximation of H0. Thereby, DLM theory is designed
to evaluate the statistical average of Ω˜({eˆn}), consistent with the effective medium,
directly from SDFT calculations.
3.2 Mean-field theory and statistical mechanics of dis-
ordered local moments
In section 3.1 we have explained that in the DLM approach the motions of the
local moment orientations are described by Ω˜({eˆn}). This is the Hamiltonian that
accurately carries the complexity from the mixing of delocalised and more local
interacting electrons, extracted from SDFT calculations. In other words, it contains
the interactions among the local moments and their coupling with itinerant electron
spin effects. Contrary to magnetic insulators, in which the localised nature of the
electrons and their spins usually allows for a description of their magnetism in
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terms of a simple Heisenberg type pairwise Hamiltonian, for metallic systems the
magnetic interactions are in principle more complicated and, consequently, Ω˜({eˆn})
might contain multi-site interactions. This means that for example
Ω˜(. . . ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ . . . ) + Ω˜(. . . ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ . . . )
−Ω˜(. . . ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ . . . )− Ω˜(. . . ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ . . . ),
(3.12)
which is a calculation designed to yield the two-site interaction, gives a different
value than
Ω˜(. . . ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ . . . ) + Ω˜(. . . ↑ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ . . . )
−Ω˜(. . . ↑ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ . . . )− Ω˜(. . . ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ . . . ).
(3.13)
Here arrows represent the local moment orientations in a simple picture of collinear
magnetism and red colour is used to help the eye. Certainly, Ω˜({eˆn}) is expected
to be unmanageable for the evaluation of many local moment configurations in
the context of SDFT calculations. Instead of working with this object, the theory
presented here introduces the following trial Hamiltonian as an alternative design
to describe the evolution of the local moment orientations {eˆn},
H0({eˆn}) = −
∑
n
hn · eˆn. (3.14)
Essentially, at each magnetic site the local moment experiences the effect of a local
magnetic field hn that is aimed to capture the interactions described above. It can
incorporate the coupling with an external magnetic field too if it is present. The
Hamiltonian presented in Eq. (3.14) is our fundamental mean-field approximation
and represents the physical ideas about localised exchange fields emerging from
the interactions of the moving electrons and nuclei introduced earlier. Evidently,
we could construct a trial Hamiltonian H0({eˆn}) with a dependence on the local
moment orientations more sophisticated than a simple single-site interaction so that
the definition of local exchange field would be more complicated. Nonetheless, we
shall work with Eq. (3.14) and consider the quantities {hn} as the pertinent local
magnetic fields.
The average over the directions {eˆn} can be performed consistently with
H0({eˆn}) by making use of the associated probability
P0({eˆn}) = 1
Z0
exp [−βH0({eˆn})] =
∏
n
Pn(eˆn), (3.15)
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Figure 3.1: The dependence of the single-site probability Pn(eˆn) on the polar angle
θ (degrees), defined with respect to the orientation of λn = βhn (parallel to the z-
axis), for four characteristic values of λn = |λn|. The figure shows that for increasing
values of λn the shape of Pn(eˆn) gradually changes from a sphere, in which all
the directions in space are equally weighted, to an ellipsoid with λˆn as the most
preferable orientation.
where Pn(eˆn) are the single-site probabilities
Pn(eˆn) =
exp [βhn · eˆn]
Z0,n
, (3.16)
and Z0 is the corresponding partition function,
Z0 =
∏
n
Z0,n =
∏
n
∫
deˆn exp [βhn · eˆn] =
∏
n
4pi
sinhβhn
βhn
. (3.17)
By inspecting Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) it can be seen that the shape of the single-site
probabilities depend on the direction and length of λn = βhn at each site n, as
shown in Fig. 3.1. Note that all quantities factor due to the single-site nature of the
Hamiltonian H0 and, therefore, the fields {hn} are independent quantities. We can
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use now Eq. (3.16) to carry out the average over {eˆn} of other objects of interest.
For example, the averaged values of {eˆn} are calculated by performing the integrals{
mn =
∫
deˆnPn(eˆn)eˆn =
( −1
βhn
+ cothβhn
)
hˆn
}
. (3.18)
The quantities {mn} describe the amount of magnetic ordering at every magnetic
site associated with the orientational configurations of the local moments. In other
words, they are the average of the local moments orientations at long time scales
in which the system has enough time to explore all possible directions via thermal
fluctuations. They are the local order parameters of the single-site normalised mag-
netisations and we name them magnetic order parameters. Thus, a magnetic phase
is fully specified by the set {mn}. For example, the paramagnetic state corresponds
to {mn} = {0} and a ferromagnetic state to {mn} = {mFM}. Moreover, a heli-
cal antiferromagnetic ordering modulated by a wave vector q0 = (0, 0, q0) applies
when mn = m0 [cos(q0 ·Rn), sin(q0 ·Rn), 0)], where Rn is the position of the nth
ferromagnetic layer perpendicular to q0.
The Gibbs free energy associated with H0 is given by
G0 = −1
β
logZ0. (3.19)
Since H0 is a trial Hamiltonian, according to the Peierls-Feynman inequality [51, 52]
an upper bound G1 of the exact Gibbs free energy G, associated with the Hamiltonian
Ω˜({eˆn}), can be calculated as
G1 = G0 + 〈Ω˜({eˆn})−H0({eˆn})〉0 ≥ G, (3.20)
where 〈· · · 〉0 is the ensemble average with respect to the trial probability distribution
P0({eˆn}). To develop further Eq. (3.20) it is necessary to calculate the average of
Ω˜({eˆn}) with respect to P0({eˆn}). Under the presence of an external magnetic field
H, that couples with local moments with sizes {µn} at every magnetic site n, this
can be written as
〈Ω˜({eˆn})〉0 = 〈Ωint −
∑
n
µneˆn ·H〉0 = 〈Ωint〉0 −
∑
n
µnmn ·H. (3.21)
where we have explicitly separated the term accounting for the coupling with H.
Thus, Eq. (3.21) defines the object Ωint as Ω˜({eˆn}) in the presence of no external
magnetic field. Evidently, it depends on {eˆn} although we have shortened the nota-
tion. After some simple algebra it can be shown from Eqs. (3.14), (3.16), and (3.19)
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that
G0 − 〈H0〉0 = 1
β
〈logP ({eˆi})〉0 = −TSmag, (3.22)
where
Smag =
∑
n
Sn(βhn) (3.23)
is the magnetic entropy contribution from the orientational configurations of the
local moments. Due to the single-site nature of our trial Hamiltonian Smag is com-
posed by the single-site magnetic entropies
Sn(βhn) = −kB
∫
deˆnPn(eˆn) logPn(eˆn)
= kB
[
1 + log
(
4pi
sinhβhn
βhn
)
− βhn cothβhn
]
.
(3.24)
It is useful to show after some manipulations of Eq. (3.24) that
hn =
∂ [−TSmag]
∂mn
. (3.25)
From Eqs. (3.20), (3.21), and (3.22) we can finally write the following expression for
the upper bound of the Gibbs free energy
G1 = 〈Ωint〉0 −
∑
n
µnmn ·H− TSmag. (3.26)
Since the average over the magnetic configurations is taken with respect to P0({eˆn}),
the natural order parameters of G1 are {mn}. Of course, in the equilibrium G1 has
to be minimised with respect to them. To ensure this we take the derivative of Eq.
(3.26) with respect to mn and use Eq. (3.25) to write
−∇mnG1 = hintn + µnH− hn = 0, (3.27)
which defines the internal magnetic fields{
hintn = −
∂〈Ωint〉0
∂mn
}
. (3.28)
The equilibrium condition, therefore, can also be expressed as
{
hn = h
int
n + µnH
}
. (3.29)
This result together with Eq. (3.18) are the central equations describing the magnetic
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state in equilibrium. It is interesting to examine the status of the theory at this
point. We emphasise that from the perspective of Eqs. (3.14) and (3.18), hn should
be regarded as the exchange field that, if localised at site n, would sustain the n-th
local moment with an averaged orientation equal to mn. Moreover, the physical
meaning of hintn is given by Eq. (3.28), which shows that it is the emerging local
magnetic field at site n when the electronic structure is forced to coexist with a
magnetic ordering prescribed by {mn}, as imposed by the averaging over P0({eˆn}).
Hence, Eq. (3.29) has a clear physical interpretation: In the equilibrium the total
local magnetic field, composed by the addition of hintn and H, must be identical
at every site to the magnetic field necessary to sustain the local moments whose
fluctuating magnetic orientations are, in average, {mn}.
Note that a given magnetic state is specified by the order parameters {mn},
or equivalently by the probabilities {Pn(eˆn)} which in turn are prescribed by {λn} =
{βhn} (see Eqs. (3.16) and (3.18)). The strategy is to use the KKR-DFT formalism,
together with the CPA to carry out the averages over the magnetic configurations
consistent with H0, to calculate the right hand side of Eq. (3.28) and, consequently,
extract {hintn } for an input of {mn} (or {βhn}) [8]. Hence, our theory is designed
to describe the dependence of the local magnetic fields on the state of magnetic
order. As will be explained in chapter 4, this calculation and Eq. (3.18) are the
basis of a scheme to find the most stable magnetic state as well as to construct
magnetic phase diagrams against temperature and other external influences. We
point out that a simple pairwise model with constants {Jij} would map into a
magnetic dependence described as hinti ({mn}) =
∑
j Jijmj . However, multi-spin
interactions are important for the magnetic materials studied in chapters 5 and 6
and, in consequence, the internal magnetic fields will show a non-linear behaviour.
To conclude this section we give some detail about a magnetic state that
is out of the equilibrium, i.e. ∇mnG1 6= 0 at one atomic site at least. In this
situation, the values of {mn} do not minimise G1 and Eq. (3.29) is not satisfied. It
is instructive to express Eq. (3.27) more generally in spherical coordinates as
−∇mnG1|non-eq. =
1
mn
Tθn +
1
mn sin θn
Tφn −
∂G1
∂mn
mˆn
∣∣∣∣
non-eq.
6= 0 (3.30)
−∇mnG1|eq. = 0, (3.31)
where mˆn = mn/mn and
Tθn = −
∂G1
∂θn
θˆ, Tφn = −
∂G1
∂φn
φˆ (3.32)
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are the components of the induced torque along the magnetisation angular direc-
tions θˆ and φˆ. We stress that these components are non-zero only if the Gibbs
free energy is not minimised. The physical picture is as follows. If the magnetic
ordering is compatible with its electronic environment and the system is, there-
fore, in equilibrium (∇mnG1 = 0), the local moment directions, emerging from the
rapidly changing electronic structure, thermally fluctuate such that the magnetic
state is stabilised at long periods of time with fixed values of {mn}. Contrary, the
resulting effect when the nature of the fast evolving electronic glue cannot sustain
the magnetic ordering (∇mnG1 6= 0) is that the total magnetic field at each site,
hintn + µnH, might be different to the local field hn necessary to sustain the mag-
netic ordering {mn}. As a consequence, the local moments experience the effect of
out-of-equilibrium magnetic fields given by Eq. (3.30) and, therefore, the magnetic
ordering is unstable to the formation of another more preferable magnetic state.
3.3 The internal local field and its electronic glue ori-
gins
The theory presented in section 3.2 grounds the route to obtain an upper-bound of
the Gibbs free energy from the statistical mechanics of disordered local moments
within a mean field approximation. However, the internal magnetic energy 〈Ωint〉0
is yet unknown. The evaluation of this object constitutes the electronic structure
part of the theory and ultimately shall lead to the calculation of the local internal
fields, {hintn }, which we explain how to calculate in this section.
3.3.1 The Coherent Potential Approximation of disordered local
moments
Carrying out the ensemble averages over {eˆn} is yet the task that shows itself as
intractable. In principle, the way to proceed in order to evaluate exactly the grand
potential Ω would require to calculate Ω˜({eˆn}) for many magnetic configurations
and then use Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) to perform the average with respect to P ({eˆn}).
Fortunately, the mean field theory presented in section 3.2 establishes the means to
approximate this calculation yielding a scheme that is computationally affordable.
The idea is to exploit the single-site nature of the equilibrium probability associ-
ated with the trial Hamiltonian, P0({eˆn}), and circumvent the calculation of Ω by
alternatively evaluating 〈Ω˜({eˆn})〉0. Of course, this procedure is realised within the
framework of the mean field approach presented in section 3.2 and, therefore, it is
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suitable for the calculation of the upper bound of the Gibbs free energy G1.
To illustrate this strategy, we focus our attention on the self-consistent cycle
of a SDFT calculation for the problem set by Ω˜({eˆn}) with a magnetic configuration
{eˆn}. At every cycle the potentials are supposed to be reconstructed from the
electron and local moment densities until a self-consistent solution is obtained. The
complexity lies in that the densities are functions of the entire set of magnetic
directions {eˆn} so that the potentials depend on them too. Our way to proceed
is to implement the CPA, presented in section 2.3 as the technique to describe
compositional disorder in alloys, to carry out the average over {eˆn} and, hence,
simplify the construction of the potentials at each iteration. The idea is that our
mean field approach naturally sets the single-site probabilities that will be used in
the CPA method. The approximation consists of replacing the disordered potential
at each site by an effective medium that approximates as best as possible the effect
of the averaged random potential of disordered local moments. Analogously to the
atomic disorder case, the prescription is that the average of the scattering effects
from the thermal fluctuations of a local moment when is embedded by the effective
medium is identical to those ones caused by the effective medium itself.
We now proceed to derive the CPA equations. By recalling Eq. (2.81), the
CPA condition, consistent with P0({eˆn}), can be expressed in the language of MST
as {∫
deˆn Pn(eˆn)t
diff
n (eˆn) = 0
}
, (3.33)
where tdiffn (eˆn) describes the effect of replacing the effective medium by a local mo-
ment oriented along eˆn at site n. Note that due to the continuous range of possible
values of the magnetic orientation the averages are now performed as integrals.
Following a similar reasoning as presented in section 2.3, from Eq. (3.33) one can
obtain an expression for the total scattering T -matrix of the effective medium, T c,
in terms of the T -matrix associated with a system where the magnetic sites contain
disordered local moments pointing along {eˆn}, T ({eˆn}),
T c =
∏
n
∫
deˆn Pn(eˆn)T ({eˆn}). (3.34)
From this equation it follows that the diagonal parts of the corresponding SPOs for
an arbitrary site n0 are related as
τ c,n0n0 =
∏
n
∫
deˆn Pn(eˆn)τn0n0({eˆn}) =
∫
deˆn0Pn0(eˆn0)〈τn0n0〉eˆn0 , (3.35)
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where 〈· · · 〉eˆn0 indicates that the average is performed at every site apart from n0.
We recall that τn0n0({eˆn}) and τ c,n0n0 are constructed from the free-particle Green’s
function, containing the structural information, and the appropriate t-matrices de-
scribing the scattering of disordered local moments, {tn(eˆn)}, and the coherent
potential, {tc,n}, respectively. Eq. (2.66) can be invoked to find from Eq. (3.35) the
fundamental CPA equations of disordered local moments. We firstly write
τ−1c,n0n0 = τ
−1
n0n0({eˆn})− t−1n0 (eˆn0) + t−1c,n0 , (3.36)
which after simple manipulations results in
〈τn0n0〉eˆn0 = Dn0(eˆn0)τ c,n0n0 , (3.37)
where the impurity matrix is
Dn0(eˆn0) =
[
1 +
(
t−1n0 (eˆn0)− t−1c,n0
)
τ c,n0n0
]−1
(3.38)
It is a matter of simple algebra to show from the CPA condition in Eq. (3.35) that
the CPA equations for disordered local moments are{∫
deˆn Pn(eˆn)Dn(eˆn) = 1
}
, (3.39)
or the numerically more convenient version{∫
deˆn Pn(eˆn)Xn(eˆn) = 0
}
, (3.40)
with the excess scattering matrix now being
Xn(eˆn) =
[(
t−1n (eˆn)− t−1c,n
)−1
+ τ c,nn
]−1
. (3.41)
The implementation of the CPA equations is, therefore, self-consistent with each
magnetic site for magnetic unit cells containing an arbitrary number of non-equivalent
magnetic sites. To illustrate this, we show in Fig. 3.2 the CPA of disordered local
moments for a magnetic structure with two non-equivalent magnetic sites whose
averaged magnetic directions align anti-parallel.
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Figure 3.2: The CPA of a two-dimensional system with two non-equivalent magnetic
positions (red and blue) whose fluctuating magnetic directions are oriented oppo-
sitely after the average is performed. The figure shows that when the red moment,
for example, is surrounded by the effective medium, which is represented by the
average orientations, its fluctuation produces in average the same scattering effects
as the effective medium itself. The same condition has to be fulfilled by the blue
local moment so that the resulting effective medium is constructed from the CPA
prescription at every magnetic site self-consistently.
3.3.2 Self-consistent calculations
Here we describe the self-consistent iterative procedure to solve the Kohn-Sham
equations within the mean field approach for disordered local moments and give
some detail on its numerical implementation. The central objects used at the begin-
ning of every iteration are, of course, the electron and magnetic moment densities,
n(r) and µ(r). Due to the muffin-tin form of the potentials, it is convenient to
associate single-site densities nn(r) and µn(r) with each site n, directly given by
restricting the spatial coordinate to the surrounding volume. Our KKR-MST for-
malism is designed to obtain them by using Eqs. (2.69) and (2.70), respectively,
which requires the calculation of the Green’s function given by the SPO and Eq.
(2.67). Following the CPA ideology, we consider the partially averaged densities
〈nn(r)〉eˆn and 〈µn(r)〉eˆn at each site in line with the mean field medium to be con-
structed at every iteration. They are obtained by using the same equations but with
a Green’s function calculated from the partial average of the SPO 〈τn0n0〉eˆn , given
in Eq. (3.37), that is
〈nn(r)〉eˆn = ∓
1
pi
ImTr
∫
dEf(E)〈G±(r, r, E)〉eˆn , (3.42)
〈µn(r)〉eˆn = ±µB
1
pi
ImTr
∫
dEf(E)βIΣ〈G±(r, r, E)〉eˆn , (3.43)
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where
〈G(r, r, E)〉eˆn = Zn(r−Rn, E)〈τnn(E)〉eˆnZ×n (r−Rn, E)
−Zn(r−Rn, E)J×n (r−Rn, E).
(3.44)
Now all is set to define the self-consistent calculation of a disordered local moment
state at finite temperature. For a chosen set of single-site probabilities {Pn(eˆn)}
and a first guess of the partially averaged densities, we proceed by performing the
following steps
(i) We firstly construct the single-site muffin-tin potentials at every site. By re-
calling the definitions inside the effective SDFT potential in chapter 2 (see for
example Eqs. (2.13), (2.42), and (2.41)), within the mean field approach we
write
〈Vn(rn)〉eˆn = Vext(rn) +
(
Vxc(r)− µBσ ·Bxc(r)
)∣∣∣
〈nn(r)〉eˆn ,〈µn(r)〉eˆn
+ e2
∫
Vn
dr′
〈nn(r)〉eˆn
4pi0|r− r′| + e
2
∑
m 6=n
∫
Vm
dr′
〈nm(r)〉
4pi0|r−Rn − r′ + Rm| ,
(3.45)
where the external potential, containing the effect from the fixed nuclei, follows
from the muffin-tin construction, the second and third terms are given by Eq.
(2.42) evaluated with 〈nn(r)〉eˆn and 〈µn(r)〉eˆn and the LDA, and the last two
terms form the Hartree potential. Note that the fully averaged electron density
is directly calculated as
〈nn(r)〉 =
∫
deˆn Pn(eˆn)〈nn(r)〉eˆn . (3.46)
(ii) Solve the single-site scattering problem from the potentials obtained in (i) at
each site to find the t-matrices {tn(eˆn)} and spatial solutions {Zn(r, E)} and
{Jn(r, E)}. We point out that owing to the muffin-tin shape of the potentials,
the spherical symmetry can be exploited such that the dependence on the
magnetic orientation of {tn(eˆn)} can be simply extracted with
tn(eˆn) = R(eˆn)t
ref
n R(eˆn)
+, (3.47)
where trefn is the t-matrix expressed in a local spin frame of reference in which
it is diagonal, i.e. in which the zˆ-axis is parallel to eˆn, and R(eˆn) is a unitary
representation of the O(3) transformation that rotates the frame of reference
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at site n along eˆn
2,
trefn =
(
tn+ 0
0 tn−
)
⇒ tn(eˆn) =
1
2
(
tn+ + tn−
)
I2 +
1
2
(
tn+ − tn−
)
σ · eˆn. (3.48)
(iii) Use {tn(eˆn)} and {Pn(eˆn)}, as well as the structural information, to solve
the CPA equations given by Eq. (3.40) and, hence, obtain {tc,n} and {τ c,nn}
defining the effective medium.
(iv) Use Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43), together with Eqs. (3.37) and (3.44), to recalculate
the single-site partially averaged densities.
(v) Check if 〈nn(r)〉eˆn and 〈µn(r)〉eˆn are the same as the initial guesses within a
satisfactory numerical accuracy. If not, start again from (i) using the result
from (iv).
In principle, the self-consistent procedure described above is meant to be carried
out for each set of probabilities {Pn(eˆn)} of interest. Nonetheless, if the size of
the magnetic moment at every site has little dependence on the state of magnetic
order {mn} then the computation can be simplified by assuming that {trefn } have
no dependence on {Pn(eˆn)} so that the calculation of {tn(eˆn)} for a single magnetic
configuration is sufficient. Once they are calculated there is only need to perform
steps (iii)-(iv) for different magnetic orderings prescribed by {Pn(eˆn)}. This is the
known Rigid Spin Approximation (RSA) and when it applies it is usually referred
to the presence of good local moments, which in principle arise from fairly well
localised d and f electrons. Evidently, the validity of this approximation can be
tested by proceeding to the next iteration and hence checking the self-consistency
of potentials and electron and magnetic moment densities.
Once self-consistent potentials and densities are obtained by employing such
a scheme, we can proceed to the evaluation of 〈Ωint〉0. A formal way to derive this
object follows by making use of the chemical potential for a constrained magnetic
configuration {eˆn} to calculate
Ωint({eˆn}) = −
∫ ν
−∞
dν ′N(ν ′; {eˆn}), (3.49)
2Note that R = I2 cos(θeˆn/2)− iσj sin(θeˆn/2), where θeˆn is the angle between eˆn and the zˆ-axis,
in the frame of reference of trefn , and σj indicates the direction of rotation.
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and then perform the averaging over all magnetic configurations,
〈Ωint〉0 =
∏
n
∫
deˆn Pn(eˆn)Ω
int({eˆn}) = −
∏
n
∫
deˆn Pn(eˆn)
∫ ν
−∞
dν ′N(ν ′; {eˆn}).
(3.50)
After some simple algebra and by using the definitions given in Eqs. (2.72) and
(2.73), we can write Eq. (3.50) as
〈Ωint〉0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
dE N¯(E)f(E − ν)−
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∫ ν
−∞
dν ′
∂N¯(E)
∂ν ′
f(E − ν) (3.51)
where
N¯(E) ≡
∏
n
∫
deˆn Pn(eˆn)
∫
dE n(E). (3.52)
The last term in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.51) can be shown to be negligible
compared with the first term [8]. At this point it is only necessary to take the
derivative of this result with respect to the magnetic order parameters to calculate
the internal magnetic fields (see Eq. (3.28)) [8, 16],
hintn = −
1
pi
Im
∫
deˆn
∂Pn(eˆn)
∂mn
∫ ∞
−∞
dEf(E − ν) log detDn(eˆn), (3.53)
where Eq. (3.37) as well as the Lloyd formula expressed with [36]
δN(E) = ± 1
pi
Im log det τ(E) (3.54)
have been used.
3.4 Wave-modulated magnetic structures from fully dis-
ordered local moments
We can investigate the stability of different magnetic phases at finite temperatures
by calculating the corresponding internal local fields emerging from the electronic
structure as a response to the magnetic ordering itself. However, the magnetic
interactions might favour very complicated magnetic arrangements, such as non-
collinear phases and/or wave-modulated incommensurate magnetism described by
several crystallographic cells, for example. Studying all the possible competing
magnetic ordering can be a formidable mathematical challenge very difficult to solve
from the calculation of {hintn } only. For example, it would demand to construct large
magnetic unit cells and examine the magnetic interactions in real space. To overcome
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this problem it is useful to define the so-called direct correlation function, which is
obtained by taking the second derivative of 〈Ωint〉0 with respect to the local order
parameters
S
(2)
ij ({mn}) = −
∂2〈Ωint〉0({mn})
∂mi∂mj
=
∂hinti ({mn})
∂mj
. (3.55)
The strategy is to investigate the instabilities of the fully disordered high tempera-
ture paramagnetic state in the reciprocal space and gain information of the type of
magnetic ordering that might occur when small magnetic polarisations {δmn} are
induced at each site n. We accomplish this by studying the effect of applying an
infinitesimally small site-dependent external magnetic field Hn,
δmi =
∑
j
χij({mn})Hj , (3.56)
where the linear response to the magnetic field application is described by the mag-
netic susceptibility χij({mn}). By using Eq. (3.55) and recalling that hn = hintn +Hn
in the equilibrium (see Eq. 3.29) we can write
∂mi
∂Hj
=
∂mi
∂hi
(
δij +
∑
k
S
(2)
ik
∂mk
∂Hj
)
. (3.57)
Expressing this equation in terms of the magnetic susceptibility gives
χij = χ0,iδij + χ0,i
∑
k
S
(2)
ik χkj , (3.58)
which defines the molecular magnetic susceptibility χ0,n as the change of the local
order parameter at site n with respect to hn. In our theory the paramagnetic
state is composed by local moments whose orientations are fully disordered. This
state corresponds to the probability distribution at each magnetic site being equally
weighted at every possible orientation, that is {mn = 0}, or equivalently {βhn = 0}
(see Fig. 3.1). The single-site probability introduced in Eq. (3.16) then becomes
Pn(eˆn) ≈ P 0i + δPi(eˆi) =
1
4pi
+
3
4pi
mn · eˆn → 1
4pi
. (3.59)
In this limit it can be shown from Eqs. (3.18) and (3.59) that{
mn ≈ β
3
hn
}
⇒ χ0,n ≈ β
3
. (3.60)
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By multiplying both sides of Eq. (3.58) by the inverted susceptibilities χ−10 and χ
−1,
and using Eq. (3.60), it can be shown that
χij =
1
3kBTδij − S(2)ij
, (3.61)
where
ζij =
∂2G1
∂mi∂mj
= 3kBTδij − S(2)ij (3.62)
are the components of the Hessian matrix ζij associated with the Gibbs free energy
G1 introduced in Eq. (3.26). The highest transition temperature Tmax at which
the paramagnetic state is unstable to the formation of a magnetic phase can be
calculated by solving the condition for the magnetic susceptibility to diverge, or
equally for the determinant of ζ be zero,
det (ζ) = det
(
χ−1
)
= 0, (3.63)
which reduces to calculate the eigenvalues {ua} of S(2)ij satisfying
Nm∏
a=1
[3kBT − ua] = 0, (3.64)
where Nm is the number of magnetic atoms in the crystal. Thus, Tmax can be
calculated by finding the largest eigenvalue umax,
Tmax =
umax
3kB
. (3.65)
We can also obtain the relative orientations between the local order parameters
below Tmax by examining the equilibrium state condition {∇miG1 = 0}. When the
external magnetic field is zero this condition becomes (see Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28))
δhi = −∂〈Ω
int〉0
∂mi
∣∣∣∣∣
{δmn}
. (3.66)
Using Eqs. (3.55) and (3.60) we can write this as
3kBTδmi =
∑
j
S
(2)
ij δmj . (3.67)
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This result shows that the components of the eigenvectors of S
(2)
ij are the projections
of {δmn} minimising G1 along a given direction in space.
Solving the eigenvalue problem set by S
(2)
ij in the real space is in principle
very complicated if there are long range magnetic interactions, requiring the diago-
nalisation of a high dimensional matrix as well as the calculation of its components.
We follow an alternative route based on the exploitation of the translation invariance
in the paramagnetic state. In order to explore the instabilities to the formation of
specific magnetic structures modulated by a wave vector q, we define the following
lattice Fourier transforms
S˜
(2)
ss′ (q) =
1
Nc
∑
tt′
S
(2)
ts t′s′e
iq·(Rt+rs−Rt′−rs′ ), (3.68)
χ˜ss′(q) =
1
Nc
∑
tt′
χts t′s′e
iq·(Rt+rs−Rt′−rs′ ), (3.69)
where Nc is the number of unit cells. We have decomposed each lattice site index i
and j by two additional indices, i → t, s and j → t′, s′. We use t and t′ to specify
the origin of unit cells, and s and s′ for indices denoting the atomic positions within
the unit cells t and t′, respectively. Rt + rs is, therefore, the position vector of the
magnetic atom at site (t, s) such that Rt denotes the origin of the unit cell t and rs
gives the relative position of the sub-lattice s within that unit cell. Hence, S˜
(2)
ss′ (q)
and χ˜ss′(q) are square matrices whose components depend on the wave vector q.
Their dimension is the number of magnetic positions, or sub-lattices, Nat inside the
unit cell, Nat = Nm/Nc. Note that the shape and components of these matrices
depend on the choice of the unit cell. Lattice Fourier transforming Eq. (3.61) gives
χ˜ss′(q) =
1
3kBTδss′ − S˜(2)ss′ (q)
. (3.70)
The condition for the magnetic susceptibility to diverge now is satisfied when
det
(
χ˜−1ss′
)
= 0. (3.71)
Hence, by applying the lattice Fourier transform we have reduced the dimension of
the matrix to be diagonalised from Nm×Nm to Nat×Nat. Consequently, Eq. (3.64)
becomes
Nat∏
a=1
[3kBT − u˜a(q)] = 0, (3.72)
where now {u˜a(q), a = 1, . . . , Nat} are the Nat eigenfunctions of S˜(2)ss′ (q), which
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depend on the wave vector q and are obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem
Nat∑
s′=1
S˜
(2)
ss′ (q)Va,s′(q) = u˜a(q)Va,s(q), (3.73)
for {s = 1, . . . , Nat}, andNat eigenvectors of dimensionNat, {(Va,1, . . . , Va,Nat), a =
1, . . . , Nat}. Using Eq. (3.68) we can write G1 without external magnetic field as
G1 = −Nc
∑
q,ss′
(
S˜
(2)
ss′ (q)− 3kBTδss′
)
δm˜a,qs (q) · δm˜a,qs′ (−q), (3.74)
which defines the lattice Fourier transform of the local order parameters,
m˜s(q) =
1
Nc
∑
t
mtse
iq·(Rt+rs). (3.75)
In Eq. (3.74) the superscript (a,q) means that when Eq. (3.75) is applied to find
m˜s(q) the quantities {mts} are modulated by q with orientations specified by a.
The Gibbs free energy in Eq. (3.74) is minimised by the value of the wave vector
qp at which S˜
(2)
ss′ (q) peaks. Evidently, this is the value at which the highest value
of the eigenfunctions {u˜a(q)} is found. Hence, minimising the free energy when
it is expanded around the paramagnetic state yields a magnetic structure {mts}
modulated by qp with the highest transition temperature consistent with Eq. (3.72),
max ({T a,qa}) = T p,qp = u˜p(qp)
3kB
. (3.76)
It is interesting to inspect the theory at this point. If the temperature is below
but close to T p,qp then the system develops some finite and very small magnetic
ordering prescribed by the values a=p and qp,{
δm
p,qp
ts = δm
p,qp
x,ts xˆ+ δm
p,qp
y,ts yˆ + δm
p,qp
z,ts zˆ
}
(3.77)
such as the orientations of the local order parameters in the resulting magnetic state
are modulated by the wave vector qp. In the most general form, the components
along the spatial directions can be written as
δm
p,qp
x,t′s = δm
p,qp
x,ts cos
(
qp · (Rt −Rt′) + ϕ
p,qp
x,s
)
,
δm
p,qp
y,t′s = δm
p,qp
y,ts cos
(
qp · (Rt −Rt′) + ϕ
p,qp
y,s
)
,
δm
p,qp
z,t′s = δm
p,qp
z,ts cos
(
qp · (Rt −Rt′) + ϕ
p,qp
z,s
)
. (3.78)
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Each component of every magnetic order parameter inside the unit cell t, therefore,
change by a factor cos
(
qp · (Rt −Rt′) + ϕ
p,qp
(xˆ,yˆ,zˆ),s
)
when transferred to the unit cell
t′. The parameter a=p specifies the directions of the magnetic order parameters
within one unit cell. To elucidate what these directions are we can lattice Fourier
transform Eq. (3.67) along the wave vector qp with magnetic order parameters
modulated as in Eq. (3.78) to obtain
3kBTδm˜
p,qp
s (qp) =
Nat∑
s′=1
S˜
(2)
ss′ (qp)δm˜
p,qp
s′ (qp), (3.79)
Similarly to Eq. (3.67), Eq. (3.79) shows that the components of the eigenvectors
of S˜
(2)
ss′ have to be interpreted as the projections of the Lattice Fourier transformed
local order parameters {δm˜s(q)} along a given direction in space rˆ,
(Va,1, . . . , Va,Nat) = (m˜rˆ,1, . . . , m˜rˆ,Nat). (3.80)
Hence, the eigenvectors, prescribed by the number a, contain the information
of the relative orientations between the Nat magnetic order parameters inside one
unit cell t, {δmt1, . . . , δmtNat}, which in turn rotate to another unit cell t′ by the
modulation mediated by the wave vector qp, as described in Eq. (3.78). For example,
when qp = 0 the paramagnetic state is unstable to the formation of ferromagnetic
sub-lattices, i.e., the magnetic order parameters within each sub-lattice are parallel
and they do not rotate from one unit cell to another. Note that the magnetic
polarisations between different sub-lattices are aligned only if all the components
of the eigenvector are equal, as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). On the other hand, if the
eigenfunction peaks at the Brillouin zone along the direction qp = (qBZ, 0, 0) then
the local order parameters completely reverse their orientations when changing from
one unit cell to the next one along the xˆ direction while they maintain the same
orientation when transferred along the yˆ and zˆ directions. In Fig. 3.3 we show this
situation in panel (d) as well as other cases in panels (b) and (c) for illustrative
purposes. As a final remark, we point out that longer periods occur when qp lies
inside the Brillouin zone.
The way to proceed from this analysis is as follows. We guide the internal field
calculation of stable structures described in the previous section by firstly inspecting
at which values of q the eigenfunctions of S˜
(2)
ss′ (q) peak. The idea is to examine the
components of the corresponding eigenvectors to obtain the relative orientations
between the local order parameters at different magnetic sub-lattices. This allows
for the extraction of the magnetic structures that compete at high temperatures.
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Figure 3.3: The figure shows four different high temperature magnetic structures of
an arbitrary system with two non-equivalent magnetic positions (Nat = 2), denoted
with red and blue, and the corresponding eigenvectors and values of q. The magnetic
unit cell is indicated with colour red. Note that for the system be ferromagnetic
it is necessary that q = 0 and the components of the eigenvector are parallel, as
shown in panel (a). We also remark that arrows in this figure represent the local
order parameters {mn}.
We identify them as the magnetic structures of interest and investigate the effect
of lowering the temperature on their stabilisation by the calculation of the internal
local fields {hintn } at different values of the magnetic ordering {mn}.
3.4.1 Calculation of the direct correlation function
We conclude this chapter by showing how to obtain S˜
(2)
ss′ (q) from our DFT-DLM
formalism. The way to proceed follows by recalling hintn expressed in terms of the
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impurity matrix, given in Eq. (3.53). By taking the derivative with respect to the
local order parameter and by using Eqs. (3.55) and (3.59) we obtain the direct
correlation function in the paramagnetic limit ({mn = 0}) to the lowest order
S
(2)
ij = −
1
pi
Im
∫ EF
−∞
dEf(E − ν)
∫
deˆi
3eˆi
4pi
∂
∂mj
log det
(
D0i + δDi(eˆi)
)
, (3.81)
where
D0i =
(
D0i+ 0
0 D0i−
)
=
(
1 + (t−1i+ − t−1c-0,i)τ c-0,ii 0
0 1 + (t−1i− − t−1c-0,i)τ c-0,ii
)−1
(3.82)
is the impurity matrix in the paramagnetic state and δDi(eˆi) is its first order cor-
rection. Note that we have expressed the matrices in terms of their components in
the spin frame of reference in which they are diagonal, i.e. in which the zˆ-axis is
parallel to eˆi (see Eq. (3.48)). For example,
ti(eˆi) =
1
2
(
t−1i+ + t
−1
i−
)
I2 +
1
2
(
t−1i+ − t−1i−
)
σ · eˆi, (3.83)
and
D0i (eˆi) =
1
2
(
D0i+ +D
0
i−
)
I2 +
1
2
(
D0i+ −D0i−
)
σ · eˆi, (3.84)
while for the effective medium we write(
t0c,i
)−1
=
1
2
((
t0c,i+
)−1
+
(
t0c,i−
)−1)
I2
+
1
2
((
t0c,i+
)−1 − (t0c,i−)−1)σ · mˆi = t−1c-0,iI2, (3.85)
and
τ0c,ii =
1
2
(
τ0c,ii+ + τ
0
c,ii−
)
I2 +
1
2
(
τ0c,ii+ − τ0c,ii−
)
σ · mˆi = τ c-0,iiI2, (3.86)
where we have used the definitions
t−1c-0,i ≡
(
t0c,i+
)−1
=
(
t0c,i−
)−1
, (3.87)
τ c-0,ii ≡ τ0c,ii+ = τ0c,ii−, (3.88)
which exploit the spherical symmetry of Pn(eˆn) ≈ 1/4pi. We explicitly drop the
dependence of t−1i± on {mn} as we assume the presence of good local moments.
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Carrying out very simple algebra we can express Eq. (3.81) as 3
S
(2)
ij =−
1
pi
Im
∫ EF
−∞
dEf(E − ν)
∫
deˆi
3eˆi
4pi
∂
∂mj
log
[
1 + Tr
((
D0i
)−1
δDi(eˆi)
)]
≈− 1
pi
Im
∫ EF
−∞
dEf(E − ν)
∫
deˆi
3eˆi
4pi
∂
∂mj
Tr
((
D0i
)−1
δDi(eˆi)
)
,
(3.89)
The next step follows by noting that we can write (t0c,i±)
−1 ≈ t−1c-0,i ± δt−1c,i and
τ0c,ii± ≈ τ0c-0,ii ± δτ c,ii, which gives
Di ≈ D0i +D0i
[ (
∆0i + δ∆
0
i
) (
τ c-0,ii + δτ c,iiσ · mˆi
)−∆0i τ0c,ii]D0i , (3.90)
where
∆0i =
1
2
(
t−1i+ + t
−1
i−
)
I2 +
1
2
(
t−1i+ − t−1i−
)
σ · eˆi − t−1c-0,iI2, (3.91)
such that
δ∆0i = −δt−1c,i σ · mˆi. (3.92)
Thus, Eq. (3.89) becomes
S
(2)
ij = −
1
pi
Im
∫ EF
−∞
dEf(E − ν)
∫
deˆi
3eˆi
4pi
∂
∂mj
Tr
[
D0i
(
∆0i δτ c,iiσ · mˆi + δ∆0i τ0c,ii
)]
.
(3.93)
Developing now the term to be traced yields
D0i
(
∆0i δτ c,iiσ · mˆi + δ∆0i τ0c,ii
)
=[
t−1i+ − t−1i−
2
δτ c,ii +
D0i+ −D0i−
2
(
t−1i+ + t
−1
i−
2
δτ c,ii − t−1c-0,iδτ c,ii − δt−1c,i τ0c,ii
)]
(mˆi · eˆi)I2
+
[
t−1i+ + t
−1
i−
2
δτ c,ii − t−1c-0,iδτ c,ii − δt−1c,i τ0c,ii +
(D0i+ −D0i−)(t−1i+ + t−1i− )
4
(mˆi · eˆi)2δτ c,ii
]
σz.
(3.94)
Once the integral over the magnetic orientation is performed only the terms accom-
panied by (mˆi · eˆi) in Eq. (3.94) lead to a non-zero contribution. Introducing this
3In this step we have used the equality det(A + B) = detA + detB + detBTr(AB−1) and
neglected a term that does not contribute to S
(2)
ij .
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into Eq. (3.93) and tracing over the spin degrees only gives
S
(2)
ij = −
1
pi
Im
∫ EF
−∞
dEf(E − ν)TrL
[
− (D0i+ −D0i−)
∂t−1c,i
∂mj
τ c-0,ii
+D0i+(t
−1
i+ − t−1c-0,i)
∂τ c,ii
∂mj
−D0i−(t−1i− − t−1c-0,i)
∂τ c,ii
∂mj
]
,
(3.95)
where TrL traces over the angular momentum labels. The derivatives of this equation
can be conveniently rearranged by invoking Eq. (2.66) to show that 4
∂τ c,ii
∂mj
= −
∑
k
τ c-0,ik
∂t−1c,k
∂mj
τ c-0,ki, (3.96)
from which we obtain
S
(2)
ij = −
1
pi
Im
∫ EF
−∞
dEf(E − ν)TrL
[
(X0i+ −X0i−)
∑
k 6=i
τ c-0,ik
∂t−1c,k
∂mj
τ c-0,ki.
]
, (3.97)
Here we have used that X0i± = D
0
i±(t
−1
i± − t−1c-0,i), as defined in appendix A. Finally,
the lattice Fourier transform, as given in Eq. (3.68), is applied to Eq. (3.97) resulting
in the expression
S˜
(2)
ss′ (q) = −
1
pi
Im
∫ EF
−∞
dEf(E − ν)TrL
[
(X0s+ −X0s−)
×
∑
s′′
1
VBZ
∫
dkτ˜ c-0,ss′′(k + q)Λ˜s′′s′(q)τ˜ c-0,s′′s(k)− τ c-0,ssΛ˜ss(q)τ c-0,ss
]
,
(3.98)
where VBZ is the volume of the Brillouin zone,
Λij ≡
∂t−1c,i
∂mj
, (3.99)
and
Λ˜ss′(q) =
1
2
(
X0s− −X0s+
)
−X0s+
[∑
s′′
1
VBZ
∫
VBZ
dkτ˜ c-0,ss′′(k + q)Λ˜s′′s′(q)τ˜ c-0,s′′s(k)− τ c-0,ssΛ˜ss(q)τ c-0,ss
]
X0s−.
(3.100)
4Here we have considered the inverse matrix property ∂A
−1
∂α
= −A−1 ∂A
∂α
A−1 too.
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In order to calculate S˜
(2)
ss′ (q) it is necessary to solve Eq. (3.100), which is obtained
from manipulating the CPA equations expressed to the zeroth and lowest order in
{mn}. We give detail of this derivation in appendix A.
Chapter 4
Minimisation of the Gibbs free
energy: Magnetic phase
diagrams and caloric effects
Chapters 2 and 3 contain the DFT-DLM theory adopted in this thesis and the
entire formalism of how to use KKR-MST in the context of SDFT to describe
magnetism at finite temperatures. The central quantities obtained by the theory
are the derivatives of 〈Ωint〉0, namely the internal local fields {hintn } and the direct
correlation function. Their calculation as a function of the state of magnetic order
{mn} sets the basis of the study of magnetic structures and their stabilisation.
This chapter is devoted to show how to obtain and minimise the Gibbs free energy,
G1, from DFT-DLM calculations for given values of the temperature and external
fields. Firstly, in section 4.1 we analyse 〈Ωint〉0 and show the effect of multi-site
interactions. Their presence have fundamental consequences on the shape of G1 and
on the magnetic phase diagrams, which we show how to construct in section 4.2, and
can be at the origin of the existence of tricritical points. The complexity of 〈Ωint〉0,
however, can make the search of the equilibrium state very difficult. Finding a
magnetic ordering {mn} that generates a set of internal fields {hintn } that minimise
G1 clearly can be a complicated mathematical problem for non-trivial magnetic
structures. Thus, in section 4.2.1 we present a method to find equilibrium states in
a self-consistent calculation. The scheme requires of some initial knowledge of the
magnetic structures of interest, which is provided by the calculation of the direct
correlation function. We illustrate the methodology by showing some case studies in
sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 as well as its application to the well known bcc iron system
in section 4.3. Finally, section 4.4 is dedicated to show how the theory can be used
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caloric effects
to calculate caloric effects, namely adiabatic temperature changes and isothermal
entropy changes, at second- and first- order transitions.
4.1 Multi-spin interactions
As we have explained in section 3.2, Ω˜({eˆn}), and therefore Ωint({eˆn}), can have
a non-trivial dependence on the local moment orientations. The ensemble average
〈Ωint〉0 can be, consequently, a very complicated function of {mn} too. We can
express 〈Ωint〉0 in the most general way as a sum of low and high order terms,
〈Ωint〉0 = Ω0 + f (2) ({mn}) + f (4) ({mn}) + · · · . (4.1)
Here Ω0 is a constant and f
(n) ({mn}) is a n-th order function of {mn}. Note that
Eq. (4.1) preserves the symmetry {mn} → −{mn} since these quantities change
sign under time reversal. If the magnetic state is isotropic then the second and
fourth order functions, for example, can be generally expressed as
f (2) ({mn}) = −
∑
ij
Jij (mi ·mj) (4.2)
f (4) ({mn}) = −
∑
ij,kl
Kij,kl (mi ·mj) (mk ·ml) , (4.3)
where Jij and Kij,kl are matrices of rank two and four containing the corresponding
quadratic and quartic constants of the expansion, respectively. We stress the multi-
site nature of fourth and higher order terms connecting the local order parameters
in multiple sites, which are the direct consequence of the complexity of Ωint({eˆn})
and its electronic glue origins. To illustrate the effect of their existence, we study
the dependence of the internal magnetic fields on {mn}. Using Eq. (3.28) we can
express it in terms of the partial derivatives
hinti = −
∂f (2) ({mn})
∂mi
− ∂f
(4) ({mn})
∂mi
− · · · . (4.4)
We can now take the limit of approaching the paramagnetic state and write
lim
{mn→0}
hinti =
∑
j
Jijmj . (4.5)
Note that from this equation we can use Eq. (3.55) to show that the quadratic
constants are nothing else than the direct correlation function in the paramagnetic
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limit,
lim
{mn→0}
S
(2)
ij ({mn}) = Jij . (4.6)
Eq. (4.5) shows that at temperatures close to the paramagnetic state, when the
ordering at every magnetic site is nearly non-existent, the magnetic interactions are
well described by pairwise terms. However, as the magnetic ordering increases, by
reducing the temperature or applying an external magnetic field for example, the
local order parameters increase in size and, consequently, higher order terms become
important and must be considered in Eq. (4.1). In other words, the presence of
multi-spin interactions effectively changes the magnetic behaviour as the ordering
develops at each site. The meaning of this is that fluctuations of the local moment
orientations at different temperatures can induce qualitative changes on the nature of
the electronic glue, which spin-polarises and in turn affects the magnetic interactions
between the local moments due to its changes. An indication of this has been found
by several authors in the past who calculated effective pairwise interactions from
the FM state to be different from those in the PM state [53, 54] and some AFM
phases [55], as well as significant differences between PM and ferrimagnetic (FIM)
states [56].
4.2 Magnetic phase diagrams
We construct magnetic phase diagrams by calculating and comparing the Gibbs free
energy G1, introduced in Eq. (3.26), of magnetic structures of interest. The magnetic
ordering {mn} that globally minimises G1 is considered as the most stable structure
at every point in the diagram, defined at different values of the temperature and
other parameters, such as the strength of an external magnetic field for example.
We point out, however, that our DFT-DLM machinery is not prepared to directly
calculate 〈Ωint〉0, which is necessary to obtain G1, but its first and second derivatives,
{hintn } and the direct correlation function. We find the dependence of 〈Ωint〉0 on the
magnetic ordering by thoroughly sampling {hintn } against the extensive space {mn}
around the magnetic structures of interest. The data obtained then can be used
to evaluate Eq. (4.4) and, hence, extract the pairwise and multi-site constants Jij ,
Kij,kl, etc that accurately describes {hintn } numerically. Once these constants are
obtained, 〈Ωint〉0, and consequently G1, are accessible and can be computed from
Eqs. (3.26) and (4.1), respectively. This is the procedure to calculate G1 at different
temperatures and values of an external magnetic field. In addition, by repeating
the examination of {hintn } at different lattice spacings and interatomic distances the
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dependence of the pairwise and multi-site interactions on the lattice structure can
be obtained too.
Since the shape and minima location of G1 can be monitored by this method-
ology, the theory is suitable to characterise the order of phase transitions as well
as to predict tricritical points. As shown by Bean and Rodbell in their study of
the ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase transition in MnAs [57], first-order transi-
tions are originated by the presence of an overall negative contribution from the
fourth order in the order parameter to the free energy. It is instructive to expand
the single-site entropy defined in Eq. (3.24) in terms of its natural dependence on
λn = βhn,
Sn = kB
(
log 4pi − 1
6
(βhn)
2 +
1
60
(βhn)
4 − 1
567
(βhn)
6 + · · ·
)
. (4.7)
It is a matter of also expanding the local order parameters in Eq. (3.18) and rear-
ranging terms to find from the previous equation that
Sn = kB
(
log 4pi − 3
2
m2n −
9
20
m4n −
99
350
m6n − · · ·
)
. (4.8)
In the Bean and Rodbell model [57] the first-order character of the transition is
driven by a negative quartic term generated by the presence of a magnetovolume
coupling. The theory presented here, however, is also able to quantify the four-
site constants Kij.kl and identify if their presence can be at the origin of the order
character in specific phase transitions under study. We emphasise that transitions
between ordered-to-ordered magnetic phases can be predicted too if the magnetic
dependence in Eq. (4.1) generates them.
To exemplify the free energy minimisation, in sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 we
show two hypothetical but illustrative cases and study the effect of the pairwise and
four-site interactions. Before proceeding with them a method to find Gibbs free
energy minima self-consistently is firstly introduced in section 4.2.1.
4.2.1 The equilibrium state: a self-consistent calculation
The first step is to identify the most stable magnetic structures at high temperatures
by exploring the instabilities of the paramagnetic state, following the calculation
described in section 3.4. Once we know the magnetic arrangements of interest we
construct the appropriate magnetic unit cell to describe them. Note that a magnetic
ordering is defined by the local order parameters {mn} assigned to each magnetic
site, which in turn are prescribed by {λn = βhn}. For example, in a ferromagnetic
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phase the local moments at every magnetic site fluctuate such that all associated lo-
cal order parameters have identical sizes and point along the same direction. Thus,
the magnetic unit cell in this case contains only one non-equivalent magnetic posi-
tion and one order parameter mFM(λFM) is enough to describe the ferromagnetic
ordering. Moreover, one can consider a magnetic system that orders antiferromag-
netically via the anti-parallel spin-polarisation of two sub-lattices. Then two order
parameters {mup(λup),mdown(λdown)} pointing in opposite directions are in princi-
ple necessary. We remark that different types of atoms and/or non-equivalent lattice
positions naturally develop different magnetic ordering, i.e. they have different val-
ues of the local order parameters. Supposing that N is the number of non-equivalent
magnetic positions inside the magnetic unit cell, we have that the magnetic ordering
is unequivocally described by {m1(λ1),m2(λ2), . . . ,mN (λN )}.
Our disordered local moment theory is designed to calculate the emerging
internal fields when the electronic structure is constrained to a specific magnetic
arrangement described by the single-site probabilities {Pn(eˆn)}, which are prescribed
by the quantities {λn = βhn} or equivalently {mn}. The equilibrium state of the
N local order parameters is obtained at temperature T and external magnetic field
H when Eq. (3.29) is satisfied at every site, i.e. {hn = hintn + µnH}. This condition
can be written as
kBT =
hint1 + µ1H
λ1
=
hint2 + µ2H
λ2
= · · · = h
int
N + µNH
λN
. (4.9)
Finding the magnetic configuration {λ1, . . . ,λN} that generates the appropriate
fields {hint1 , . . . ,hintN } satisfying Eq. (4.9) is something that might not be found di-
rectly except in trivial cases such as in the ferromagnetic phase. For given values of
the temperature T and external magnetic field H, we solve self-consistently this set
of equations by the following procedure
(i) We make an initial guess {m01(λ01), . . . ,m0N (λ0N )} that approximates closely to
the magnetic configuration of interest and find the corresponding quantities
{λ01, . . . ,λ0N} by solving Eq. (3.18).
(ii) We proceed to perform the DFT-based DLM calculation of the internal mag-
netic fields to obtain {hint01 + µ1H, . . . ,hint0N + µNH} by constraining the un-
derlying electronic structure to the probability distribution P ({eˆn}) prescribed
by {λ01, . . . ,λ0N} and using Eq. (3.53). Assuming the presence of good local
moments rules out the necessity to recalculate self-consistently the potentials
for different magnetic orderings.
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(iii) We check if the self-consistent condition in Eq. (4.9) is satisfied. If not, we
make a new guess composed by the initial one, {λ01, . . . ,λ0N}, and the output
from step (ii) as
{λ01, . . . ,λ0N}new = c1{λ01, . . . ,λ0N}+ c2
1
kBT
{hint01 + µ1H, . . . ,hint0N + µNH}
(4.10)
where c1 and c2 are some mixing constants.
(iv) Steps (ii) and (iii) are repeated iteratively until the condition in Eq. (4.9) is
satisfied.
4.2.2 Case study: one type of magnetic ordering
Here we consider the simple situation in which there is interest in one type of mag-
netic ordering only under the presence of no external magnetic field. We also assume
that even if the local order parameters {mn} defining the magnetic ordering form a
complicated magnetic structure, their sizes are equal (mn = m for all n) and their
directions do not change with temperature. For example, the simplest system match-
ing these conditions would be a ferromagnet with only one non-equivalent magnetic
position, but other more complicated non-collinear structures can be described by
a single local order parameter too. Under these prescriptions, the quadratic and
quartic constants can be compactly accounted with
a = N
∑
ij
Jij cos (θij) (4.11)
b = N
∑
ij,kl
Kij,kl cos (θij) cos (θkl) , (4.12)
where θij is the angle between mi and mj and N is the number of magnetic sites
inside the magnetic unit cell. Recalling Eqs. (3.26), (3.25), and (4.1), the free energy
per magnetic atom is then given by
G1,n = −am2 − bm4 − TSn(βhn) (4.13)
and the internal field as
hintn = (2am+ 4bm
3)mˆn. (4.14)
Evidently, the equilibrium condition is simply {hintn = hn}. If the transition
is continuous the temperature at which it occurs is readily obtained by ∇mnG1,n = 0
in the limit of {mn} → 0. Using the entropy expansion given in Eq. (4.8) this results
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in
Ttr(2nd) =
2a
3kB
. (4.15)
Note that this is Eq. (3.76) expressed in terms of pairwise constants, compactly
contained inside a. The critical value of b from which the transition becomes first-
order is found by requiring that the fourth order is zero at T = Ttr(2nd), which
gives
b =
3a
10
. (4.16)
This means that for b < 3a/10 the phase transition is continuous and for b > 3a/10 it
is discontinuous. In order to calculate equilibrium states it is a matter of standard
numerical minimisation of G1,n with respect to mn at different temperatures and
model parameters a and b. In Fig. 4.1 we summarise the results. We suggest the
reader to pay special attention to panels (c)-(e), where the behaviour of the free
energy against the local order parameter is shown, illustrating the characterisation
of the order of the transition. A first-order transition is described by a sudden
change of the lowest minimum location, occurring at T = TTr in panel (e). The
critical point separating first- and second-order transitions is indicated in panel (a).
4.2.3 Case study: ferromagnetism versus antiferromagnetism
In this case we study a magnetic unit cell with two identical magnetic atoms of the
same type and at equivalent magnetic positions. The aim is to show the stabilisation
competition between the ferromagnetic phase, in which the local order parameters
associated with the two sites are equal and parallel, m1 = m2, and the antiferro-
magnetic phase, in which they are fully anti-parallel, m1 = −m2. To study this we
consider that the free energy per magnetic unit cell is well described by
G1 =− a(m21 +m22)− b(m41 +m42)− αm1 ·m2
+
1
2
γ(m21 +m
2
2)m1 ·m2 − γ2m21m22 − T (S1(βh2) + S2(βh2)).
(4.17)
Similarly to the first case study, due to the symmetry of the problem the pair- and
four- site interactions can be compactly comprised in a small set of constants, {a, α}
and {b, γ, γ2}, respectively. Taking the derivatives with respect to m1 and m2 yields
internal magnetic fields
hint1 = 2am1 + 4bm
2
1m1 + αm2 −
1
2
γ
[
2(m1 ·m2)m1 + (m21 +m22)m2
]
, (4.18)
hint2 = 2am2 + 4bm
2
2m2 + αm1 −
1
2
γ
[
2(m1 ·m2)m2 + (m21 +m22)m1
]
. (4.19)
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Figure 4.1: (a) The temperature - b/a phase diagram. Dashed and continuous black
lines indicate second- and first- order transitions, respectively. (b) m against tem-
perature for pertinent values of the model parameters above and below the critical
point. (c,d,e) The free energy below, at, and above the transition temperature for
relevant model parameters, showing the difference between second- and first- order
transitions.
Here we merely study the effect of the constants {a, b, α, γ, γ2}, but the calculation
of the internal fields must be performed from the DFT-DLM machinery to obtain
ab initio Jij and Jij,kl. Again, second-order transition temperatures to both ferro-
magnetic and antiferromagnetic states can be obtained from the expansion given in
Eq. (4.8) and taking the paramagnetic limit of ∇m1(2)G1 = 0, which gives
m1 = m2 ⇒ Ttr(2nd,F ) =
2a+ α
3kB
, (4.20)
m1 = −m2 ⇒ Ttr(2nd,AF ) =
2a− α
3kB
. (4.21)
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Thus, for positive values of α the paramagnetic state becomes unstable to the for-
mation of ferromagnetic ordering. Moreover, by inspecting Eq. (4.17) it is evident
that positive values of γ favour antiferromagnetism. To reveal this effect we set
b = 0, γ2 = 0 and α/a = +0.2, and minimise G1 at different temperatures and
values of γ. As shown in Fig. 4.2(a), the phase diagram presents two tricritical
points. (A) corresponds to the critical regime in which the system at T = 0 is en-
ergetically equal for both magnetic phases. By defining g∗F = G1(m1 = m2)/a and
g∗AF = G1(m1 = −m2)/a, it follows that g∗F = g∗AF at the critical point (A), which
is therefore defined as γ = α. On the other hand, for high enough values of γ the
fourth order coupling is able to stabilise antiferromagnetism above Ttr(2nd,F ) and a
tricritical point (B) exists in consequence.
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Figure 4.2: (a) The temperature - γ/a phase diagram with the colour scheme defined
as mF = m1 = m2 in red when g
∗
F < g
∗
AF and mAF = m1 = −m2 in blue when
g∗F > g
∗
AF . Dashed and continuous black lines indicate second- and first- order
transitions, respectively. (b) The total order parameter normalised inside the unit
cell, m = (m1 + m2)/2, for increasing values of γ/a. (c) The free energies g
∗
F (red
and right side) and g∗AF (blue and left side) for pertinent values of γ/a illustrating
the first- order behaviour.
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4.3 Application to bcc Iron
In this section we perform DFT-DLM calculations to study the well known bcc iron
system. This compound has a lattice parameter of 2.86A˚and presents a continu-
ous ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase transition at T exp =1044K. Its magnetism,
therefore, can be described by one local order parameter mFe associated with the Fe
atoms in a bcc magnetic unit cell. Consequently, N=1 and the lattice Fourier trans-
form of the direct correlation function in the limit of the paramagnetic state contains
only one component which is equal to its single eigenfunction, S˜s=1s′=1(q) = u˜P(q).
Firstly, we obtained the fully disordered paramagnetic potentials by using
our DFT-DLM machinery in a scalar-relativistic calculation of bcc iron with a lat-
tice parameter of a = 2.79A˚. Then these potentials were used to calculate u˜P(q),
which we show in Fig. 4.3. As expected, this function peaks at qP = 0 favouring
the stabilisation of the ferromagnetic state at high temperatures. Note that the
calculation does not show any trait of a stabilisation of another more complicated
magnetic structure. Since we are interested in describing the ferromagnetic phase
only, following our methodology in section 4.2 we write the internal energy 〈Ωint〉0
as an expansion in terms of mFe
〈Ωint〉0 = −am2Fe − bm4Fe − cm6Fe − · · · . (4.22)
We then proceed to evaluate the emerging field hintFe against different values of mFe,
i.e., we repeat the calculation for various probability distributions prescribed by
mFe using the fully disordered paramagnetic potentials. We show the results in
Fig. 4.4(a). As it can be appreciated from the figure, we found that the dependence
is nearly linear such that two parameters in the expansion were sufficient to fit our
data, a = 172 meV and b = −2 meV. The fitting curves are shown by continuous
lines. The fact that the quartic coefficient is negligible shows that the feedback from
the underlying electronic structure when the ferromagnetic ordering increases does
not effectively influence the magnetic interactions, yielding a simple second-order
behaviour of the magnetisation, as shown in Fig. 4.4(b). The transition tempera-
ture obtained from our calculation is Tc=1330K, slightly above the experimentally
observed, which is expected from a mean-field theory. We point out that the fact
that all local order parameters at every magnetic site are the same makes the equi-
librium condition expressed in Eq. (4.9) to be trivially satisfied for each pair of
values of hintFe and mFe. The corresponding temperature at each point is T =
hintFe
kBλFe
,
where λFe(mFe) is calculated from Eq. (3.18). For completeness, we show in panel
(a) of the same figure the density of states at the Fermi level as a function of mFe.
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It presents a parabolic dependence which shows that the magnetic ordering has an
influence on the electronic structure.
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Figure 4.3: The lattice Fourier transform of the direct correlation function,
S˜s=1s′=1(q) = u˜P(q), against the wave vector q at the paramagnetic state. The
figure shows two characteristic directions of q along (0 0 1) and (1 1 0).
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4.4 Caloric effects
Caloric responsive materials are systems that show a substantial change of their
thermodynamic state when an external field is applied and/or removed on them [19,
20, 58]. Depending on what external stimuli triggers the change the effect is called
magnetocaloric (MCE) [59], barocaloric (BCE) [60], electrocaloric (ECE) [61, 62],
elastocaloric (eCE) [63] and toroidocaloric (TCE) [64, 65, 66, 67] effect, for an ex-
ternal influence being a magnetic field, a hydrostatic pressure, an electric field, an
uniaxial/biaxial stress and a toroidic field, respectively. Note that the BCE and
eCE effects are particular cases of responses driven by mechanical stresses. For this
reason they are usually referred to as mechanocaloric effects in general. In 1997
Pecharsky and Gschneidner published what today is considered the work represent-
ing a breakthrough on the research of magnetic refrigeration [59]. They showed that
materials exhibiting giant caloric responses can also be found at room temperature
and used as refrigerants. Magnetic refrigeration based on the exploitation of one or
multiple caloric effects has become a widely investigated technology and promises
to be a environmentally friendly and more efficient alternative to gas-compression
based devices. The interest is to induce large thermodynamical changes as a re-
sponse to small or moderate external influences, which are most likely to occur in
the vicinity of phase transitions, especially if they are of first-order. The magnetic
refrigeration community, however, has little guidance from theoretical research and
its scientific advances are often heuristic in nature. The disordered local moment
theory presented here is designed to naturally evaluate from first-principles entropy
changes at high temperatures by evaluating the thermodynamic change of the mag-
netic ordered state and the consequent effect on the underlying electronic properties.
In addition, the capability of the approach to characterise the order of the transi-
tions as well as to predict and locate tricritical points make the theory suitable to
identify the best cooling cycles from the constructed phase diagrams.
In general, a caloric effect is quantified by the isothermal entropy change,
∆Siso, and the adiabatic temperature change, ∆Tad, induced in the thermodynamic
conjugate of the external field applied and/or removed. Using fundamental thermo-
dynamics and the appropriate Maxwell relations, the entropy change of the system
when a given external field (Y ) is modified isothermally is given by
∆Siso(T, 0→ Y ) = S(Y, T )− S(0, T ) =
∫ Y
0
(
∂S
∂Y
)
T
dY =
∫ Y
0
(
∂X
∂T
)
Y
dY,
(4.23)
where X is the thermodynamical conjugate of Y . On the other hand, the adiabatic
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temperature change is expressed as
∆Tad(T, 0→ Y ) = −
∫ Y
0
T
C
(
∂S
∂Y
)
T
dY = −
∫ Y
0
T
C
(
∂X
∂T
)
Y
dY, (4.24)
C being the heat capacity. Instead of performing these integrals our strategy con-
sists in exploiting the fact that our theory can directly provide the total entropy
as a function of the state of magnetic order and, therefore, against temperature,
magnetic field and lattice spacing. It naturally predicts the entropy changes due to
the orientational disorder of the local moments, ∆Smag, from Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24).
Moreover, we can also estimate the entropy change from thermal alterations of the
density of states by using the Sommerfeld expansion leading to [68]
Selec =
pi2
3
k2BTn(EF), (4.25)
where n(EF) is the electronic density of states at the Fermi energy. We name this
contribution electronic entropy and due to the nature of the time scale separation
of the disordered local moment approach it is formally captured within the internal
energy
〈Ωint〉0 = E¯ − TSelec, (4.26)
where E¯ is the DFT-based energy averaged over local moment configurations [12, 30].
Note that owing that n(EF), and consequently Selec, depend on the state of magnetic
order, Eq. (4.26) can be used to partly elucidate the source of entropy change at mag-
netic phase transitions by calculating the entropy at different magnetic states. More-
over, following the Born-Oppenheimer approximation it would be reasonable to con-
sider the lattice vibrations to fluctuate in the slowest time scale τvib  τmag  τelec.
Under these circumstances it should be possible to use the same ideas developed
for the magnetic fluctuations and expand the theory to incorporate the effect of the
vibrational fluctuations. Such a theory should be able to address the entire magneto-
phonon coupling at finite temperatures, providing that the time-scale assumptions
are correct. At the current state of the theory the atomic positions are not allowed
to move and such an effect is not taken into account. We follow an alternative
route and incorporate the effect of the lattice vibrations via the implementation of
a simple Debye model defining the corresponding entropy as [22]
Svib = kB
[
−3 ln
(
1− e− θDT
)
+ 12
(
T
θD
)3 ∫ θD
T
0
x3
ex − 1dx
]
, (4.27)
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where θD is the Debye temperature, which can be obtained from experiment or other
sources. The presence of this term aims only to purely act as a thermal bath or
reservoir to exchange entropy with the electronic and magnetic degrees of freedom.
Its inclusion is necessary to avoid non-physical results when calculating ∆Tad [69].
Hence, in our approach the total entropy is directly calculated as
Stot = Smag + Selec + Svib. (4.28)
This is the central equation in our method for the calculation of caloric effects. For
example, under the presence of an external magnetic field that varies as H = H0 →
H1 we can compute the isothermal entropy change from
∆Siso(T,H0 → H1) = Stot(H1, T )− Stot(H0, T ). (4.29)
Similarly, we obtain the adiabatic temperature change by solving the equation
Stot(T,H0) = Stot(T + ∆Tad,H1). (4.30)
In addition, mechanocaloric effects can be estimated by the calculation of thermal
responses caused by the change of lattice spacings, that is
∆Siso(T, ε0 → ε1) = Stot(ε1, T )− Stot(ε0, T ), (4.31)
Stot(T, ε0) = Stot(T + ∆Tad, ε1), (4.32)
where ε0 and ε1 represent the lattice parameters and/or atomic positions before and
after the stress application, respectively, either biaxial, uniaxial, or isotropic. Evi-
dently, from these equations the theory is also ready to calculate the field-tune and
multicaloric effects involving the magneto- and mechano- caloric responses. In the
first situation, a secondary field is kept constant during the variation of the primary
field. While the primary field drives the caloric response, the secondary field plays
the role of adjusting the best operative conditions. Moreover, the multicaloric effect
refers to the variation of the two fields either simultaneously or sequentially. To fi-
nalise this section, we point out that both conventional and inverse caloric effects can
be modelled by the approach presented. Contrary to conventional caloric responses,
the inverse effect is based on cooling by adiabatic magnetisation when an external
magnetic field is applied, yielding a positive increment of entropy. This effect is ob-
served in systems showing first-order metamagnetic transitions where the magnetisa-
tion shows a sudden raise by increasing the temperature, as it is immediately shown
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by Eq. (4.23). Some examples in which inverse MCEs effects have been studied are
the off-stoichiometry FeRh system [12, 70, 71], the ferrimagnetic-antiferromagnetic
transition in doped Mn2Sb compounds [72, 73], and the non-collinear magnetism in
Mn5Si3 [74].
Chapter 5
Pair- and four- spin interactions
in the heavy rare earth elements
Rare earth materials are at the origin of many applications with increasing impor-
tance. However, their complicated magnetism arising from the strongly correlated
f -electrons clearly sets an outstanding problem with significant interest on funda-
mental physics grounds which is not fully understood yet. This motivates the ab
initio description of the diverse magnetism in the heavy rare earth (HRE) elements.
The lanthanides from gadolinium to lutetium order into an apparently com-
plex array of magnetic phases [1] despite the common chemistry of their valence
electronic structure (5d16s2 atomic configuration). Under ambient conditions they
crystallise into hexagonal close packed structures and the number of localised f -
electrons per atom increases from seven for Gd’s half-filled shell through to Lu’s
complete set of fourteen, which causes the lanthanide contraction of the lattice [75].
The magnetism is complicated. When cooled through Tc, Gd’s paramagnetic (PM)
phase undergoes a second-order transition to a ferromagnetic (FM) state whereas,
at TN , Tb, Dy and Ho form incommensurate, helical antiferromagnetic (HAFM)
phases where the magnetisation spirals around the crystal c axis. In panels (a)
and (c) of Fig. 5.1 we illustrate these two magnetic phases, respectively. More-
over, when the temperature is lowered further both Tb and Dy undergo a first-
order transition at Tt to a FM phase with basal plane orientation and Ho forms
a conical HAFM ground state. Further exotic phases emerge when these metals
are subjected to magnetic fields, which have been extensively studied in experi-
ments [2, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82]. For example, below its Tc Gd preserves its
FM order as the strength of the magnetic field applied along its easy axis is in-
creased. This is in sharp contrast to Tb [76, 83, 84, 85], Dy [2, 77, 78, 79, 86, 87]
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Figure 5.1: (a) Ferromagnetic, (b) fan, and (c) helical antiferromagnetic magnetic
phases observed in the heavy rare earth elements, illustrated by a ten- ferromagnetic
layer scheme with single-site magnetisations perpendicular to the c axis. Colours
blue and red are used to distinguish between the two non-equivalent atomic positions
inside one crystallographic unit cell of the hexagonal close packed structure.
and Ho [80, 82] above Tt, which first distort their HAFM order (dis-HAFM) be-
fore undergoing a first-order transition into a fan magnetic structure, shown in Fig.
5.1(b), followed by a second-order transition to a FM state with further increase
in the magnetic field. Contrary to a HAFM phase, in the fan structure the local
moments swing back and forth around the magnetic field direction from one FM
layer to another, such as a pendulum in a mechanical metronome [1]. Dy and Ho
also exhibit signs of additional spin-flip and vortex transitions associated with sub-
tle changes in measured magnetisation curves [2, 80]. In this chapter we argue that
much of this diversity stems directly from the valence electronic structure that all
the HRE elements share.
A simple classical spin model with pairwise exchange interactions, magnetic
anisotropy contribution, and a Zeeman external magnetic field term describes mag-
netic field-driven phase transitions in some antiferromagnetic insulators [88, 89]. If
the local moments of a HAFM state are pinned by anisotropy and crystal field ef-
fects to spiral around a particular direction, the effect of a magnetic field causes a
first-order transition to a fan or conical phase where the spins now oscillate about
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the field direction. In higher fields, the fan or cone angles smoothly decrease to
zero in the FM state. Such a model applied to the HREs addresses only part of the
phenomenon, however, since it fails to reproduce the first-order dis-HAFM to FM
and second-order fan to FM transitions at low temperatures and fields. It misses
a tricritical point in consequence. In the seminal work by Jensen and Mackintosh
[90], where the formation of field-induced fan and helifan phases was investigated
theoretically for the first time, the key aspects of the HRE magnetic phase diagrams
were only reproduced if ad hoc temperature dependent pairwise exchange interac-
tions were incorporated from a fit to spin wave measurements conducted at a series
of temperatures. As shown in chapter 3, our theory is designed to account for more
complicated interactions than pairwise terms described by a classical Heisenberg
Hamiltonian. From our study we find instead that much of the magnetic phase
complexity is directly traced back to the behaviour of the valence electrons and
their influence on multi-site effects.
Along these lines, extensive experimental and theoretical investigations sat-
isfactorily explain the onset of magnetic order from the PM state [10, 91, 92, 93, 94,
95, 96, 97] via a detailed version of the famous Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida
(RKKY) pairwise interaction. The existence of nesting vectors qnest separating
parallel Fermi surface (FS) sheets of the valence electrons provokes a singularity
in the conduction-electron susceptibility. This feature results in a qnest-modulated
magnetic phase [1, 98], identified as a HAFM structure, incommensurate with the
underlying lattice. The lanthanide contraction changes the FS topology [93, 96, 99]
and acts as the decisive factor for the emergence of the nesting vectors. This has
resulted in the construction of a universal crystallomagnetic phase diagram which
links the magnetic ordering that emerges from the PM state to the specific c and a
lattice parameters of a heavy lanthanide system [10, 93].
The prominence of RKKY interactions in the discussion of lanthanide mag-
netism promotes a deeper inspection of the common HRE valence electronic struc-
ture. As magnetic order among the local f -electron moments of the HREs devel-
ops with decreasing temperature and/or strengthening applied magnetic field the
valence electron glue spin-polarises and qualitatively changes. This effect has a po-
tentially profound feedback on the interactions between the magnetic moments and
has wider relevance for other magnetic systems where the physics is also typically
couched in RKKY terms, including giant magnetoresistive nanostructures [100], rare
earth clusters [101], magnetic semiconductors [102] and spin glasses [103]. Evidently,
it is precisely this response and feedback between magnetic ordering and the elec-
tronic structure that our theory is designed to calculate, as explained in chapters
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Figure 5.2: The generic magnetic T -H phase diagram for a heavy lanthanide metal
for H applied along the easy direction constructed from theory. Continuous (discon-
tinuous) lines correspond to second- (first-) order phase transitions and a tricritical
point is marked (‘A’). The calculations were performed for the prototype Gd with
lattice constants appropriate to Dy.
3 and 4 (see in particular their respective sections 3.2 and 4.1). In the following
we shall apply our SDFT-DLM approach, set out in chapters 2-4, with the aim
to describe the effect from the heavy lanthanide valence electrons on the ordering
of local magnetic moments and the subsequent creation of multi-site interactions,
showing how these determine the main features of the magnetic phase diagrams.
Since these interactions are not imposed from the outset but derive from the the-
ory naturally, they are tied to the FS topology which our ab initio model handles.
In other words, the fact that the FS topology changes qualitatively with magnetic
ordering demands the existence of non-negligible multi-site interactions. The main
result from our study is the identification of a magnetic phase diagram reference,
summarised in Fig. 5.2, against which the magnetic properties can be analysed to
discriminate specific, subtle f -electron features.
Gd is a convenient prototype system owing to its seven localised f -electrons
per atom in an S-state which form a large moment and the small crystal field and
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spin-orbit coupling effects that are prevalent. Hence, we choose Gd deliberately
such that the common HRE valence electron effects on the magnetic properties are
abstracted cleanly. Gd’s relatively simple L=0 f -electron configuration means that
the main physics is unclouded by the actual details of the method used to deal with
the strong f -electron correlations. For example, treating the occupied f -electrons
as part of the core with LDA+U [104, 105] or with the self-interaction correction
(SIC) [26, 106] should lead to the same generic phase diagram features shown in Fig.
5.2. Selecting the c and a lattice constants for other elements makes the analysis
appropriate to Tb, Dy, Ho etc. In particular, Fig. 5.2 shows the results for Gd using
the lattice parameters appropriate to Dy [10].
Due to the natural description of the electronic glue’s behaviour as mag-
netic ordering changes, the theory has the advantage that the valence electronic
structure can be monitored as a function of local moment disorder [9, 107]. This is
highly pertinent owing to the recent development of advanced time-dependent spec-
troscopy techniques. Time-resolved resonant X-ray and ultrafast magneto-optical
Kerr studies confirm the central tenet of our theory that the dynamics of the HRE
core-like f -electrons are on a much longer time-scale than the excitations of the
valence electrons [108]. Time- and angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) studies
have demonstrated the differing dynamics of spin-polarised valence states in corre-
lated materials [109, 110, 111]. Fig. 5.3 shows the Bloch spectral function at the FS
of Gd with Dy’s lattice attributes within the DLM picture. This object is directly
obtained from the Green’s function and by lattice Fourier transforming Eq. (2.72),
given in chapter 2, as [9, 41, 107, 112],
A(k, E) = − 1
pi
ImTr
∑
nn′
exp [ik · (xn − xn′)]
∫
drG+(r, r, E). (5.1)
Here the indices n and n′ visit all magnetic positions in the lattice, i.e. xn ≡ Rt+rs
in the notation introduced in section 3.4, and the dependence of the Green’s function
on these position vectors is given in Eq. (2.67). Fig. 5.3(a) shows the FS when the
moments are randomly oriented in the paramagnetic state. Note that the broad-
ening is caused by the spin fluctuation disorder. The nesting vectors responsible
for the onset of Dy’s HAFM state below TN are clearly seen [10]. Figs. 5.3(b) and
5.3(c) show the FS where now the local f -electron moments are oriented on average
to produce an overall net average magnetisation of 54% of the T =0K saturation
value. The FS is spin-polarised and neither majority nor minority spin component
continues to show nesting. This dramatic change of FS topology hints at the valence
electron’s role in the HAFM-FM metamagnetic transition. It also concurs with con-
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Figure 5.3: The Bloch spectral function A(k, E) in the LMHK plane at the Fermi
energy for Gd with Dy’s lattice attributes for (a) the PM state and resolved into
(b) majority spin and (c) minority spin components when there is an overall net
average magnetisation of 54% (mFM = 0.54) of the T =0K saturation value in the
FM state. This is the value in our calculations (Fig. 5.2) in the FM phase just
below the temperature Tt of the HAFM-FM first-order transition. qnest indicates
the nesting wave-vector of the FS of the PM state and the shading represents the
broadening from thermally induced local moment disorder.
clusions drawn from Do¨brich et al.’s [95] angle-resolved photoemission measurements
pointing to the magnetic exchange splitting of the FS as the principal mechanism
for the fading of the nesting vectors [98], resulting in the stability of the FM phase
at the ground state in Tb and Dy.
To follow the repercussions of this insight we continue by specifying our gen-
eralised Grand Potential Ω˜({eˆn}) and studying the effect of magnetic ordering from
the perspective of magnetic interactions. Of course, the way to proceed is to aver-
age this quantity over many magnetic configurations prescribed by the probabilities
{Pn(eˆn)}, i.e. choices of {mn}, that adequately describe the FM, HAFM, fan and
in-between magnetic structures in the HREs. This is the method shown in chapters
3 and 4. Note that due to the particularities of these magnetic phases, changing
the index n to explore different atoms within one ferromagnetic layer gives equiv-
alent magnetic positions. Firstly, we carried out SDFT-DLM calculations for Gd
for the c and a lattice parameters appropriate to Gd, Tb, Dy and Ho and in each
case calculated charge and magnetisation densities self-consistently for the PM state
({mn = 0}). Since the local moments arise from the fairly well localised f -electrons
the RSA can be invoked so that the PM potentials have been used at different mag-
netic orderings, owing to their good local moment nature (see section 3.3.2). The
SIC was used to capture the strong correlations of the f -electrons [9, 10, 106] and
a local moment of size µ ≈7.3 µB established on each Gd site as a result of this
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calculation. We then divided the hexagonal lattice into 10 layer stacks and specified
sets of {mn} (n = 1, · · · , 10) values in order to describe the different magnetic order-
ings. For each c and a pair and set of {mn} we calculated the hintn = −∇mn〈Ωint〉0
values using the effective one electron PM potentials and thoroughly followed the
methodology described in chapter 4 to calculate pairwise and higher exchange con-
stants. Note that due to the nature of these magnetic phases, 〈Ωint〉0 depends on the
10 vectors {mn}. By repeating the calculation for many sets of {mn} and careful
analysis we found 〈Ωint〉0 to fit very well the expression
〈Ωint〉0 =−
∑
n,n′
Jnn′ + ∑
n′′,n′′′
Knn′,n′′n′′′mn′′ ·mn′′′
mn ·mn′
=−
10∑
n=1
{(
J1m
2
n +K1m
4
n
)− 5∑
n′=1
[1
2
J1+n′mn · (mn+n′ + mn−n′)
+Kn′+1(mn ·mn+n′ + mn ·mn−n′)(m2n +m2n+n′ +m2n−n′)
]
− 1
4
K ′
[
(mn ·mn+1)(mn+2 ·mn+3 + mn−1 ·mn−2)
+ (mn ·mn−1)(mn−2 ·mn−3 + mn+1 ·mn+2)
]}
.
(5.2)
In other words, we tested that {hintn } is well described by this expression and hence
extracted the pairwise and quartic interactions, Jnn′ and Knn′,n′′n′′′ , checking that
higher order terms were vanishingly small. We emphasise that these coefficients con-
nect all magnetic sites from one FM layer to another, labelled by the sub-indices,
i.e. they compactly contain the different individual local moment interactions be-
tween layers. The coefficients Jnn′ ’s and Knn′,n′′n′′′ , structured by the six constants
{Jn, n = 1, .., 6} and the seven constants {Kn,K ′′, n = 1, .., 6}, respectively, arise
from the mutual feedback between local moment magnetic order and the spin po-
larised valence electrons illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Specifically, we obtained them by
exploring the values λn = βhn=0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, and 10, for
each magnetic structure of interest, i.e. for FM, HAFM, helifan and fan orderings.
This corresponds to the study of order parameters with magnitudes ranging from
mn= 0 to 0.9. We also sampled additional arrangements where only two layers have
non-zero λn values separated by several distances and where the angles of the mag-
netisation directions between the two layers are also varied. We have found this to
be a crucial step in order to elucidate the correct form of Eq. (5.2). As a result, the
number of magnetic configurations used for each lattice spacing was 95. The data
used to fit the 17 constants was totally composed, therefore, by the correspond-
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Element Gadolinium Terbium Dysprosium Holmium
a 6.613 6.605 6.587 6.565
c 10.78 10.44 10.35 10.31
c/a 1.630 1.580 1.572 1.570
J1 20.73 17.28 16.70 15.96
J2 21.94 22.63 22.29 21.68
J3 5.576 4.572 4.172 4.222
J4 -2.244 -3.275 -3.589 -3.728
J5 0.466 -0.348 -0.559 -0.507
J6 -1.729 -2.736 -2.846 -3.083
K1 0.302 0.534 0.544 0.545
K2 -0.162 -0.427 -0.411 -0.385
K3 -0.003 0.088 0.123 0.124
K4 0.303 0.337 0.333 0.339
K5 -0.187 -0.095 -0.094 -0.092
K6 0.154 0.177 0.179 0.184
K ′ 0.177 1.020 1.118 1.231
Table 5.1: The table shows the pair ({Jn}) and quartic ({Kn}, K ′) constants in
meV/f.u. units obtained from the fitting of the SDFT-DLM data of Gd with the
lattice attributes of Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho. These have been scaled by the de Gennes
factor. The lattice parameters used in the calculation in atomic units are also shown.
ing internal fields {hintn = ∇mn〈Ωint〉0, n = 1, .., 10} prescribed by the 10 vectors
{mn, n = 1, .., 10} and calculated at every site for each of these 95 configurations.
In table 5.1 we give the values obtained.
For a phase diagram such as Fig. 5.2 we construct the Gibbs free energy from
Eq. (3.26) and add a uniaxial anisotropy term Fu(mn) = F0
〈
(eˆn,i · zˆ)2
〉
[113] with
strength F0 [114] with the solely intention to fix the easy plane magnetisation, that
is
G1 = 〈Ωint〉0 −
∑
n
[µmn ·H + TSn(mn) + Fu(mn)]. (5.3)
An analytical expression for the uniaxial anisotropy can be derived by performing
the integral
〈
(eˆn · zˆ)2
〉
=
∫
Pn(eˆn)(eˆn · zˆ)2deˆn, which gives
Fu(mn) = F0
[
(λˆn · zˆ)2 − 1
λn
(−1
λn
+ cothλn
)(
3(λˆn · zˆ)2 − 1
)]
. (5.4)
By comparing Gibbs free energies of the FM, HAFM, conical, and fan structures we
constructed the T -H phase diagrams. We examined the stability of helifan phases
too but they were not found to globally minimise G1 at any temperature and strength
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of H. Fig. 5.2 summarises the results for Gd with the lattice spacing appropriate to
Dy when H was applied along the easy direction. Continuous/dashed lines corre-
spond to second-/first- order phase transitions. The single-site uniaxial anisotropy
imposed has the typical magnitude of F0=+6.3meV/site [114] observed in experi-
ment, which precluded the conical phase when the magnetic field was applied in the
easy ab plane. The figure reproduces all the main features that the experimentally
measured magnetic phase diagrams of heavy lanthanide metals and their alloys have
in common. There is the first-order HAFM-FM transition in the absence of H at
Tt. Then for increasing values of H applied along the easy direction the helical
structure initially distorts before transforming to the fan structure. Increasing H
further stabilises the FM phase. There is, also in line with experimental findings, a
second-order transition from the fan to FM phase in finite field on cooling and we
find a tricritical point which is marked (A) in Fig. 5.2. At a value mFM =0.503 for
all local order parameters {mn}, i.e. describing the FM state, the system undergoes
a first-order transition from a HAFM to FM state in zero field at Tt =262K, which
correlates with the FS topological changes depicted in Fig. 5.3. This is produced by
the presence of the four-site Knn′,n′′n′′′ ’s constants. For example, when they are set
to zero Knn′,n′′n′′′=0, and so the feedback between the valence electronic structure
and lanthanide local f -electron magnetic moment ordering is omitted, the calcu-
lated phase diagram is radically altered and qualitatively at odds with experimental
results [2], as shown in Fig. (5.4). A direct consequence of this is that the FM
phase and the tricritical point (A) do not appear at low temperatures and fields
anymore. As an important remark, we point out that the phase diagram features
are largely insensitive to the magnitude of the anisotropy term, leading to the same
results when the value of F0 is changed over a large range including the experimen-
tal values reported in the literature [114]. For example, the difference between the
PM-HAFM and HAFM-FM transition temperatures, TN − Tt, changes by less than
1K when F0 is varied from 3 to 15meV/site. Similarly, the value of the critical field
H1 indicated in Fig. 5.2 changes by less than 2mT for the same range of values
1.
For completeness, in Fig. 5.5 we show the magnetic phase diagram when the
magnetic field is applied along the hard axis. The figure illustrates how the cone
structure, which consists in a HAFM phase with a perpendicular ferromagnetic com-
ponent [1], stabilises as the magnetic field is increased. Interestingly, the transition
from the conical HAFM to the FM/PM state changes from second- to first-order at
higher and lower temperatures, respectively, originating another tricritical point.
1In addition, we checked that using either a fully relativistic or scalar relativistic version of our
SDFT-DLM method produces the same f -electron magnetic ordering - valence electronic structure
linkage.
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Figure 5.4: The phase diagram of Gd with the lattice spacing of Dy when the quartic
coefficients are set to zero and the magnetic field is applied along the easy direction.
Continuous (discontinuous) lines correspond to second- (first-) order transitions.
Figure 5.5: The phase diagram of Gd with the lattice spacing of Dy when the
magnetic field is applied along the hard direction. Continuous (discontinuous) lines
correspond to second- (first-) order transitions and a tricritical point is marked (A).
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In terms of lattice Fourier transforms (summing over all magnetic positions)
Eq. (5.2) can be written as
〈Ωint〉0 =−N
∑
q
J (q) +∑
q′
K(q,q′) (m(q′) ·m(−q′))
 (m(q) ·m(−q))
=−
∑
q,nn′
Jnn′ + ∑
q′,n′′n′′′
Knn′,n′′n′′′e−iq′·(xn′′−xn′′′ )
(
m(q′) ·m(−q′))

× e−iq·(xn−xn′ ) (m(q) ·m(−q)) ,
(5.5)
where N is the number of magnetic atoms in the system. Eq. (5.5) directly defines
effective pair interactions affecting and mediated by the valence electrons in the
presence of long-range magnetic order m(q′), i.e. showing mode-mode coupling,
J effq′,nn′ = Jnn′ +
∑
n′′n′′′
(
Knn′,n′′n′′′e−iq′·(xn′′−xn′′′ )
(
m(q′) ·m(−q′))) . (5.6)
When q′ = 0 it follows that m(0) = mFM so that the equation above becomes
J effnn′ = Jnn′ +
∑
n′′n′′′
Knn′,n′′n′′′m2FM, (5.7)
which describes the influence of the four-site terms when ferromagnetic ordering,
quantified by mFM, develops. In the terminology of the elucidated constants {Jn},
{Kn} and K ′, from Eq. (5.7) the effective quadratic coefficients are
Jeff1 = J1 +K1m
2
FM
Jeffn+1 = Jn+1 +
(
6Kn+1 + 2K
′)m2FM for {n = 1, ..., 5} (5.8)
Fig. 5.6 shows the lattice Fourier transform of Eq. (5.7) for different values of mFM
relevant to Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, revealing the effect of the valence electron spin polar-
isation 2. As shown in the inset, for mFM = 0 the interactions have a long-ranged
oscillatory nature so that J eff(q) peaks at qnest ≈ 0.22pic cˆ (full red line), which cor-
responds to turn angles of about 36◦ in good agreement with experiment [95] and
our 10-layer description. This is a direct consequence of the FS nesting shown in
Fig. 5.3(a) and which drives the HAFM magnetic order 3. We also show J eff(q)
2Note that contrary to the lattice Fourier definition given in Eq. (3.68), here we sum over all
magnetic positions, i.e. J eff(q) = ∑nn′ J effnn′ exp [q · (xn − xn′)].
3As an important note, we verified that the paramagnetic state is unstable to the formation of
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Figure 5.6: The lattice Fourier transform of the effective pair interactions J eff(q)
(red line) when mFM = 0 and its change when the FS is spin polarised, for finite
mFM (dashed blue line for mFM = 0.3 and dot-dashed green line for mFM = 0.54).
The inset shows the dependence of the pair interactions Jnn′ on separation xnn′ =
|xn − xn′ | for mFM=0.
for non-zero mFM. When mFM=0.54 (green, dot-dashed lines), the value in the FM
phase just below Tt, J eff(q) peaks at q = 0 showing how the development of long-
range magnetic order has favoured the shift towards ferromagnetism. This confirms
the role of the spin-polarised valence electrons and altered FS topology exemplified
in Figs. 5.3(b) and 5.3(c).
We can adapt this Gd-prototype model to a specific heavy lanthanide element
or alloy by using suitable lanthanide-contracted lattice constant values [10] and
accounting for the specific f -electron configuration. The Gd ion has orbital angular
momentum L = 0 and negligible spin orbit coupling effects. LS-coupling, however, is
important for the HREs. A simple measure to account for the different total angular
momentum values, J , is to scale the Jnn′ and Knn′,n′′n′′′ interactions with the famous
de Gennes factor (gJ − 1)2J(J + 1), where gJ is the Lande´ g factor [1]. Note that
the quartic constants should be scaled by the square of (gJ − 1)2J(J + 1) [1]. We
applied this treatment to Gd, Tb, Dy and Ho and each metal except Gd showed
a HAFM structure prescribed by a 10 layer periodicity from the paramagnetic limit analysis based
on the calculation of the direct correlation function, as described in section 3.4. The long-range
constants (n− n′ > 6) shown in the inset of Fig. 5.6 have been obtained from this calculation.
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Element Tb Dy Ho
References [76, 83, 84, 85] [2, 77, 86] [80, 115, 116]
TN(K) 214 145 94
T expN (K) 229 180 133
Tt(K) 206 90 -
T expt (K) 222 90 20
T1(K) 211 129 65
T exp1 (K) 224 to 226 165 to 172 110
H1(T) 0.03 0.43 1.03
Hexp1 (T) 0.02 to 0.03 1.1 to 1.2 3.0
TA(K) 207 94 -
HA(T) 0.01 0.07 -
Table 5.2: Application of the theory to Tb, Dy and Ho. The values of TN , Tt and the
T of the highest H of the dis-HAFM phase (T1 and H1 in Fig. 5.2) are compared to
experiment. Theoretical estimate of the tricritical point (A) is also given. Gd has a
PM-to-FM second-order transition at TC=274K (TC=293K in experiment [1]). We
remark that the HRE metals Er and Tm, which have larger lanthanide contractions,
form incommensurate HAFM structures at low T and show no transitions to FM
states [1], in agreement with the trends predicted here.
the generic features of the form of Fig. 5.2 consistent with experiment, as can be
seen in Fig. 5.7. Indeed, Gd’s phase diagram, shown in panel (a), presents a single
second-order transition between PM and FM phases with a Curie temperature of
TC=274K, in agreement with experiment [1].
Finally, in Table 5.2 we compare our results with those available from ex-
periment for TN and Tt, and the values of T for the highest H in the stabilisation
of the dis-HAFM structure. We also give a theoretical estimate of the tricritical
point. The comparison overall shows that the theory correctly captures trends and
transition temperature and field magnitudes. When the c and a values are further
decreased our model predicts that the FM phase does not appear at low T and fields
in agreement with some experiments [117]. Discrepancies between the model and
experiment can further highlight where f -electron correlation [118] effects are lead-
ing to more complicated physics. For example, the complex spin slip phases in Ho
reported at low temperatures [80, 82] are not found in our model. The same applies
to the vortex and helifan phases inferred from some experimental studies [2, 90]. It
is worth mentioning that the results for Ho do not exhibit the both low temperature
FM phase and the tricritical point. It seems that the model overestimates the effect
of the lanthanide contraction in this element. As a final note, although Evenson
and Liu [92] maintained that the first-order HAFM-FM transition is driven by a
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magnetoelastic effect, here we show rather that while there is a magnetostructural
coupling it is not necessary for the transition.
Figure 5.7: The magnetic phase diagram constructed for Gd with the lattice at-
tributes of (a) Gd, (b) Tb, (c) Dy, and (d) Ho. The de Gennes factor has been
used to scale the quadratic and quartic coefficients (for the later we have used the
square of the de Gennes factor) and the magnetic field is applied along the easy di-
rection. Continuous (discontinuous) lines correspond to second- (first-) order phase
transitions and a tricritical point (A) is marked when it exists.
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5.1 The magnetocaloric effect in the heavy rare earth
elements
In this section we apply the theory presented in chapter 4, section 4.4, to calculate
caloric effects in the HRE elements. We build on our Gd-prototype model to de-
scribe different heavy lanthanide elements using the appropriate de Gennes factor
to account for the effect of different total angular momentum values on the mag-
netic interactions. In particular, we study the MCE induced by the application of
an external magnetic field H along the easy plane fixed by the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy and compare it with experiment.
Whilst the prediction of caloric responses in Gd only requires for the descrip-
tion of the single second-order PM-FM phase transition, the heavier elements Tb,
Dy, and Ho set up a challenging scenario due to their more exotic but complicated
magnetism. Additional first-order transitions to a HAFM phase and subsequent tri-
critical points, as established in Fig. 5.2 and observed in experiment [2, 76], are at
the centre of the study. For example, by inspecting the behaviour of experimentally
measured isofield magnetisation curves in Dy (see figure 4 of reference [2]) one can
observe that the gradient of the magnetisation with respect to T changes sign in
a non simple manner. By recalling Eq. (4.23), X being the magnetisation and Y
the magnetic field, it follows that this situation is clearly susceptible to generate
both conventional and inverse caloric effects, i.e. negative and positive isothermal
entropy changes, associated with different regions of the magnetic phase diagrams.
The MCE and its dependence on the magnetic field are therefore expected to be
complicated.
To evaluate the MCE it is necessary to obtain the total entropy as introduced
in Eq. (4.30). Firstly, we proceed by calculating the magnetic term Smag(T,H)
from Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) in chapter 3 at different values of T and H. Note that
this calculation is readily given by the values of {mn} at each point (T,H) of the
magnetic phase diagram. Similarly, Selec is obtained by providing the dependence
of the density of states at the Fermi energy n(EF) on {mn} into Eq. (4.25), which
is directly available from our SDFT-DLM machinery. Moreover, we calculate the
vibrational contribution Svib by applying the Debye model introduced in Eq. (4.27)
and using a Debye temperature θD of 180K for the HRE elements [119, 120]. We
remark that experimentally it has been established that the dependence of θD on
the magnetic ordering is relatively small [119, 121]. We tested that the results are
effectively insensitive to the variation of θD measured at different temperatures and
lanthanides, from Gd to Ho, which is approximately ≈10K only.
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Figure 5.8: The MCE quantified by (a) the isothermal entropy change and (b) the
adiabatic temperature change of Gd with the lattice attributes of Gd. The figure
shows the results in the vicinity of the second-order PM-FM phase transition for
increasing values of the applied magnetic field.
After performing relevant calculations we have found that in general the
changes of n(EF) at different points in the phase diagrams are of the order of 10
eV−1/atom as much. These values lead to electronic entropy changes being approx-
imately ∆Selec ≈ 0.3 J K−1kg−1 or below, which is about an order of magnitude
lower than the ones originated from magnetic orientational sources. Figs. 5.8 and
5.9 show the results when ignoring Selec for Gd with the lattice attributes and the
appropriate de Gennes scaling of Gd and Dy, respectively. The plots for Tb and
Ho present qualitatively same traits compared with Dy but following the features of
their respective phase diagrams. Both figures show an excellent qualitative agree-
ment with experiment and a very good level in quantitative comparison [2, 122, 123].
We especially emphasise the good agreement for the complicated MCE behaviour of
Dy in sharp contrast with the simplicity of Gd. Clearly, the different features in the
diagrams between Gd and Dy largely change their magnetocaloric responses. Our
calculations correctly predict the regions where the effect changes from conventional
(−∆Siso > 0) to inverse (−∆Siso < 0), as can be seen by comparing panels (a) and
(c) of Fig. 5.9. We conclude that the most significant characteristics of the MCE
in the HRE elements are described from the particularities of their magnetic phase
diagrams, which in turn are fundamentally linked to the valence electrons and the
consequent pair- and quartic interactions.
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Figure 5.9: The MCE quantified by (a) the isothermal entropy change and (b) the
adiabatic temperature change of Gd with the lattice attributes of Dy. The figure
shows the results in a temperature range comprising the PM-HAFM and HAFM-FM
phase transitions for increasing values of the applied magnetic field. The appropriate
de Gennes factor for Dy scaling the pair- and quartic constants has been applied.
(c) Experimental isothermal entropy change from magnetisation data, taken from
reference [2] for comparison with our results in panel (a).
5.2 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter we have used our SDFT-DLM theory, presented in chapters 2-4, to
study the diverse magnetism in the HRE elements. The method applied is based on
the calculation of internal magnetic fields emerging when specific magnetic ordering
is imposed on the electronic structure. In particular, we have explored ferromagnetic
and long wave modulated helical antiferromagnetic phases, as well as the effect of
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an external magnetic field, giving rise to distorted helical antiferromagnetic and fan
structures. We claim a dominant role for the valence electrons in the constructed
temperature-field magnetic phase diagrams of the heavy rare earth metals. Our ab
initio theory incorporates lattice structural effects coming from the lanthanide con-
traction on this glue and makes the link between the changing topology of the Fermi
surface, observed experimentally, and the evolving long range magnetic order of the
f -electron moments, which triggers the first-order transition between helical anti-
ferromagnetic and ferromagnetic states. Tricritical points are also predicted. This
generic valence electron effect produces pairwise and four-site constants describing
magnetic-order-dependent interactions among the localised f -electron moments and
rules out the necessity to invoke ad hoc temperature dependent effective interactions
or magnetostrictive effects. A simple de Gennes factor scaling of the interactions
along with a phenomenological measure of magnetocrystalline anisotropy to fix the
easy magnetisation plane enables this model to be applied broadly to the heavy rare
earths. We propose the model as a filter to identify subtle lanthanide f -electron
correlation effects for further scrutiny. To finalise the chapter we also calculated the
magnetocaloric effect in Gd and Dy, obtaining an excellent agreement with exper-
iment. We concluded that the caloric responses are mainly linked to the specific
traits in the respective magnetic phase diagrams, which at the same time are fun-
damentally described by the pairwise and four-site interactions.
Chapter 6
Frustrated magnetism in
Mn-based antiperovskite
Mn3GaN
The rich magnetism that originates in the family Mn3AX (X=C and N, and A=Ni,
Ag, Zn, Ga, In, Al, Sn, etc.) raises fundamental interest in the study of magnetic
phase transitions and offers different pathways for their exploitation as magnetic
refrigerants [124]. These metals crystallise into the cubic Mn-based antiperovskite
structure, shown in Fig. 6.1(a). The magnetism is due to Mn atoms positioned at the
centre of the cube faces and the exchange interaction among them is mediated by the
presence of the A and X atoms and their influence on the electronic glue. Depending
on what elements are used very diverse magnetic phases can be obtained [124]. For
example, the carbide’s PM state (X=C, A=Zn, Al, Ga, In, Ge) is usually unstable to
the formation of a second-order transition to a FM phase [3, 124] (Fig. 6.1(b)). The
magnetism, however, becomes more complicated when the temperature is lowered,
triggering transitions to other magnetic structures with antiferromagnetic ordering
of different kind. The antiperovskite system that has possibly drawn more attention
from this situation is Mn3GaC [125, 126, 127], which has been subject of extensive
experimental studies in the recent decades due to the significant inverse caloric re-
sponse at the first-order transition from the FM state to an AFM order modulated
by a wave vector q = (12 ,
1
2 ,
1
2)
2pi
a [128, 129, 130, 131] (Fig. 6.1(c)), where a is the
lattice parameter. This is in sharp contrast with the physics observed in its coun-
terpart Mn3GaN, as well as in other nitrides in the family in general. In Mn3GaN
the moments in neighbouring Mn atoms interact antiferromagnetically leading to a
geometrical magnetic frustration on the triangular lattice in the (111) planes. This
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results in a first-order transition from the PM state to a triangular AFM ordering,
as found in neutron diffraction studies [3, 132]. Due to the lattice symmetries two
different triangular phases are observed in experiment, corresponding to the Γ5g
(Fig. 6.1(d)) and Γ4g (Fig. 6.1(e)) representations [132, 133, 134]. In both situa-
tions the three local magnetic moments on the Mn sites have equal sizes and their
thermal fluctuations give rise to identical single-site magnetisations and angles of
2pi/3 between their directions, which yields a zero net magnetisation. The chirality
in the Γ4g and Γ5g representations is the same and the difference lies in that the
local moment directions differ by a simultaneous rotation of pi/2 within the (111)
plane, highlighted in colour blue in the figures. Hence, the energy difference between
these two structures is purely attributed to spin-orbit coupling sources. Interest-
ingly, this transition gains even more interest due to the negative thermal expansion
associated with it [135, 136]. In fact, it is this anomaly the factor that renewed
interest in these metallic compounds in the last decade. It is also worth mentioning
that the stabilisation and competition between all the observed magnetic phases
is often discussed in terms of signs and ratios among the nearest neighbour and
the next nearest neighbour Mn-X-Mn and Mn-Mn magnetic interactions [126]. We
show them as pairwise constants A1, A2 and A3, respectively, in Fig. 6.1(a). In this
chapter we demonstrate, however, that multi-site interactions and their effect on
the overall magnetic interactions play a fundamental role too.
If the cubic symmetry is distorted by strain one can expect the compromise
among the magnetic interactions to be disrupted to trigger transitions to other mag-
netic states with net magnetisation [137]. Note that this is a different mechanism
to magnetostriction, widely used in spintronic devices, which is driven by the more
subtle relativistic spin-orbit coupling. Magnetic transitions driven by lattice strains
have been reported in several perovskite oxides [138, 139]. One of the most impor-
tant findings is a very strong dependence of the transition temperature on biaxial
strain (≈ 50 K per 1%) predicted [140] and subsequently confirmed experimen-
tally [141] for G-type AFM phase of SrMnO3. The ability to drive a magnetic phase
transition with a large entropy change, ∆S = 9 J/kgK, by means of biaxial strain
was demonstrated in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 film on BaTiO3 substrate [142]. Along these
lines, magnetic frustration has been proposed to be an important phenomenon able
to substantially enhance the caloric effect, as recently shown in the large barocaloric
response measured at the transition in Mn3GaN [60]. Our motivation is to study
how the frustrated magnetism changes under biaxial strain and analyse the strain-
temperature phase diagram in search of magnetic phase transitions that can be
potentially used for cooling applications.
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Figure 6.1: (a) The antiperovskite paramagnetic (and also non-magnetic) unit cell
of Mn3AX systems and the magnetic interactions between nearest neighbours (red)
and next nearest neighbours (blue). The element X sits on the cube centres and is
surrounded by Mn atoms at the centre of the faces. The element A occupies the
corner sites and can be one among many different elements or a solid solution of
several (A=Ni, Ag, Zn, Ga, In, Al, Sn, etc.). The figure also shows some of the
stable magnetic phases observed in experiment: The (b) ferromagnetic, (c) collinear
antiferromagnetic (in Mn3GaC), and the triangular antiferromagnetic in the (d) Γ5g
and (e) Γ4g representations [3]. Arrows represent the averaged directions of the local
magnetic moments and with colour blue we indicate the (111) plane.
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In this chapter we implement our SDFT-DLM theory, presented in chapters
2-4, to study the geometrically frustrated non-collinear magnetism of Mn3GaN.
We start in section 6.1 by testing our results with available experimental data for
the unstrained cubic system and give an estimation of the entropy change at the
transition, suitably comparing with the barocaloric effect. Then we explore different
tetragonal lattice distortions and study the elastocaloric effect in section 6.2. We
point out that our DLM method is well suited for this metallic system because
the local moments are relatively well localised [143] while their interaction with the
localised Ga p-states determines the size [137] and direction of the strain-induced
total magnetisation, shown in T = 0 K theoretical studies.
6.1 Unstrained cubic system
Due to the very complicated and diverse magnetism found experimentally in the
Mn-based antiperovskite systems, we firstly carried out an analysis of the direct
correlation function S˜
(2)
ss′ (q) of cubic Mn3GaN. As explained in section 3.4, the aim
is to study the limit of the PM state ({mn} → 0) and search for the most stable
types of magnetic order. We, therefore, constructed fully disordered local moment
potentials, producing local moment sizes of µ ≈ 3.1µB, and examined S˜ss′(q) in
the reciprocal space set by them. Since there are three magnetic sites associated
with the Mn atoms inside the PM unit cell (shown in Fig. 6.1(a)), diagonalising
S˜ss′(q) yields three eigenfunctions u˜i(q) (i = 1, 2, 3). In Fig. 6.2(a) we show the
largest value among them as a function of q, i.e. the dependence of the most stable
structure in the PM limit. We point out that the cubic lattice parameter a used is
the one that minimises the total SDFT-based energy in our calculations. As we show
in Fig. 6.2(b), the value obtained is a0=4.14 A˚, which is approximately 6% larger
than the experimentally measured of aexp=3.898 A˚. We have found this significant
lattice expansion indispensable for the appropriate description of the magnetism in
Mn3GaN. For example, the triangular state, corresponding to q=0 because there
is no rotation of local order parameters from one unit cell to another (see Fig.
6.1(d,e) and section 3.4), only stabilises when a is increased up to the minimum of
the total energy. Indeed, the eigenvectors of max(u˜i(0)) describe cosines of 2pi/3
angles between the local moments on the Mn sites at a0=4.14 A˚
1 but not at aexp.
However, inspecting Fig. 6.2(a) further reveals that, even though the triangular
structure has a significantly large eigenvalue, in fact in the PM limit the system
1An example of the eigenvector components of max(u˜i(0)) describing the triangular phase in
one of our calculations is for example (0.674, -0.736, 0.616).
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is unstable to the formation of another more stable magnetic phase modulated as
q=(0.5 0 0.5)2pia , whose local order parameters, therefore, flip when moving along
two crystallographic directions and remain the same along the third. Note that
due to the lattice symmetries the calculation of max(u˜i(q)) along (110) and (011)
gives identical results to (101). The eigenvectors of this magnetic phase have only
one non-zero component associated with the Mn atom from which when moving
along (101) a N atom is not crossed. In other words, the calculation shows that the
constant A3 is large and negative. We advance that albeit the pairwise interactions
studied now (enclosed inside S˜ss′(q)) do not render the triangular phase at the
free energy minimum, the presence of multi-site interactions in fact stabilise the
triangular ordering inducing a first-order transition. In the following we show this
from the calculation of the internal magnetic fields at large magnetic orderings of
the triangular state. We refer again back to chapter 4 for a deeper discussion on
this.
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Figure 6.2: Panel (a) shows the dependence of the maximum eigenvalue of the direct
correlation function S˜ss′(q) on the reciprocal wave vector q for a lattice parameter
minimising the SDFT-based total energy a0=4.14 A˚, which is plotted in panel (b).
The results are shown for three characteristic directions from the centre to the
boundaries of the Brillouin zone, red squares for (100), blues stars for (111), and
green crosses for (101). The triangular state experimentally observed in Mn3GaN
corresponds to q=0.
In case of the triangular state in Mn3GaN with an unstrained lattice (cu-
bic symmetry) the magnetic order of all three Mn atoms can be described by the
common size of the local order parameters, mTr (or λTr), even though the angle
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between each pair is 2pi/3. The situation is completely analogous to the case study
presented in section 4.2.2. Here, however, we calculate the expansion coefficients
from the internal field {hintn } SDFT-DLM data obtained from the PM potentials
minimising the SDFT-based total energy. To justify the use of these potentials we
invoke the RSA approximation. We set {λn} = {βhintn } input values for the calcu-
lation of {hintn } with values ranging as λTr=0.05, 0.1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10,
satisfactorily sampling the mTr space. We have found that {hintn } is described very
well by the two term equation
〈Ωint〉0 = −aTrm2Tr − bTrm4Tr, (6.1)
where the coefficients are aTr = 31.47 meV and bTr = 33.11 meV. Note that these
constants contain the effect of the pairwise interactions, including A1, A2, and A3,
and the four-site constants, respectively, as illustrated in Eq. (4.12). We proceed
by constructing the free energy per formula unit as prescribed by Eq. (3.26), which
under the presence of no external magnetic field and magnetic entropies associated
with the three Mn atoms, S1, S2 and S3, defined by Eq. (3.24), gives
G1 = −aTrm2Tr − bTrm4Tr − T (S1 + S2 + S3). (6.2)
After minimising Eq. (6.2) at different values of the temperature our SDFT-DLM
approach predicts the triangular AFM state as the most stable structure at high
temperatures. At the Ne´el temperature the quartic coefficient bTr is larger than its
positive counterpart in the expansion of magnetic entropy in powers of the order
parameter (see Eq. (4.8)), which indicates a first-order phase transition between
the triangular AFM and the PM state in agreement with experiment [60], and
therefore stabilising this magnetic state at higher temperature than the q =(0.5 0
0.5)2pia phase. We find TN = 304 K, which is very close to reported experimental
values TN = 288 K [135] and 290 K [60]. When we repeat our simulation for a
slightly larger lattice parameter, preserving the cubic symmetry and the form of
Eq. (6.2), we find an increase of TN with increasing the unit cell volume, in agree-
ment with experiment and hence capturing the negative thermal expansion [60, 136].
Matsunami et al. have recently measured a very large isothermal entropy change
∆S = 22.3 J/kgK at the AFM-PM transition in Mn3GaN [60] which correlates with
the large magnetovolume effect [135] driven by the geometric frustration and the
abrupt change of effective amplitudes of Mn magnetic moments. Our DLM theory
for unstrained cubic Mn3GaN finds a significantly larger barocaloric response (Fig.
2 of reference [60]), estimated from the change of Smag = S1 +S2 +S3 yielding at TN
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the value ∆Smag = Smag(TN + δT ) − Smag(TN − δT ) = 103.2 J/kgK, accompanied
by a large change of the magnetic order parameter ∆mTr = 0.74. The electronic en-
tropy change calculated from the dependence of the density of states on mTr and Eq.
(4.25) is very low, ∆Sel = 0.035 J/kgK, and the vibrational contribution estimated
from the Debye model introduced in Eq. (4.27), ∆Svib (we have assumed a Debye
temperature of 429.2 K, which becomes after rescaling to our transition tempera-
ture [135]), cannot compensate the discrepancy between ∆Smag and the measured
∆Stot either [60]. However, it should be noted that our ∆Smag falls well below the
theoretical upper limit proportional to kB ln(2J + 1) [144], which is 161.52 J/kgK
for Mn3GaN, where J is the total angular momentum of the magnetic atom. At
the same time, strong dependence of magnetic transitions on compositional disor-
der has been shown in Mn3AN [135, 136] and FeRh [12]. Owing to its ties to the
geometric frustration, ∆Smag is likely to be sensitive also to any symmetry lowering
due to structural defects in polycrystalline samples. Therefore, ∆Smag calculated in
a system with perfect stoichiometry and lattice symmetry, with a very sharp phase
transition in consequence, should be regarded as an upper estimate of the entropy
change measured at a smoother phase transition in a real sample. This is consistent
with our overestimate of ∆Smag and indicates that the simulated material has a
sharper phase transition than the available sample.
6.2 Biaxial strain, the elastocaloric effect and cooling
cycles
Having compared the results of our SDFT-DLM modelling with available experimen-
tal data for Mn3GaN with cubic symmetry, we now focus on the effect of tetragonal
lattice distortions. We assume only volume-conserving strains, i.e. Poisson’s ratios
equal to 0.5. Highly pertinent to the physics investigated in this section is the work
carried out in reference [137]. The authors studied the effect of net magnetisation
induced by elastic strain in frustrated AFM ordering in a long range of A elements
in Mn3AN from zero temperature SDFT calculations. Their calculations show that
an applied biaxial strain εxx = εyy = (a − a0)/a0 6= εzz (where a0 is the lattice
parameter of the relaxed structure) has a large impact on the frustration and leads
to canting and relative change of uncompensated local moment sizes in a distorted
triangular state, which we show in panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 6.3 for compressive and
tensile strains in Mn3GaN, respectively. Our results in this section are in agreement
with these insights and expand the study to non-zero temperature.
We perform our finite temperature study by firstly examining how the eigen-
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Figure 6.3: The structure of Mn3GaN under compressive and tensile biaxial strains.
Magenta arrows are used to represent the induced canted angles and changes of the
local order parameters and magnetic moment sizes. These changes as well as the
tetragonal distortions are exaggerated for illustrative purposes. Red arrows show
the unstrained magnetic structure for comparison. Upper and lower panels show
the results at low and high temperatures, respectively: The (a,b) canted triangular
state, and collinear (c) ferrimagnetic and (d) antiferromagnetic orderings.
functions {u˜i(q)}, and the corresponding eigenvectors, of the direct correlation func-
tion change against different values of εxx in the PM state. In Fig. 6.4 we show the
largest eigenfunction, u˜p(q) = max({u˜i(q)}), among the three possible solutions
i = 1, 2, 3. Clearly, both positive and negative stresses strongly favour the trian-
gular state, now distorted, at q = 0, in clear detriment of the q =(0.5 0 0.5)2pia
modulated phase and ensuring the stability, therefore, of a magnetic ordering pre-
scribed by q = 0. We emphasise that the change of the eigenfunction at this value
is remarkably large. In terms of the associated transition temperature, calculated
using Eq. (3.76), our results predict an increase of approximately 70K for a relatively
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small 1% tetragonal distortion. This is in line with the behaviour of the eigenvectors.
An inspection of their components {(Vp,1(q = 0), Vp,2(q = 0), Vp,3(q = 0))} (see
section 3.4 and specifically Eqs. (3.73) and (3.80) for their meaning), shown in table
6.1, reveals that even the smallest studied distortion of 0.25% fundamentally affects
their shape, which changes from one describing a compensated triangular state to
a different one that remains the same for larger stresses. In particular, compressive
and tensile strains automatically induce ferrimagnetic (FIM) and collinear AFM or-
derings described by eigenvectors (+,+,−) and (+,−, 0), respectively. Hence, the
instability of the PM state at high temperatures is rapidly increased under strain
application to the formation of these two previously unreported magnetic structures.
For clarity, we remark that a component with value zero, as in the collinear AFM
eigenvector, indicates a fully disordered magnetic site, caused by thermal fluctua-
tions of the orientation of a local moment with size µ. It is regarded, therefore, as
a entirely magnetically frustrated site in which all magnetic directions are equally
probable. The direct consequence of this is that whilst tensile strains increase the
magnetic frustration, compressive strains release it.
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Figure 6.4: The dependence of the largest value among {u˜i(q), i = 1, 2, 3} on the
reciprocal wave vector q along the relevant direction (101). The results are shown
for different values of (a) compressive (εxx < 0) and (b) tensile (εxx > 0) biaxial
strains.
We now proceed by generalising 〈Ωint〉0, given in Eq. (6.1), to account for the
distorted triangular state and the emerging FIM and collinear AFM magnetic phases
found by the analysis of the direct correlation function. A single order parameter
is not sufficient to describe the canted magnetism of the lower symmetry caused
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Compressive (εxx < 0) Tensile (εxx > 0)
|εxx| = 0.25% (0.392, 0.392, -0.832) (1, 1, 0)
|εxx| = 0.50% (0.378, 0.378, -0.845) (1, 1, 0)
|εxx| = 1.00% (0.350, 0.350, -0.869) (1, 1, 0)
Table 6.1: The eigenvectors (Vp,1(q = 0), Vp,2(q = 0), Vp,3(q = 0)) associated to
u˜p(q = 0) = max(u˜i(q = 0)) for the same compressive and tensile strains shown
in Fig. 6.4. The components correspond to the three Mn atoms in the PM unit
cell illustrated in Fig. 6.1(a). In particular, Vp,1 and Vp,2 are linked to the atomic
positions (0 0.5 0.5) and (0.5 0 0.5), and Vp,3 to (0.5 0.5 0), in lattice parameter
units.
by the tetragonal distortion. Thus, we define three independent order parameters
{m1,m2,m3} for each magnetic atom inside the unit cell. Note that, as indicated in
the caption of table 6.1, index 3 is used for the Mn atom in the (0.5 0.5 0) position
without a strain-induced local moment rotation, and the indices 1 and 2 for the
other two magnetic sites lying in the same (0 0 1) plane. We produced SDFT-
DLM data of {hintn } from input values of {m1,m2,m3} thoroughly sampling the
FIM, collinear AFM, and distorted triangular phases. The calculation was repeated
for PM self-consistent potentials obtained after biaxial strain applications ranging
as εxx = 0,±0.25%,±0.50%,±1.00%. Evidently, the SDFT-DLM internal energy
fitting this data is more complicated than Eq. (6.1) capturing the effect of the
tetragonal symmetry,
〈Ωint〉0 =− a1(m21 +m22)− a2m23 − α1m3 · (m1 + m2)− α2m1 ·m2
− b1(m41 +m42)− b2m43 − β1
[
(m3 ·m1)m22 + (m3 ·m2)m21
]
− β2
[
(m3 ·m1) + (m3 ·m2)
]
(m1 ·m2)− β3(m1 ·m2)m23
− β4(m3 ·m1)(m3 ·m2).
(6.3)
Including only quadratic and quartic terms in Eq. (6.3) is enough to fit satisfactorily
{hintn } across the explored range of strain and local order parameter sampling. As a
consequence, the free energy G1 = 〈Ωint〉0 − T (S1 + S2 + S3) now contains the com-
plexity of Eq. (6.3) and its minimisation renders the most stable magnetic structure
among the magnetic phases analysed, i.e. distorted triangular, FIM, and collinear
AFM. In order to construct temperature-strain phase diagrams we have also studied
the behaviour of the quadratic, {a1, a2, α1, α2}, and quartic, {b1, b2, β1, β2, β3, β4},
constants for the seven different values of εxx ∈ 〈−1, 1〉% explored. The quadratic
terms follow a very good linear dependence, as shown in Fig. 6.5. Moreover, the
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change of the quartic coefficients with εxx has been found to have a very small effect
on the phase diagram. Keeping them constant at their values for the relaxed cubic
system, b1 = b2 = 2.856 meV, β1 = β3 = −37.54 meV, and β2 = β4 = 43.08 meV,
produces no qualitative and nearly negligible quantitative changes in the transition
temperatures. We, therefore, kept them constant and only performed an additional
linear fitting of the quadratic constants to extract their dependence on εxx. In ad-
dition, we obtained a linear behaviour of the Mn magnetic moment sizes described
as µ1 = µ2 = (3.102−0.0361εxx)µB and µ3 = (3.102+0.0438εxx)µB for compressive
strain, and µ1 = µ2 = (3.102 − 0.0265εxx)µB and µ3 = (3.102 + 0.0444εxx)µB for
tensile strain.
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Figure 6.5: The linear dependence of the quadratic constants a1, a2, α1,
and α2 obtained from fitting the SDFT-DLM data of {hintn } for εxx =
0,±0.25%,±0.50%,±1.00%.
In Fig. 6.6 we plot the phase diagram constructed by tracking the free en-
ergy of competing magnetic phases across a range of strain and temperature with a
sufficiently small step allowed by the fitting for the dependence on εxx. Our finite
temperature simulations are in perfect agreement with the results reported in refer-
ence [137] at T = 0 K. At low temperatures we predict the same sign of the canting
in Mn3GaN, as indicated in Figs. 6.3(a) and 6.3(b). A net magnetisation is induced
along the (110) axis, which changes sign when switching between compressive and
tensile strains. In agreement with the analysis of the PM state, at higher temper-
atures we predict two novel strain-induced magnetic phases, a collinear FIM phase
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Figure 6.6: Temperature-strain magnetic phase diagram of Mn3GaN. Colours en-
codes the size and orientation of the induced net magnetic moment, µnet, along the
(110) axis. Thick black lines indicate first-order (solid) and second-order (dashed)
magnetic phase transitions. Letters in brackets link to panels of Fig. 6.3.
for compressive strain εxx < −0.75% and a collinear AFM phase for tensile strain
εxx > 0.75%, shown in Figs. 6.3(c) and 6.3(d), respectively. Remarkably, we also de-
termine the order of the phase transitions. Solid (dashed) black lines indicate first-
(second-) order transitions. We point out that the collinear FIM and AFM phases
emerge from the large change of the quadratic coefficients with εxx. This is the most
conspicuous feature of Fig. 6.6, leading to a strong dependence of the second-order
transition temperatures, between these phases and the PM state, on εxx. The tran-
sition between canted triangular and collinear AFM states changes from first- to
second- order for large tensile strain, generating a tricritical point in consequence.
The colour-coding shows the net magnetisation µnet = m1µ1 + m2µ2 + m3µ3 per
unit cell. For example, the collinear AFM state does not possess any net magnetic
moment, whereas the tensile-strained canted triangular and collinear FIM states
develop µnet parallel to (110) (positive, red). The compressive-strained canted tri-
angular state, however, has µnet antiparallel to (110) (negative, blue). From this
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follows another important prediction related to the compressive region of the phase
diagram (εxx < 0). The transition from canted triangular to the FIM state involves
a full reversal of the net magnetisation, which can be triggered both thermally
and/or by changing εxx. If straining by means of a device based on a Mn3GaN
film deposited epitaxially on a piezoelectric substrate, this region of the phase di-
agram could be used for repeatable magnetisation reversal under purely electrical
control of εxx. Such a device would not require assisting with an external magnetic,
which is the outstanding goal in magnetoelectrics. Regarding other relevant traits
of the phase diagram, the corresponding induced magnetic field reaches 200 Oe at
1% strain at room temperature. The strained material, therefore, has a potential
for multicaloric effects tuned and/or driven by a magnetic field. To finalise the dis-
cussion of Fig. 6.6, we remark that the only relevant dependence on εxx is the one
attributed to the quadratic coefficients. Hence, we concluded that all features of the
temperature-strain magnetic phase diagram are determined mainly by two factors.
(i) The presence of large quartic coefficients giving rise to the first-order nature of
the PM-AFM transition at zero strain and (ii) a strong dependence of the quadratic
coefficients on εxx.
Fig. 6.7 presents our magnetic phase diagram from the perspective of the
total entropy. The electronic contribution Sel has been ignored because we have
found it to be negligible compared with Smag and Svib, as explained in section 6.1.
This figure shows the abrupt entropy change ∆Stot ≈ 100 J/kgK at the first-order
transition to the PM state at zero strain. The transition gradually becomes less
first-order-like as the strain increases and becomes smooth around εxx = 2.5% due
to the presence of the tricritical point. Both the collinear FIM and AFM states
show a very strong dependence of Smag on strain at higher temperatures.
We now propose an elastocaloric cooling cycle utilising the complex pattern
of magnetic phase transitions of Fig. 6.7, which can be considered as an alternative to
structural phase transitions, in shape memory alloys for example. The cycle starts
by adiabatic application of strain (red line from point (1) to (2)), which causes
a decrease of Smag at the second-order transition from the PM to collinear AFM
state. This entropy change is compensated by an increase in Svib accompanied by a
warming of approximately 25K. In the next step the system is cooled to its original
temperature at constant strain (black line from point (2) to (3)). At this point
Smag further decreases through the first-order transition to the canted triangular
state and heat is expelled to the environment. In the third step a strain is applied
adiabatically again (red line from point (3) to (4)) entailing a continuous increase
of Smag and a temperature decrease of approximately 5K. Finally, the refrigerant is
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Figure 6.7: Total entropy of Mn3GaN against the temperature and biaxial strain.
Red contour lines mark adiabatic application of strain at Stot = 170 and 270 J/kgK.
Black lines mark iso-strain cooling (εxx = 1.18%) and heating (εxx = −0.73%). Blue
isotherm marks the reference temperature of 308 K and orange numbers indicate
the proposed cooling cycle.
warmed up at constant strain to close the cycle (black line from point (4) back to
(1)). Smag increases sharply at the first-order transition from the canted triangular
state to the PM state and heat is absorbed from the load.
Fig. 6.8 shows the dependence of Stot on temperature for five relevant strains,
which determine the maximum isothermal entropy change ∆Smaxiso and different val-
ues of the largest adiabatic temperature change ∆Tmaxad . We recall that in case of
a cooling cycle with a single first-order phase transition driven by an external mag-
netic field using a material with a weak dependence of the Curie temperature on field
its ∆Tmaxad cannot reach the highest value allowed by the entropy change [58, 145].
In our case, the rate of change of TN with strain is relatively small compared to the
large ∆Smaxiso in Mn3GaN which would limit ∆T
max
ad1
if the elastocaloric-based cooling
cycle was restricted to strains below 0.75%, as indicated in Fig. 6.8. However, at
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Figure 6.8: The total entropy for selected values of strain in Mn3GaN. Black lines
correspond to black iso-strain lines in Fig. 6.7 and blue dashed line crosses only
the first-order phase transition (small ∆Tmaxad1 ). All dash-dotted lines cross both the
first- and second- order transitions allowing for larger ∆Tmaxad2 .
larger strains the cooling cycle benefits from the additional second-order transition
between the collinear magnetic structures and the PM state with remarkably high
dependence on εxx. This causes a previously unreported qualitative change of the
temperature dependence of Stot(ε, T ). For large enough values of εxx the collinear
structures are stabilised and two phase transitions are triggered with increasing
temperature, namely first-order canted triangular-to-collinear FIM(or AFM) and
second-order collinear FIM(or AFM)-to-PM. Dash-dotted lines in Fig. 6.8 show this
situation. As a result, the adiabatic temperature change is substantially increased
from ∆Tmaxad1 to ∆T
max
ad2
. Hence, our elastocaloric cycle offers simultaneously both
large ∆Smaxiso ≈ 100 J/kgK and ∆Tmaxad2 ≈ 30 K. Even if the corresponding exper-
imental ∆Smaxiso was a factor of 5 lower (as suggested by the observed barocaloric
effect [60]) the proposed cycle would still be highly competitive with the avail-
able magnetocaloric and mechanocaloric counterparts [58, 146]. We conclude that
the combination of both first- and second-order transitions improves significantly
the cooling capacity of the elastocaloric cycle. We stress that the stability of the
collinear magnetic structures is underpinned by the strong spin-lattice coupling aris-
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ing from the frustrated exchange interactions and the effect of biaxial strain on them.
The transition temperatures are in the room temperature range and, in principle,
they can be further tuned by partially substituting atom A by an element with a
different number of valence s- and p- electrons [3, 135]. In addition, the availability
of phase transitions between two ordered states is relevant for elastocaloric-based
cooling applications as it can reduce losses due to spin fluctuations and short-range
order of a PM state [59].
6.3 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter we have modelled the geometrically frustrated magnetism of non-
collinear and collinear magnetic phases in Mn-antiperovskite nitride Mn3GaN with
relaxed and biaxially strained lattice at finite temperatures. We have applied the
SDFT-DLM theory set out in chapters 2-4 to investigate the effect of changing tem-
perature on the magnetic ordering and elastocaloric responses. The study has been
structured by firstly analysing the direct correlation function in the paramagnetic
limit and subsequently using the results obtained to establish the more extensive
calculation of the internal magnetic fields at different magnetic orderings. Prior to
the study of tetragonal distortions, we have started by investigating the relaxed cu-
bic state under ambient conditions. We found the stability of the triangular phase at
low temperature and a first-order transition to the PM phase at a Ne´el temperature
in good agreement with available experimental data. The theory is able to provide
the relevant thermodynamic quantities to describe the stability of competing mag-
netic phases, which allowed us to construct a strain-temperature magnetic phase
diagram. We predict two novel magnetic phases, namely collinear ferrimagnetic
at εxx < 0.75% and collinear antiferromagnetic at εxx > 0.75%. These magnetic
structures arise from the increase and decrease of magnetic frustration caused by
the strain, respectively. They are stable at high temperatures and show a second-
order transition to the PM state which strongly depends on biaxial strain. The
combination of both second-order and first-order transitions enabled us to propose
an elastocaloric cooling cycle which exhibits large isothermal entropy change and
adiabatic temperature change simultaneously. This rich phenomenology is available
due to the strong spin-lattice coupling linked to the magnetic frustration. We finally
remark that the Mn3AN family of frustrated non-collinear AFMs might offer op-
portunities to tune the chemical composition to achieve better cooling performance
than shown here, while still utilising relatively abundant chemical elements. We
thus suggest Mn3AN as a new class of elastocaloric materials.
Chapter 7
Summary and outlook
In this thesis we have presented an ab initio theory for the calculation of pair- and
multi-site magnetic interactions in magnetic materials. Our approach is able to
describe the dependence of the electronic structure on the magnetic ordering asso-
ciated with each atomic site, and in turn evaluates the effect that the electronic
response has on the magnetism. This is obtained from modelling thermal fluctua-
tions of magnetic degrees of freedom, which we describe by adopting the Disordered
Local Moment picture. Local magnetic moments associated with atomic sites are
pictured as emerging from the glue of many-interacting electrons and evolve on a
time-scale long compared with the rest of electronic degrees of freedom. Within
this view Density Functional Theory calculations constrained to specific magnetic
moment orientations can be carried out to calculate the grand potential for the elec-
trons and governing the local moments. The mathematical formalism of the method
is suitable to deal with magnetic disordering through the construction of an effective
medium set by the Coherent Potential Approximation. In this framework we have
developed a methodology to describe first- and second-order magnetic phase transi-
tions originated from the pairwise and multi-site interactions, and hence depending
on the electronic features too, and track them against temperature, magnetic field
and atomic positions. The central step of our approach consists in the calculation
of internal magnetic local fields that we used to extract the interactions among the
local magnetic moments. In order to identify the most stable magnetic structures
we firstly investigate the instabilities of the paramagnetic state by lattice Fourier
transforming the magnetic interactions. Magnetic phase diagrams, and tricritical
points in consequence, are directly obtainable from our approach. The method is
also designed to calculate isothermal entropy changes and adiabatic temperature
changes, which we use to evaluate caloric effects at magnetic phase transitions and
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hence the refrigerating performance of a magnetic material.
The theory has been firstly applied to study the heavy rare earth elements
in chapter 5. We have found that most of their magnetism fundamentally origi-
nates from the mixed effect of both pairwise and multi-spin interactions. We have
shown that the effect that the magnetic ordering of the f -electron local moments
has on the valence electronic structure, common to all the heavy rare earths, es-
tablishes the origin of the general features among the magnetic phase transitions
triggered by temperature and magnetic field. The qualitative changes induced on
the Fermi surface topology by changing the magnetic ordering are demonstrated
to be directly correlated to the stabilisation between a long-period helical antiferro-
magnetic structure and ferromagnetism at zero magnetic field. As a result, a generic
temperature-magnetic field phase diagram for Gd to Ho has been produced, which
describes first- and second-order phase transitions and predicts tricritical points in
good agreement with experiment. The lanthanide contraction has been used to de-
sign a model based on Gd as a magnetic prototype and the de Gennes factor to scale
the magnetic interactions. In chapter 6 we investigated the magnetic frustration in
Mn-based antiperovskite Mn3GaN system. The theory correctly predicts the tran-
sition temperature of a first-order phase transition between the paramagnetic state
and an antiferromagnetic triangular structure, showing the linkage between the first-
order character of the transition and the multi-site interactions. We investigated the
effect of biaxial strain on the magnetic frustration and predicted two new collinear
magnetic phases at very high temperatures, which are a direct consequence of the
strong dependence of the pairwise constants on the interatomic distances. We have
also carried out a major investigation centred on caloric effects for both the heavy
rare earths and Mn3GaN. The magnetocaloric effect calculated for Gd and Dy is in
excellent qualitative and quantitative agreement with experiment, and we propose
a novel elastocaloric cycle showing both large temperature and entropy changes in
Mn3GaN via exploiting the magnetic phase diagram’s features. In summary, we
have shown the validity and efficiency of the theory in the systems investigated,
providing explanations for the underlying physical phenomena and giving useful
predictions. Our results are consequent of considering the mutual feedback between
magnetic ordering and the electronic structure, hence giving rise to both pairwise
and multi-spin interaction.
We identify three different directions to further develop the theory and ideas
presented in this thesis, with high importance in both fundamental and practical
aspects:
1. The first refers to the usage of the pairwise and multi-spin interactions, that
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we show how to calculate from a pure first-principles perspective, within atom-
istic modelling of magnetic systems. By means of atomistic spin model simu-
lations, fundamental physics can be studied in detail from underlying micro-
scopic origins [147], such as spin dynamics [148, 149, 150], spin torques [151]
and anisotropy [152, 153, 154], exchange bias [155], and complex behaviour of
magnetic nanoparticles [152], for example. The DFT basis of our approach
motivates the linkage to atomistic models due to its broad use and applicabil-
ity, as well as the natural treatment of atoms with associated local magnetic
moments. In addition, our method directly comes from a robust formalism
for the local moment thermal fluctuations, and hence it shows itself as a per-
tinent theory to be joined with atomistic schemes at finite temperatures. We
have shown how the presence of multi-spin interactions has a profound impact
on the magnetism as the magnetic ordering changes. However, only simpler
pairwise constants are usually considered within atomistic models due to the
lack of an appropriate ab initio theory for the calculation of more compli-
cated exchange terms. Clearly, developing a method to adequately take into
account the effect of multi-spin interactions from DFT-DLM theory into atom-
istic modellings has a great potential to be very useful and produce important
results.
2. The second centres on the study of systems for spintronic applications. As
shown in this thesis, the theory presents an excellent performance for the de-
scription of antiferromagnetic states of different kind, tracking the type and ex-
tent of long-range magnetic order and describing their temperature-dependent
properties. This gains relevance in the context of antiferromagnetic spintron-
ics, which is currently living an exciting period of time due to the recent
demonstration of electrical switching and detection of Ne´el order [156, 157].
The prediction of spin-polarised current in triangular antiferromagnets from
symmetry arguments [158], such as in Mn3Sn for example, also evidences the
importance along this direction since their frustrated magnetism is very simi-
lar to the originated in the antiperovskite structure that we have investigated
in chapter 6. The theory can be used within a fully relativistic scheme so
that spin-orbit coupling effects can be taken into account and spin-dependent
transport can be modelled in different magnetic phases [159]. Our studies
can be expanded, therefore, to address the mutual influence between cur-
rents and magnetic moment textures. Calculations centred on the effect of
magnetic anisotropy on distortions and phase-coexistence observed in Mn3A
systems [160], as well as the fundamental role of chirality and Dzyaloshinskii-
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Moriya interaction on the family of Hall effects with both fully compensated
and weekly ferromagnetic triangular states [161] can be performed too. We
believe that this together with our methodology to construct magnetic phase
diagrams and monitoring the electronic properties against magnetic ordering,
hence investigating the effect of multi-spin interactions, promises to be very
relevant for spintronic studies.
3. Finally, our theory is still lacking of a suitable description for the effect of
lattice vibrations, which is of fundamental importance for the calculation of
caloric effects at magnetic phase transitions. At the moment only a simple
Debye model is used to obtain an adequate behaviour of the entropy against
temperature, which is then used to evaluate adiabatic temperature changes.
However, the atomic positions are fixed in our calculations. The direct con-
sequence of this fact is that the phonon contribution to the caloric response
at a first-order phase transition is not taken into account and that the mu-
tual feedback between atomic displacements and magnetic degrees of freedom
is neglected. We point out that thermal fluctuations of lattice displacements
have been studied using DFT technology in several works [162, 163, 164]. For
example, by means of calculating effective forces a method to extract the im-
pact of magnetic disorder on the phonon spectra has been achieved, obtaining
remarkable results in the paramagnetic state of iron [162]. However, in such
an approach the CPA is circumvented in favour of a more efficient but less
versatile description of thermal fluctuations. As a consequence, pairwise and
multi-spin interactions, and their change from the vibrational influence, are
not addressed. Moreover, H. Ebert at al. have carried out theoretical progress
using the CPA and assuming a displacement of the atomic potentials within
a rigid muffin-tin approximation in the context of KKR formalism [163]. This
work is a benchmark for our studies but further efforts are still necessary since
the CPA was used solely to perform averages over atomic displacements and
less rigorous supercell techniques were used to treat spin fluctuations. There is
plenty of scope to develop our theory along these lines, both designing a better
approach for the ab initio calculation of caloric effects and tackle fundamental
questions about entropy sources and their relation to time and energy scale
considerations.
Appendix A
The CPA equations in the
paramagnetic limit
In this section we provide detail on the derivation of Eq. (3.100). To arrive to
this result we solve the CPA equations of disordered local moments, given in Eq.
(3.40), in the paramagnetic limit, i.e. when approaching the fully disordered state
{mn} = {0}. In terms of the impurity matrix, the paramagnetic state is described
to the lowest order in {mn} as
Di(eˆi) = D
0
i + δDi(eˆi), (A.1)
where D0i is given by Eq. (3.82) (or equivalently by Eq. (3.84)) and
δDi(eˆi) = D
0
i
[
δ∆0i τ c-0,ii + ∆
0
i δτ c,iiσ · mˆi
]
D0i , (A.2)
as can be seen from Eq. (3.90). Hence, the CPA equations are expressed as∫
deˆiP
0
i D
0
i = I2, (A.3)
for the zeroth order and∫
deˆi
(
δPi(eˆi)D
0
i + P
0
i δDi(eˆi)
)
= (0), (A.4)
for the first order. Since
∫
deˆiP
0
i σ · eˆi = 0, it directly follows from the zeroth order
that
1
2
(
D0i+ +D
0
i−
)
= 1. (A.5)
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By performing some simple manipulations into Eq. (A.5) one can show that
1
2
(
t−1i+ + t
−1
i+
)− t−1c-0,i = −(t−1i+ − t−1c-0,i) τ c-0,ii (t−1i+ − t−1c-0,i) . (A.6)
This is a central equation for the effective medium quantities t−1c-0,i and τ c-0,ii in
terms of t−1i+ and t
−1
i− . In order to develop the first order we split Eq. (A.4) into
three different terms,
3
4pi
∫
deˆimi · eˆiD0i , (A.7)
1
4pi
∫
deˆiD
0
i
(
−δt−1c,i σ · mˆi
)
D0i , (A.8)
1
4pi
∫
deˆiD
0
i
(
1
2
(
t−1i+ + t
−1
i−
)
I2 +
1
2
(
t−1i+ − t−1i−
)
σ · eˆi − t−1c-0,iI2
)
δτ c,iiσ · mˆiD0i ,
(A.9)
where we have used definitions given in Eqs. (3.59), (3.91), and (3.92). The way to
proceed now is to exploit Eq. (A.5) in order to get rid of the terms (D0i+ +D
0
i−)/2
inside D0i and multiply by (D
0
i+)
−1 and (D0i−)−1, in the left and right hand sides
respectively, to deal with (D0i+ − D0i−)/2. To simplify further Eq. (A.8) it is also
necessary to use Eq. (A.6) as well as the fact that
1
2
(
D0i+ −D0i−
)
= 1−D0i− = D0i+ − 1, (A.10)
which follows from Eq. (A.5). Note that only terms accompanied by (σ · mˆi),
(mi · eˆi)(σ · eˆi), or (σ · eˆi)(σ · mˆi)(σ · eˆi) give non-zero contributions after performing
the integral and that
3
4pi
∫
deˆi(mi · eˆi)(σ · eˆi) = miσz, (A.11)
1
4pi
∫
deˆi(σ · mˆi) = 14pi
∫
deˆi(σ · eˆi)(σ · mˆi)(σ · eˆi) = σz. (A.12)
After carrying out this lengthy algebra one obtains
1
2
mi
(
t−1i+ − t−1i−
)− (t−1i+ − t−1c-0) δτ c,ii (t−1i− − t−1c-0)
+δt−1c,i +
(
t−1i+ − t−1c-0
)
τ c-0,iiδt
−1
c,i + δt
−1
c,i τ c-0,ii
(
t−1i− − t−1c-0
)
= 0,
(A.13)
where the first and second terms originate from Eqs. (A.7) and (A.9), respectively,
and the rest from Eq. (A.8). We can now rearrange the terms of this equation by
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taking into account that δt−1c,i and δτ c,ii are related by
δτ c,ii = −
∑
k
τ c-0,ikδt
−1
c,kτ c-0,ki (A.14)
which follows from Eq. (3.96), so that[
1 +
(
t−1i+ − t−1c-0
)
τ c-0,ii
]
δt−1c,i
[
1 + τ c-0,ii
(
t−1i− − t−1c-0
)]
= −1
2
mi
(
t−1i+ − t−1i−
)− (t−1i+ − t−1c-0)
∑
k 6=i
τ c-0,ikδt
−1
c,kτ c-0,ki
(t−1i− − t−1c-0) . (A.15)
From this result we can write an equation for the derivative of t−1c,i with respect to
an arbitrary order parameter mj . We firstly multiply by D
0
i+ and D
0
i− at the left
and right hand sides of Eq. (A.15), respectively. After this we divide the equation
by δmj and take the paramagnetic limit, which gives
Λij ≡
∂t−1c,i
∂mj
=
1
2
(
X0i− −X0i+
)
δij −X0i+
∑
k 6=i
τ c-0,ik
∂t−1c,k
∂mj
τ c-0,ki
X0i−, (A.16)
where X0i+ and X
0
i− are the components of the zeroth order of the excess scattering
matrix in the spin frame of reference in which it is diagonal,
X0i =
(
X0i+ 0
0 X0i−
)
=
(
(t−1i+ − t−1c-0,i) + τ c-0,ii 0
0 (t−1i− − t−1c-0,i) + τ c-0,ii
)−1
. (A.17)
The next step is to apply the lattice Fourier transform introduced in Eq. (3.68),
that is
Λ˜ss′(q) =
1
Nc
∑
tt′
Λts t′s′e
iq·(Rt+rs−Rt′−rs′ ). (A.18)
Eq. (A.16) then becomes
Λ˜ss′(q)−X0s+τ c-0,ssΛ˜ss(q)τ c-0,ssX0s− −
1
2
(
X0s− −X0s+
)
=− 1
Nc
∑
tt′
eiq·(Rt+rs−Rt′−rs′ )X0s+
(∑
t′′s′′
τ c-0,ts,t′′s′′Λt′′s′′,t′s′τ c-0,t′′s′′,ts
)
X0s−
=− 1
Nc
∑
tt′
eiq·(Rt+rs−Rt′−rs′ )X0s+
(∑
t′′s′′
τ c-0,ts,t′′s′′Λt′′s′′,t′s′
× 1
VBZ
∫
VBZ
dkτ c-0,s′′,s(k)e
−ik·(Rt′′+rs′′−Rt−rs)
)
X0s−,
(A.19)
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where VBZ is the volume of the Brillouin zone. Conveniently rearranging the expo-
nential factors and performing the sums invoking the convolution theorem finally
gives
Λ˜ss′(q) =
1
2
(
X0s− −X0s+
)
−X0s+
[∑
s′′
1
VBZ
∫
VBZ
dkτ˜ c-0,ss′′(k + q)Λ˜s′′s′(q)τ˜ c-0,s′′s(k)− τ c-0,ssΛ˜ss(q)τ c-0,ss
]
X0s−
(A.20)
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